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August 15, 2021—Just how the mighty had fallen in Kabul 
depended on who you considered mighty. When the moment 
arrived, the supposedly most powerful man in Afghanistan—
its twice-elected president Ashraf Ghani—had now found 
himself to be the most vulnerable. The divisive Afghan poli-
tics of which he was an integral part had paralyzed Kabul for 
years. The regional strongmen and their patronage networks 
had systematically weakened the state by dismembering 
whatever semblance of rule of law ever existed in the country. 
But this was all history now. In early August 2021, Ghani 
knew the Taliban were at the gates of the city, and he also 
knew the biggest target in the world was on his back. When 
he asked his military commanders about the situation, they 
told him the last thing he would have wanted to hear: many 
of the villages surrounding Kabul had cut deals as protective 
measures, offering no resistance when the Taliban paid them 
visits. Effectively, Kabul was on its way down.

Ghani did consider putting up military resistance to the 
Taliban, but like most of his thoughts, that consideration 
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was short-lived. After the February 2020 US–Taliban 
“peace” deal, his hope had started to dwindle. From that 
point forward, everything went downhill. Zalmay Khalilzad, 
the US special envoy spearheading the negotiations between 
America and the Taliban leaders, tried to convince Ghani 
on more than one occasion to work with the Taliban. Ghani 
made it clear that was inconceivable and rejected the sugges-
tion outright. In his final days in Kabul, Ghani had become 
quite conspiratorial in his thinking. He was convinced  
that former president Hamid Karzai, his political rival 
Abdullah Abdullah and Khalilzad were all conspiring to 
remove him from office and were paving the way for the 
Taliban takeover of Kabul under one of their leaders, Mullah 
Abdul Ghani Baradar. When in his mind he concluded  
that he could no longer avert such a plan, he shared critical 
security information with rival Taliban leader Sirajuddin 
Haqqani, to help him make a move on Kabul ahead of other 
Taliban factions, especially Mullah Baradar.1 That was both 
Ghani’s way of taking revenge on Khalilzad for “planning”  
his ouster as well as a belated expression of gratitude to  
the Haqqani network for its support of his 2014 presidential 
campaign. As incredible as the story may sound, two Afghan 
insiders confirmed it to me. Former Afghan intelligence 
chief Rahmatullah Nabil also corroborates the Ghani–
Haqqani election understanding in 2014.2 Pakistan’s premier 
intelligence outfit, the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI), had 
sponsored the arrangement.3

By 2021 Afghanistan had been at war for twenty years.  
The government in Kabul had become so used to getting big 
checks from the US that two-thirds of the Afghan budget—if 
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not more—was coming through direct US financing. Other 
allies, including the European Union, were making additional 
contributions. Afghanistan had no legs of its own to stand on, 
and ultimately Ghani was in no position to think he could 
make decisions about Afghanistan independently once the 
Americans had declared their desire to leave the country by 
September 2021. He refused to accept that fact as well, and in 
his stubbornness killed any hope of cooperation with the US 
team. However, he was correct in assuming that the Taliban 
would never work with him or truly cooperate with any demo-
cratic setup. They had spent decades being the greatest enemy 
of the Afghan constitution—why would they work with it 
now? Ghani, alongside many of his cabinet members, vividly 
remembered the Taliban atrocities of the 1990s. In their heads 
they replayed the terrible memories from that time, when 
bigotry and violence ruled the country, with cruelty toward 
women and minorities the law of the land. Ghani believed 
that working with the Taliban in any foolish attempt at a 
power-sharing arrangement would mean the effective end of 
the Afghan republic. He was entitled to his own views, of 
course, but nevertheless, he should not have made promises 
he had little chance of keeping. Only a short while before he 
fled, he told US Secretary Antony Blinken on the phone he 
would fight to the death. Of course this was not to be.

The last thing one could want to deal with during a life- 
or-death crisis is a quarrel. Unfortunately for Ghani, every 
meeting with his two closest counsellors was affected by the 
fact that they hated each other’s guts. They were Hamdullah 
Mohib, his national security advisor—a bright 38-year-old 
Western-educated Afghan who earlier served as Afghanistan’s 
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ambassador to the US, arguably Ghani’s most loyal man—and 
Amrullah Saleh, the assertive vice president of Afghanistan, 
known more for his highly critical views of Pakistan and 
fervent attachment to the idea that the Taliban are an exten-
sion of Pakistan’s ISI.

Both these men spent day and night with Ghani during 
the fateful days before the Taliban takeover of Kabul. On 
August 14, 2021, a mere day before the Taliban marched 
into the city, Ghani was having conversations with the two 
of them regarding the deteriorating situation they were 
confronted with. Expectedly, they offered opposite views on 
how to deal with the crisis. In the midst of the conversation, 
however, their disagreement became the least source of 
tension for them. Mohib received a call on his mobile from 
Khalil Haqqani, a leading member of the Haqqani clan that 
is highly influential within the Taliban hierarchy, offering 
advice in a firm but friendly tone: “Give up and get out.”4

As soon as Mohib had this brief conversation, he 
worriedly shared with Ghani that it was all over. Without a 
moment’s hesitation, Ghani responded with an almost casual 
rejection of the idea. He explained that the Americans had 
told him the Taliban would not march into Kabul and that 
he would have received a warning if something had changed. 
Ghani was told that one of his top aides, Salam Rahimi, who 
for days was engaged in back-channel communications with 
the Taliban, had brokered an arrangement that ensured that 
the Taliban would “refrain from taking over the city by force, 
in exchange for an interim power-sharing deal.”5 He was 
now hoping that these parleys in Qatar would lead to some 
kind of face-saving deal. Whether this naivety and ignorance 
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was a coping mechanism or sheer stupidity, his failure to 
take any decisive action—in making any move to secure 
Kabul or strategize about options—would be disastrous.

On the morning of August 15, news of the Taliban 
entering Kabul started pouring in. Deep in thought, Ghani 
now instructed Mohib to contact the US ambassador to 
confirm what they were hearing. Mohib had a rough time 
with the Americans since he had blasted Zalmay Khalilzad 
by calling him an overly ambitious player who aspired to 
become a “viceroy” in Afghanistan.6 After being blocked by 
the US from all bilateral engagements, he had only recently 
reestablished himself after a pardon from Khalilzad on 
Ghani’s special request. Mohib had a different idea about 
who to call. Rather than the US ambassador, he made a call 
to the CIA station chief, whose assessment was quite pessi-
mistic. Mohib told Ghani things were indeed gloomy. Ghani’s 
close associates had in fact already packed up their belong-
ings in anticipation of the deepening crisis.

Ghani had no way of knowing if it was actually the CIA 
station chief on the other end of the line, but Mohib was 
insistent it was time to leave. Amrullah Saleh had already 
been missing for a day or so. As rash as he was in his opin-
ions, Saleh was also a brave man, having survived multiple 
suicide bombing attacks by the Taliban, and remaining 
unscathed. It would be unfair to call him a coward for 
escaping as the Taliban would likely have him tortured to 
death given his ruthless anti-Taliban campaign that had also 
targeted many Taliban families. Upon realizing Ghani was a 
lost cause, unable to make any decision on his own, he had 
left Kabul swiftly and silently. All we know is that a local cab 
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came to the doors of the palace and he was seen getting into 
it, wearing a cap and glasses. The choice of a cab was obvi-
ously to avoid being spotted and by now he had already 
reached the Panjshir valley, around 30 miles from Kabul, 
where he thought he would be safer.7

With Saleh missing, Mohib became even more convinced 
that a quick evacuation was the only way to save their lives. 
An insider confirmed to the BBC, “Mohib told Ghani that the 
Taliban were on their way and that they would capture him 
and kill him.”8 The moment they had discussed yet barely 
planned for had been thrust upon them in the final hour. Even 
then unable to accept the reality unfolding before him, Ghani 
was shepherded by Mohib toward two helicopters waiting  
for them. There was one last hurdle though—a handful of 
stressed-out palace guards awaited them; a shouting match 
ensued but someone in the fleeing party had thought through 
the final steps. They were paid to get out of the way. The heli-
copter set off for Uzbekistan where Ghani’s second ride for the 
United Arab Emirates was waiting. A humiliating rushed exit, 
without a backward glance, would be President Ghani’s fare-
well to his nation.

In Kabul, none of the notorious warlords of yesteryear, 
including Abdul Rashid Dostum, Ismail Khan and Atta 
Mohammad Noor, who remained close allies of presidents 
Hamid Karzai and Ashraf Ghani, were to be found. They too 
had abandoned their promises—fake promises as it turned 
out—of fighting to the death. Ghani can be condemned for 
poor decision-making, but for him, there was nothing left to 
be commanded. Afghan security forces, many of whom had 
not been paid for weeks if not months, saw the writing on the 
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wall early on and escaped the possible bloodbath. Ghani had 
little credibility in the eyes of his people. All he had at the end 
was a small coterie of confidants who ensured that he was 
receiving highly filtered information. Dissent was deemed 
crime. As journalist Kathy Gannon aptly summed up: 
“Ghani’s style of rule was often characterized as cantankerous 
and arrogant, rarely heeding the advice of his government 
and often publicly berating those who challenged him.”9 A 
good leader truly would have made a difference in that dark 
hour. A good leader was what the Afghan people deserved.

Hearing the news of Ghani’s escape was a real disap-
pointment for Washington, but not necessarily a surprise. 
In my conversation with a White House official that day, I 
heard an interesting sentiment: “If these guys aren’t still 
ready to fight for their country and fleeing in every direc-
tion, are they really worth our support?”10 On August 16, 
2021, President Biden while defending his decision of total 
withdrawal, reemphasized this point in his public address:

American troops cannot and should not be fighting in a 
war and dying in a war that Afghan forces are not willing to 
fight for themselves. . . . We spent over a trillion dollars. . . . 
We gave them every tool they could need. . . . What we 
could not provide them was the will to fight for that future.11

There is a point here indeed, and a valid one, but still it is so 
convenient to say this from the comfort of Washington. The 
US and its allies just cannot brush off their complicity in 
hand-picking and empowering inept and corrupt leaders in 
Afghanistan.
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The unfortunate reality is that since 2002 the Taliban 
gradually reemerged as the biggest gang and largest militia 
in Afghanistan with no local group or organized force 
having the capacity to challenge them. Taliban resilience 
leading to their revival is quite well documented.12 To be fair 
to the Afghan security forces, the number of their casualties 
in the months leading up to the fall of Kabul were reported 
as “shockingly high.”13 At least they fared better than the 
political elite in Kabul. It is also worth remembering that 
Ghani had become so paranoid toward the end that he 
dismissed many of his key police and military commanders 
thinking they were disloyal, a move that, according to a  
May 2022 report from US congressional watchdog group, 
Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction, 
or SIGAR, not only undermined the morale of Afghan secu-
rity forces but also confused the war effort.14 It is a mystery 
why SIGAR reports, often disseminating hard truths, could 
not see sunlight in Washington.

To make sense of the Taliban’s complex history, we can simplify 
it by dividing it into three phases. Beginning with the group’s 
genesis and emergence in 1994 and ending with their 2001 fall 
at the hands of the US military, we have Taliban 1.0, a period 
spanning from their birth to their first stint in power, and their 
eventual downfall after 9/11. This was followed by one or two 
years where they were dormant, effectively in the wilderness 
and on the run. Subsequently, the Taliban regrouped, reener-
gized and reframed their aims, galvanizing the cadres from 
their base in the mountains of the Afghanistan–Pakistan  
frontier—Pakistan’s erstwhile Federally Administered Tribal 
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Areas (FATA). The strategizing and plotting was happening in 
Pakistan’s city of Quetta, where the Taliban leadership council 
was now comfortably housed. Thus was born their second 
phase—from 2003 to 2018 we have Taliban 2.0—the move-
ment turning into a forceful insurgency across Afghanistan. 
Finally, that brings us to today. When Taliban leaders started 
their negotiations with the US around 2018–19, Taliban 3.0 
was born in the modern-day meeting rooms of Qatar’s capital 
Doha. Taliban 3.0 is their reincarnation unraveling before our 
eyes: even if they haven’t changed ideologically, Afghanistan 
has—and they have no choice but to adapt, whether they like 
it or not. They will have to learn to stop acting as morality 
police and as puritans, and divert their energies toward 
becoming efficient administrators and dependable leaders—
an entirely new ballgame, to put it mildly. With the new gener-
ation and new exposure to authority, their task is to reimagine 
and redefine themselves. Their identity as Taliban 3.0 and the 
length of their time in power will be determined by whether 
they can accomplish this herculean task—and if they have it in 
them at all.

For almost three decades now, we have watched this 
extremist group in Afghanistan, presenting itself to the 
world as “the Taliban,” the students from Islamic seminaries. 
The truth is that only top leaders holding senior political 
offices, Rahbari shura (leadership council) members and 
some of the second-tier leaders of the organization studied 
in the seminaries of Afghanistan and Pakistan. A great 
majority of Taliban foot soldiers and ordinary members are 
peasants, farmers and small-scale traders who have never 
gone through anything that resembles a religious training. 
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Tribal culture and ethnic politics are at least as relevant to 
their identity as their religious orientation.

Viewed through the prism of their rigidity and bigotry, 
and now of their triumph, many lay observers fail to fully 
comprehend the divergences among the varieties of Taliban. 
The obscure nature of their organization made them myste-
rious as well. While the Taliban may have presented an image 
of unity and even simplicity earlier on, few things in history 
are so black and white. The truth is that most things, and 
people too, are a medley of different shades of gray. The 
Taliban have proven to be no exception. While it is easy for a 
lay observer to view them as a cohesive entity, they too have 
rips in the fabric of their unity, which have been growing 
since they tasted power again. During the insurgency phase, 
the differences were adding up but went unmentioned,  
as they were totally dedicated to making Afghanistan  
chaotic and ungovernable. The differences in their vision for 
Afghanistan’s future are now coming out into the open.

The most important factor causing the fall of Kabul in 
August 2021 was how the Taliban strategized their return to 
power through a combination of hard bargaining on the 
negotiation table with the US, while ramping up pressure on 
Kabul through increased violence, including targeted suicide 
attacks. And it is really intriguing, how the Taliban, under the 
cover of these two elements, surreptitiously reached out to 
influential tribes and groups across the country to convince 
them—and coerce or bribe them where necessary—to opt  
for “peace” deals with the Taliban to avoid any reprisals  
afterwards. The Taliban knew this art well—of brokering 
surrenders—having employed it from its earlier time in 
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power. As Jack Watling aptly says, “A lot of people, because 
they lacked confidence that Kabul would be able to save 
them, capitulated.”15 More so, with media flashing headlines 
about the progress in Taliban–US negotiations in Doha, the 
Taliban’s capacity to throw around its weight increased. It 
helped the Taliban to effectively project the inevitability of 
their return to Kabul.

The Taliban, over the years, had mastered the use  
of sophisticated social media tools, as evident from the  
fact that its chief spokesperson in Doha, Suhail Shaheen, 
had over 350,000 Twitter followers in August 2021 (it  
has nearly doubled since then).16 Similarly, the official 
Twitter account of the spokesman for the Islamic Emirate  
of Afghanistan, Zabihullah Mujahid, has over 740,000 
followers.17 The Taliban were on YouTube from 2009, on 
Twitter and Facebook from 2011, and on Instagram from 
2016. Intriguingly, the Taliban had hired one or possibly 
more public relations firms during their insurgency years to 
facilitate their social media presence by projecting their  
key ideas, using hashtags, amplifying messages across plat-
forms and helping them to create potentially viral images 
and video clips.18 In 2018, according to a credible study,  
the Taliban even posted more messages on Twitter than 
Afghanistan’s Ministry of Defense, and in more languages!19

An adaptable and agile force, the Taliban had started 
their final campaign in 2021 approaching Kabul from all 
directions; first solidifying their presence in the areas of 
their strength—roughly one-third of the country—and then 
capturing the surrounding districts of these hubs. The 
second stage was seizure of districts in northern areas,  
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which came as a surprise for everyone and was highly 
demoralizing for the Ghani government. The third phase 
strategically took control of border crossings with Iran, 
Pakistan and Tajikistan. All along they avoided capturing 
provincial capitals to avoid direct major confrontations with 
Afghan forces stationed in these locations.20 On the side, the 
Taliban co-opted local elders in many locations to convince 
Afghan security forces to surrender or abandon their posts 
in order to avoid bloodshed. The Taliban were offering $150 
to government security officials (mostly without salaries for 
months now) to surrender and join them.21 All of this not 
only helped the Taliban gain momentum but also created an 
impression that Afghan forces were offering little to no 
resistance—or even joining Taliban ranks.22 This raised the 
morale of the Taliban’s roughly 60,000 to 65,000 foot 
soldiers. The numbers even swelled when victory started 
looking imminent, as many Pashtuns from the south and 
east now greedily awaited the spoils of war. By early August, 
the Taliban felt confident enough to move on provincial 
capitals and successfully targeted the takeover of important 
cities—Jalalabad, Kunduz and Mazar-e-Sharif—in the 
north. More than half of 421 districts were now under 
Taliban control. They were simply unstoppable now.

Most Western watchers and analysts (including me) 
thought that at least Kabul would not fall, assuming that all 
Afghan security forces would converge to defend it. It was 
not known then how the Taliban had already pre-positioned 
its assets and materials around Kabul, besides successfully 
placing its intelligence operators in important institutions 
of Kabul and getting regular feeds. Spies from the Haqqani 
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group had infiltrated many ministries and critical security 
organizations, including Kabul airport’s security command 
center.23 Various private businesses and international donor 
agencies in Kabul also had Taliban spies. Clearly, the Taliban 
had orchestrated their path to power with diligence. It was a 
remarkable operation and it clearly took everyone opposed 
to their return by surprise.

Moving on to the present, the most formidable challenge 
the Taliban faced on taking over the reins of power on August 
15, 2021, was how to transition from an insurgent group to  
a political group running a government. The organization 
needed a change of mindset and, even though they had 
governed Afghanistan before, they are now struggling with the 
realization that Afghanistan has changed, even if they have not. 
And it would be wrong to assume that the Taliban were not 
affected by change in so many arenas, from modes of commu-
nication, especially social media, to the influence of Afghans’ 
exposure to, and engagements with, modern institutions.

The Taliban’s primary asset continues to be the tools 
required by a militant movement. Good governance requires 
an entirely different skill set, and a different approach. 
Warriors are neither trained nor often accustomed to serve 
as administrators and public servants. Such transitions can 
be time-consuming as well as disruptive of leadership hier-
archies. Kamran Bokhari, a scholar specializing in militant 
organizations, goes a step further; during a conversation 
with me he argued that: “the whole experience of ruling and 
governing can potentially dilute the ideological component 
of the Taliban’s thinking.”24 Their very reality is in direct 
conflict with governing a polity, and until these elements 
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can be reconciled, their future looks rough, in his opinion. 
This perspective and its nuances are reflected in the story of 
a young Taliban soldier, whom I will call Khalid here. I 
engaged with him on various topics over the last year.

At 21 years old, Khalid only knew his country under 
American forces. He had no memory of the Taliban’s vicious 
rule in the 1990s, no knowledge of their atrocities except 
through spoken accounts. So, as he entered Kabul on  
August 15, 2021, jubilant and empowered, he was still unsure 
of what exactly he was walking into. All he knew was that his 
boss, who could not have been much older than him but, 
regardless, had higher credentials because of being wounded 
in combat earlier, had received a message on a walkie-talkie 
that they had grabbed from the local Afghan security: “go 
in—fast.” The destination, they were told, was the presiden-
tial palace. Khalid, riding his Honda motorbike, followed his 
boss, without even knowing where he was.

This was a city he had surveilled before, one where he 
had even participated in the funeral of a suicide bomber. 
That was where his knowledge of the city ended, besides the 
fact that it was a city owned by the Americans. And, of 
course, that everything they were fighting for was to win it 
back, as a matter of honor. He walked into the palace with 
an entourage of others, greeted by an expectant security 
official still wearing Afghan military fatigues—probably a 
Taliban sympathizer who had penetrated presidential secu-
rity or someone who had joined the Taliban at just the right 
moment out of fear of being killed at their hands. Through 
the doors of the palace before him lay a new world, and a 
new future. When he was told, in the evening, to find himself 
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a place in the palace to sleep, he was taken by surprise. He, 
along with his two friends, were anxiously waiting for orders 
to burn down the building and they had been thinking  
of where to start! He little realized that now his new task  
was to secure the building. Their new role indeed came as  
a surprise, as well as shock, for many Taliban foot soldiers, 
as they know little about what governance entails. All they 
knew was how to destroy. They don’t know how to build.

The purpose of this book is to tell the story of the Taliban’s 
transition, from the old world of self-styled clerics to the 
new world of young, mobile-holding, tech-savvy morality 
police with the world as their oyster. When they look in the 
mirror, they see empowered heroes who defeated a mighty 
global power and saved their nation from the tyranny of 
unwelcome intruders. This book is also about those not 
seen in the reflection: the plight of those on the receiving 
end of their intolerant policies—ordinary Afghans, women, 
children and minorities. For the Taliban, it does not matter 
if you are a Muslim—if you do not agree with and obey 
them, you are the other. And being the other may amount to 
a death sentence. This book is just as much about ordinary 
Afghans as it is about the Taliban—I want to reveal the true 
plight of the people unfairly consigned to that fate: those 
Afghans who, for decades, were told, along with the rest of 
the world, that they would be saved by the West and politi-
cians in Kabul—only to be put in the exact same situation 
twenty years later, and abandoned without a second thought.

This book aims to capture the idea of religion gone sour—
and also that of tribalism, mixed with patriarchy, a toxic 
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dose of nationalism and ethnic rivalry. In short, a combina-
tion of all those things that hold the deadly power of making 
human beings rigid and narrow-minded in their worldview. 
It was this concoction that created the superficial perception 
that the Taliban are the soldiers of God—a God in desperate 
need of violent defense. These are the people (predomi-
nantly men) willing to do anything they can to secure a 
ticket to heaven, and they will act to take everyone else  
there too—or condemn them to their own hell on earth.  
The degeneration of Islamic seminary education, especially 
in South Asia, has created this gigantic problem, linked to 
heightened sectarianism as well as the politicization of  
religious principles. An argument can be made that, for all 
practical purposes, the prevalent Taliban ideology falls 
under the category of “new religious movements.” 

How Afghanistan—a home to Sufi mystics—went 
through a forced ideological transformation is also briefly 
probed in the book. Afghanistan was once soaked in the 
radiance and spiritualism of mysticism; this is indisputable. 
Not just that though—local poetry and languages are 
strongly connected to Sufism’s path through the country. 
Some of the most notable Pashto and Dari/Persian language 
poets were prominent mystics, whose poetry revolved 
around humanism, tolerance, divine love and mercy. Thus, 
Pashtun as well as Afghan identity were also strongly influ-
enced by the light of Sufism and Irfan (spiritual knowledge). 
This mystical tradition of Afghanistan is now reeling under 
an existential threat.

This book is also about the glorious myth of the ability of 
foreign intervention to install a democratic order. This 
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deceptive idea has reached its dying breath in the past few 
years, with Afghanistan striking the final blow. It is as much 
about misplaced idealism as it is about self-deception 
funded by a dangerous amount of money.

The aggressive geopolitical contest in broader Southwest 
Asia—from triangular Saudi Arabia–Iran–Turkey competi-
tion to India versus Pakistan rivalry—which is deeply 
impacting Afghanistan, is another theme explored in the 
book. The Qatar versus United Arab Emirates (UAE) 
competition to exert influence over the Taliban has added a 
further layer to an already complex scene. Whether China 
will ultimately play a larger role in stabilizing Afghanistan is 
another issue worth probing.

It is no secret that the India–Pakistan rivalry and their 
proxy warfare have played a crucial role in bringing 
Afghanistan to where it stands today—on the verge of another 
bout of isolation and potentially again turning into a hub of 
international terrorism. India, which has no common border 
with Afghanistan but has a historical relationship with the 
country, wanted to be part of the solution over the last two 
decades, through development aid. It also wanted to check 
Pakistan’s influence in the country as anti-India militants, 
sponsored by Pakistan, had flourished in Afghanistan when 
the Taliban were in control earlier. With the rise of Indian 
influence in Kabul during 2001–21, Pakistan felt encircled 
and vulnerable. India had not shied away from supporting 
anti-Pakistan elements, using its influence in Kabul. For 
Pakistan all of this amounted to an existential threat—at least, 
that is what its military establishment would like everyone to 
believe. Hence, for Pakistan, supporting the Taliban served 
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various purposes—from pushing back against and scaring 
India to ensuring that Afghanistan serves as Pakistan’s back-
yard. It was also concerned that Pashtuns, divided between 
Afghanistan and Pakistan via the Durand Line, might pursue 
the dream of creating a sovereign state, often touted as 
Pashtunistan. Such an eventuality would be Pakistan’s night-
mare, so it naturally want to avoid it at all costs.

Even during the heyday of US–Pakistan counter   terrorism 
cooperation, Islamabad was not deterred from embold-
ening and even empowering the Taliban as much as possible. 
Pakistan’s open support for the Taliban was never really a 
secret project—it was not meant to be, it appears. Hosting 
millions of Afghan refugees over the years and exporting 
thousands of madrassa-educated Pakistanis to Afghanistan 
made the project feasible. In fact, the whole exercise was 
geared toward establishing strategic depth for Pakistan 
within Afghanistan, in the words of one of Pakistan’s former 
army chiefs.25 Pakistan, through such poorly conceived 
agendas, gifted the Taliban inroads into its own heartland 
with disastrous security implications. Many new militant 
organizations—labeled as “Pakistani Taliban” and “Punjabi 
Taliban,” and later their offshoots—created havoc in 
Pakistan between 2007 and 2014. These Taliban-affiliated 
groups operating across Pakistan received a serious beating 
at the hands of Pakistan military after 2014 and were severely 
degraded, though not decimated. With the resurgence of 
the Afghan Taliban, they too are staging a comeback in the 
Pakistan–Afghanistan frontier area. This was indeed 
predictable and was accurately forecast by many, including 
myself.26
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Another major theme explored in the book is societal  
as well as demographic transformation in the Pashtun-
dominated areas of both Afghanistan and Pakistan. The fall 
and rise of the Taliban since 2001 has left a deep imprint, 
especially on Pakistan’s Pashtun majority areas, the area that 
produced such a luminary as Ghaffar Khan, who spear-
headed a progressive and secular movement that survives to 
this day in Pakistan’s Khyber Pukhtunkhwa (KPK) prov-
ince. Khan was a deeply religious man and had worked  
and prayed with India’s legendary Mohandas Karamchand 
Gandhi without becoming insecure about his Islamic roots. 
He had redefined the Pashtun identity, adding a progressive 
element to a tradition known already for its graciousness, 
hospitality and cultural pride. The tragic irony of the 
Talibanization that has taken place is that it has led to a 
squeezing of the space for pluralism held so sacred by many 
Pashtuns across Afghanistan and Pakistan.

The loss of art and culture anywhere is a tragedy for 
humankind. These societal transformations have been 
directly and darkly impacted by the evaporating space for 
pluralism, music and poetry. Progressive literature is still 
being produced in the area—it never stopped. But changes in 
the Pakistan–Afghanistan tribal belt especially proved to be 
deep-rooted and devastating. The adoption of an extremist 
identity—where religious militancy emerges as the new 
norm and the old cultural values of respect for elders and 
emphasis on reconciliation through dialogue were thrown 
out the window—has embedded itself.

What the Pakistani state failed to realize, despite 
witnessing these dynamics, was that they could not be 
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friends with one kind of Taliban and enemies with the other. 
They could see the signs clearly before their eyes but resisted 
accepting this. In the process they lost tens of thousands of 
people, including soldiers, scholars, clergy and ordinary 
people. It looks as though hardly any lessons were learned.

This book investigates how the old Taliban maintain 
their relevance for the new generation and asks whether  
this is really a “new” Taliban, or more of the same? Can the 
Taliban unite the state and society, and how will they deal 
with rivals, both political and religious? To understand 
these dynamics, it is critical to be clear about various factions 
and groupings within the Taliban. Finally, how are other 
extremist Islamic groups, both like-minded ones and rivals, 
interpreting the return of the Taliban, and what message are 
they are taking from their revival? How do they want to 
interact with them? Do they want to help the Taliban avoid 
failure? Will the Taliban listen to their advice and believe 
that their success equals the success of political Islam?

These issues are probed while recognizing that the 
circumstances, environment and context of the Taliban have 
changed in multiple ways. For instance, the exposure and 
level of awareness of the Taliban today is no match for what 
they were in the mid-1990s. The digital revolution has 
changed many things, and even the regional political land-
scape is rapidly changing. The Taliban cannot stay unchanged 
in the midst of all that.

This book seeks answers to the above questions through 
interviews with the Taliban and many of their friends in 
Pakistan, Iran and the Gulf countries. It greatly benefits 
from excellent reporting in the regional as well as 
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international media. Independent journalists today have far 
more access to Afghanistan in comparison to when the 
Taliban last ruled Kabul in the 1990s.

Like much of the world, many Taliban leaders, or their 
staff at least, have a social media presence. They have 
accounts on Twitter, Facebook and even Instagram, as 
mentioned earlier. Also, many former Afghan government 
officials have chosen to stay in Afghanistan, trying to inter-
pret what the Taliban are doing, and they are sharing their 
insights through social media platforms. This study benefits 
from an analysis of all such content. Essentially, then, this  
is also an attempt to understand them through their self-
projected public narrative. It offers a window into their 
thinking and some trends are obvious from following these 
regularly.

The Taliban might have run their victory lap, but they 
have a long way ahead of them still. Their real test starts 
now. Just as we watch curiously as an audience, they too 
must confront the looming questions of their capability.  
Do these men, trained in religion and weaponry, have the 
capacity to sustain the institutions they inherited? And, 
more than that, with little experience, can they build entirely 
new ones? If they want to go far, they will need training 
wheels, for certain, and a starting push. But only if they are 
willing to receive help will they get it from the outside. 
Going by the signals they have put out at the time of writing 
(late 2022), though, it seems that they want to.

Lastly, the underlying thesis tested here is that the return 
of the Taliban to power warrants a rebirth of the group in a 
way—as they are not immune to the changing tides of time. 
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The Taliban have not changed much in ideological sense but 
today’s Taliban are different from the last time they were in 
power. They have learned important lessons over the last 
two decades from fighting the United States and its allies. As 
evident from their approach and performance in the Doha 
negotiations, the Taliban are capable of making compro-
mises and even transforming some of their rigidly held 
political views. My research finds they are adapting to their 
new reality of governing Afghanistan and, in certain sectors, 
they seem to be breaking from commonly held assumptions 
about them. The Taliban have proven to be pragmatic, but 
they refuse to make any policy adjustment which they think 
will threaten their internal cohesion or weaken their polit-
ical base. However, the battle lines between the relatively 
pragmatic Taliban in Kabul and their highly conservative 
counterparts in Afghanistan’s second largest city, Kandahar, 
the spiritual and political hub of the Taliban, are drawn, 
already causing policy paralysis. If this division and rivalry 
continue to worsen, they may turn out to be devastating for 
the Taliban. Cruel restrictions on women’s education and 
employment suggest that narrow-minded elements are still 
strong—a bad sign. 

The Taliban, for sure, have a newfound sense of interna-
tional relations and thus foreign policy is among the priori-
ties for the contemporary movement, something not seen  
in the 1990s. Taliban 3.0 are also susceptible to outside 
influence—primarily because the new economic infrastruc-
ture of Afghanistan cannot operate in isolation. They recog-
nize the need to engage regionally and globally; they want 
their banks to connect with the global banking system; they 
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need high-speed internet, and they need better connectivity 
between government organizations, etc. All of this poten-
tially will have a modernizing effect on them, whether they 
like it or not. Though how they will manage this—and, even 
more so, whether they will let the young handle this—will 
ultimately define the future of the Taliban.

The book makes a strong case for engagement, which 
does not in any sense equate with endorsement. However, 
the growing urgency of communication between the Taliban 
and the international community must be realized—if only 
for the betterment of ordinary Afghan lives. Dialogue, at the 
very least, will open a door for a new beginning, a new life-
line, for those most impacted by the debilitating situation. 
We must not allow our stubborn attachments to the past to 
obstruct the goodness of tomorrow. As my professor, the 
late Roger Fisher, eloquently put it in his book Getting to Yes: 
“The challenge is not to eliminate conflict but to transform 
it. It is to change the way we deal with our differences.”27 Let 
us open our minds enough to transform the situation we 
have found ourselves in into one of hope, potential and 
possibility. Refusing to even engage automatically elimi-
nates these necessary aspects; and what a great travesty that 
would be. Engaging with the Taliban will, at the very worst, 
result in the inflation of their egos—and at best will restore 
life to a nation and people who have long deserved peace 
and prosperity.

It is also very important to continue to study the Taliban 
both as a religio-political movement, and as a militant 
group. In terms of categorization, they fall in the middle, 
though not neatly. Four books provided me with immense 
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insight into the group and their contemporary politics and 
strategy. The first is Carter Malkasian’s The American War 
in Afghanistan: A History, an outstanding contribution 
based on firsthand accounts and interviews with those in 
the know, especially about the ins and outs of the Doha 
negotiations. The second is Craig Whitlock’s The Afghanistan 
Papers, which offers valuable background about policy 
blunders that contributed toward the Taliban’s return to 
power. The third is a book penned by the new chief justice 
of Afghanistan, Mullah Hakim—whose work, with the 
introduction by supreme leader Hibatullah, is a window 
into Taliban thinking today.28 The fourth and final one is by 
Afghan historian Abdul Hai Mutma’in titled, Taliban: A 
Critical History from Within, offering analysis of the history 
of the modern Taliban, filling many gaps. Additionally, 
remarkably insightful reports from Afghanistan Analysts 
Network and United States Institute of Peace (USIP), espe-
cially those written by Andrew Watkins and Asfandyar Mir, 
were of great help. Last but not least, reports on the Islamic 
State in Khorasan (ISK) and Pakistani Taliban by Amira 
Jadoon and Abdul Sayed for CTC Sentinel, an excellent 
research publication very ably edited by Paul Cruickshank, 
provided a great deal of information and brilliant analysis. 
Those interviewed for the book are thanked in the 
Acknowledgments but three experts were instrumental  
in helping me understand Taliban dynamics today: 
Mohammad Israr Madani, a former teacher at Dar ul Uloom 
Haqqania and an interfaith dialogue advocate; Ambassador 
Robin Raphel, a former US diplomat par excellence; and an 
Afghan Taliban insider who wishes to remain anonymous.
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As a disclaimer, I must share that I lived, studied and 
worked with Pashtuns of Pakistan during the early 1980s and 
then the late 1990s. I briefly served in two districts of KPK 
(then known as North-West Frontier province) in 1997–98 
as a federal police officer (assistant superintendent of police) 
before moving to the United States for higher education in 
early 2001. While I was studying for my doctoral degree at 
Tufts University’s Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, I 
published my first major work in 2004 titled Pakistan’s Drift 
into Extremism: Allah, the Army, and America’s War on Terror, 
shedding light on how the anti-Soviet “Afghan Jihad” changed 
the socio-political dynamics in the region leading to radi-
calization trends. In 2014, Yale University Press published 
my academic research titled The Taliban Revival: Violence 
and Extremism on the Pakistan–Afghanistan Frontier, where 
I shared my field experiences, assessments and findings 
focusing on extremism trends in the region. I have been 
researching and teaching about security, politics and religion 
in South Asia, including Afghanistan, at the National Defense 
University in Washington DC and earlier at Columbia 
University, and Harvard Kennedy School, for over a decade 
and a half now. This latest work builds on my earlier research 
and brings the story to the present.
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The Road to Kabul
The Secret Deal, the New Taliban  

and a House of Cards

The Taliban’s return to Kabul looked imminent after the 
news of Afghan President Ashraf Ghani’s escape had spread 
across Afghanistan like wildfire. However one spins it, the 
reality is that the US–Taliban peace deal of February 2020 
enabled and empowered the Taliban in a major way. This 
chapter investigates the circumstances leading up to the deal 
and the dynamics at play during the negotiations. The deal 
was widely seen in Afghanistan, and elsewhere too, as a  
pact highly advantageous to the Taliban. The reclusive 
Taliban supreme leader Mullah Hibatullah Akhundzada  
had declared the deal, “a collective victory of the entire 
Muslim and Mujahid [fighter] nation”—quite an exagger-
ated claim.1 Still, the Taliban had no intention of marching 
on Kabul anytime soon. It was also the failure of the poorly 
conceived intra-Afghan dialogue—the negotiations between 
the Ghani government and the Taliban after the US–Taliban 
deal—that paved the way for the Taliban’s return to power. 
The Taliban were soon to reemerge as the sole arbiter of 
Afghanistan’s destiny.

26
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The one factor that had helped the Taliban more than 
anything else during the final phase of the insurgency was the 
release of roughly 5,000 of its fighters from prisons, including 
several hundred highly dangerous lawbreakers who were 
found to have been involved in murders, kidnappings, drug 
trafficking and even terrorism. While Ghani attempted to 
resist, the Trump administration served as an ardent advo-
cate for the Taliban’s demand for prisoner release as per the 
deal. During a phone conversation, Mullah Abdul Ghani 
Baradar, a top Taliban leader also spearheading the negotia-
tion team in Doha, asked Trump to intervene, complaining 
about Ghani, which triggered Trump to threaten Ghani by 
saying, “if there is a perception that the big picture is being 
sacrificed for small matters then we are ready to change our 
relationship.”2 Ghani complied. What went in the Taliban’s 
favor was the fact that they had already done their part, with 
the timely release of around 1,000 Afghan security personnel 
in their custody in accordance with the deal. The release  
of Taliban prisoners unquestionably gave a boost to Taliban 
morale and aided them through the additional human 
resource made available for their various battlefronts at a 
crucial time. On the intra-Afghan negotiation table, both 
sides stonewalled each other to the best of their ability.3 
Zalmay Khalilzad, and more so his team, wanted the final US 
withdrawal to be conditional on success of the intra-Afghan 
negotiations, but Trump insisted on sticking to the timeline.4 
Biden followed that path even more rigorously.

Those opposed to the Taliban were understandably more 
frightened now, seeing the Taliban resurgence unfold before 
their eyes, and many succumbed to pressure when the Taliban 
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Taliban-controlled districts

Contested districts

Government-controlled districts

May 5, 2021

August 14, 2021

Map 2. Taliban ascendance, May–August 2021
Sources: Various local and international media reports including The Economist 
and Aljazeera
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demanded obedience. Their lives and those of their family 
members were at stake. The Taliban’s military successes on the 
ground were swifter and more devastating as a result, even in 
the north which had never been their stronghold. The psycho-
logical impact of all this was visible and tangible; encouraging 
for the Taliban and depressing for their opponents.

Taliban Leadership Transitions

At this testing hour of startling transition in 2020,  
Afghanistan was basically leaderless. President Ghani was 
losing credibility and control while no Taliban leader had 
been in a position to really fill the shoes of Mullah  
Mohammad Omar (b. 1960), the charismatic founder of the 
Taliban movement, since his mysterious death in 2013. The 
supreme leader or Ameer ul-Momineen (henceforth Emir)  
of Afghanistan during the first Taliban government (1996–
2001), Mullah Omar had resurrected the movement as an 
insurgency in the aftermath of the US invasion in October 
2001. The Taliban had been completely uprooted from Kabul 
in late 2001 and, for a brief time, it seemed as if they would be 
ingloriously consigned to the dustbin of history. In such diffi-
cult circumstances, Mullah Omar had inspired and organized 
a massive Taliban resurgence in the face of the most powerful 
military coalition in the world. For the Taliban, it was a David 
and Goliath situation—and they were the triumphant David.

The loss of such an iconic figure as Mullah Omar was 
devastating for the Taliban. Any ordinary movement would 
have been totally demoralized, and likely died out completely, 
after facing such intense challenges. The story of the Taliban’s 
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resilience is no ordinary tale in that sense. Given his 
legendary status in Taliban rank and file, Mullah Omar’s 
death in a Karachi hospital on April 23, 2013 was kept  
top secret by Taliban leaders for over two years—until July 
2015—before Afghan intelligence made it public.5 The feted 
leader had two influential deputies during his lifetime—
Mullah Abdul Ghani Baradar, one of the four co-founders of 
the Taliban movement, and former defense minister, Mullah 
Ubaidullah Akhund. The latter had died of a heart attack in 
a jail in Pakistan in 2010 after his arrest in 2007 under suspi-
cion of having close ties with Osama Bin Laden, leaving 
Mullah Baradar as the top candidate for the vacancy of Emir.

The only problem was that Mullah Baradar (b. 1968) was 
now out of favor with Pakistan. Besides his credentials as 
Mullah Omar’s top lieutenant and a remarkable military 
commander, he was also Mullah Omar’s brother-in-law. 
After the Taliban’s fall in November 2001, he was in practice 
the operational commander of the insurgency. He was prag-
matic enough though to realize that the Taliban could at best 
achieve a military stalemate on the ground, given the strong 
US military presence in the country, leading him to become 
a supporter of reconciliation with the Kabul government. To 
pursue this path, he was in secret communication with the 
then Afghan President Hamid Karzai’s brother Wali Karzai.6 
This is what led to his arrest by Pakistani security forces in 
2010. This was no ordinary operation—not in the least.

A joint ISI–CIA operation in Karachi was planned at the 
request of the CIA. Pakistani intelligence, initially, was in 
the dark about the identity of the target. Interestingly, both 
intelligence agencies were working at cross-purposes in this 
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case. This became painfully obvious when the ISI refused  
to allow CIA officials to interrogate Baradar.7 From the 
point of view of Pakistani intelligence, Mullah Baradar was 
not supposed to make any decisions on his own free will!  
He was after all, a “guest” enjoying Pakistani hospitality and 
support. He remained in a jail until 2013 and was then 
moved to an ISI “guest house.” His punishment? To stay  
in the not so comfortable custody of Pakistani intelligence 
for years to come. Almost fifty of his close associates would 
receive the same humiliating treatment.8 Baradar was too 
intelligent and influential to be away from the action for 
long, but his wings were clipped severely—restricting his 
potential to fly for some time to come.

Thus, luck would smile on another candidate—the rela-
tively young 47-year-old Mullah Mansour Akhtar, a Taliban 
leader who had been managing the day-to-day affairs of  
the Taliban as the operational chief of the movement since 
2013. His career had been unremarkable till then, with 
various roles in the first Taliban government (1996–2001)—
including serving as security manager of Kandahar airport, 
as aviation and transportation minister, and as envoy to 
Europe for acquiring military equipment.9 Besides business 
interests—primarily drug trafficking, according to United 
Nations (UN) reports—he also served as “shadow” governor 
of Kandahar.10 His frequent trips to Dubai (and at least one 
to Bahrain) between 2006 and 2012 on a Pakistani passport 
using the pseudonym Wali Muhammad, remain somewhat 
of a mystery.11

Mullah Mansour was not exactly the most popular of 
leaders among the top options. Lacking charisma and clerical 
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credentials, he was basically a power-hungry man known 
mostly for his business acumen and his network in the Gulf. 
The most interesting thing about him, in the words of a 
former US intelligence analyst, was his “famed perfume shop-
ping trips to Dubai, where he stayed comfortably in the 
embraces of Russian prostitutes and royal protection.”12

He was of course close to the Pakistani intelligence 
service, a requisite credential for those aspiring to rise in the 
senior ranks of the Taliban, especially during the insurgency 
years when their sanctuary in Pakistan was a crucial lifeline 
for them.13 It was hard to beat this combination. Mullah 
Mansour was officially appointed the new Taliban Emir 
(leader) by the Taliban Rahbari Shura (leadership council) 
which met near Quetta in Pakistan in July 2015. Mullah 
Mansour was keen to take the job but it was yet to be seen if 
the Taliban’s rank and file were ready to accept him. Some 
senior Taliban leaders had serious reservations about him. 
Syed Mohammad Tayyab Agha, chief of the Qatar-based 
Taliban Political Commission, resigned after registering his 
strong objection to the holding of such a crucial meeting in 
Pakistan rather than Afghanistan, indicating serious dissent 
within the group.14 The Taliban Political Commission had 
been operating in Doha, Qatar, since January 2012, using 
this neutral space for discreet contacts and negotiations 
between any and all parties involved in the Afghan conflict.

It took months, and many interventions from senior clerics 
aligned with the Taliban, for Mullah Mansour to gain legiti-
macy as the Taliban chief.15 In an effort to consolidate his grip 
over the various Taliban factions that had now emerged,  
he quickly expanded military operations across Afghanistan, 
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including an emphasis on hit-and-run guerrilla tactics and 
widening the recruitment base to non-Pashtuns.16 His success 
in hoisting the Taliban’s white flag over the northern Afghan 
city of Kunduz in September 2015 cemented his leadership 
position—it was after all the first provincial capital of 
Afghanistan to fall to the Taliban in 14 years of insurgency.17 
He appointed two deputies, who were to play a crucial role  
in the future: highly conservative cleric and former judge, 
Mullah Hibatullah Akhundzada, and Sirajuddin Haqqani, the 
influential military commander from the Haqqani network, a 
group famously deemed by the US Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Mike Mullen, “as a veritable arm of 
the Pakistani intelligence.”18 Politically speaking, these were 
smart choices for him. Hibatullah was also the one who had 
sanctioned keeping Mullah Omar’s death in 2013 a secret by 
issuing a fatwa (religious decree). That made it possible for 
Mullah Mansour to lead on behalf of the deceased Mullah 
Omar till his actual assumption of the leadership position  
in 2015.19

Destiny, however, had something else in store for him. 
The tenure of Mullah Mansour turned out to be short-lived 
as his friendly outreach to Iran proved to be an overstretch 
with deadly consequences. Mullah Mansour was killed  
on May 21, 2016 by a 6 a.m. US drone strike in the Nushki 
district, about 140 kilometers from Quetta, the capital city 
of Pakistan’s Baluchistan province. The official response 
from Pakistan was a standard press release saying, “the 
drone attack was a violation of its sovereignty,” while an offi-
cial also maintained that this would not hurt the security 
and intelligence cooperation between the US and Pakistan.20 
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Contradictory statements from Pakistan about the US drone 
strikes were quite the norm by then, but Islamabad’s muted 
condemnation here was still surprising given that this 
happened well inside Baluchistan province. In fact, the 
strike occurred near the Taliban’s “Quetta Shura” headquar-
ters, unlike regular drone strikes in the Pashtun tribal belt in 
Pakistan’s then semi-autonomous Federally Administered 
Tribal Areas (FATA), where leaders of Tehrik-i-Taliban 
Pakistan (TTP) and Al-Qaeda were often targeted. Things 
were awry, for certain. Pakistan was hiding something.

The ensuing statement from the then US Secretary of 
State John Kerry offered some insights. It said, “He [Mansour] 
was directly opposed to peace negotiations and to the recon-
ciliation process.”21 Details of any US-sponsored reconcilia-
tion efforts with the Taliban were not widely known at the 
time, while Pakistan was separately trying to kick-start peace 
talks between the Taliban and the Afghan government. What 
Kerry kept to himself, though, was that Mansour was hit on 
his return drive from Iran, where he spent more than seven 
weeks, and had settled his family there. Pakistani intelligence 
were naturally turning suspicious of Mansour, believing that 
they had lost their grip on him. Still, they were sad to see him 
depart to the next world. In fact, a senior Pakistani official 
who knew him well and had interacted with him regularly 
still sounded sad when I broached the topic in a conversa-
tion with him in September 2022. He gave a few details about 
him that are as intriguing as they are insightful. He main-
tained that, contrary to the US intelligence assessments, in 
his view Mansour was willing to opt for a settlement with the 
Kabul government and later the US also regretted taking 
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him out. More insightfully, he said that the US was sharing 
drone targeting details with the Pakistani intelligence service. 
For instance, initially the strike was planned for when 
Mansour stopped at a market for a tea and toilet break on his 
way to Quetta, but attacking him at that location would have 
taken the lives of dozens of people around him. Finally, he 
was targeted an hour later, when he was in his car with only 
a driver and a family member. This level of detailed sharing 
of information indicates that Pakistan was cooperating with 
the US in this operation.

During this conversation, I asked the official whether 
Pakistan was curious as to why Mullah Mansour was travel-
 ing from Quetta to Dubai quite regularly. He reminded me 
that Mansour’s connection to Dubai dated all the way back 
to the first government of the Taliban in the 1990s, when he 
served as an aviation minister. He would regularly host 
sheikhs from the region for falcon hunting in Afghanistan, 
and eventually developed a close friendship with the royal 
family of Dubai. The favors were returned in the form of 
private jet journeys to Dubai and all the attendant luxuries 
as a respected royal guest!

The above narrative chimes well with a follow-up story 
from a highly knowledgeable person in Washington DC who 
closely followed Taliban activities as part of his job at the 
time. Convinced that Mansour was a major hurdle in the 
peace process, and with violence against US troops at an all-
time high around this time (2015–16), the US was closely 
watching this resourceful and well-networked Taliban chief 
making regular trips to Dubai—and something was not 
adding up. So Susan Rice, the US National Security Advisor, 
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reputed to be sharp and tough-minded, made a call to the 
Sheikh of Dubai in late March 2016, asking for a small favor. 
The sheikh would not answer the phone, apparently playing 
a game of golf so serious he could not face any interruption. 
When eventually he did answer, the conversation was not 
very pleasant, to say the least. Rice explained the US’s request 
to the sheikh—that Mansour be detained and arrested in 
Dubai to be handed over to the US authorities already waiting 
in the country. The sheikh apologized before telling her that 
he could not be of much help, as Mansour was already on a 
plane to Iran. When Rice asked to have the plane stopped, he 
replied that it was a private plane, and so could not be turned 
around. Persisting, Rice asked if UAE fighter jets could be 
employed, to which the sheikh retorted that there was not 
enough time, and that it would be too problematic diplomat-
ically. This sufficiently explains the extent of the protection 
Mullah Mansour enjoyed. Personal networks at times can 
conveniently transcend state-to-state relations.

These inside stories show that these Taliban figures we 
often consider as some kind of conservative cave-dwellers, 
going between mosque and madrassa, are actually politi-
cians, pure and simple. They too love their alcohol and paid 
trips, women and private jets. Their clerical titles are mere 
titles, and they are less holy than they sound. They do the 
same things they declare their enemies must be killed for. 
No surprise there, though.

The choice of the next Taliban Emir was to prove far more 
important than the leadership council then realized. The 
possibility that the chosen leader would ultimately follow in 
the footsteps of Mullah Omar by holding court in Kandahar 
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was at best a hypothetical proposition at the time, given the 
strong US and NATO presence in Afghanistan. Tens of 
billions of dollars from Western capitals were still flowing 
toward building Afghan institutions. And yet, despite that, 
the US state-building project in Afghanistan was proving to 
be a disaster in the making, with hardly anyone possessing 
the courage to admit it. American policymakers were either 
not reading the damning reports regularly produced by the 
Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction 
(SIGAR), or had difficulty focusing given the seemingly 
unending nature of this war. Everyone was growing weary of 
Afghanistan, it seemed—everyone except the Taliban.

On Sunday, May 22, 2016, a day after the assassination, 
Mullah Mansour’s associates hurriedly got together near 
Quetta to search for his replacement—but without success. 
The rival Taliban splinter group led by former Talban-era 
governor of Nimroz, Mullah Rasool closely watched the 
proceedings.22 On the sidelines, US intelligence was also 
anxiously weighing up the prospect of Sirajuddin Haqqani 
as the new Emir.23 It was too soon to expect such a move, 
even though the influence of Haqqanis within the Taliban 
movement was on the rise. It’s no wonder that US intelli-
gence assessments gauging the Taliban’s motivations and 
momentum on the battlefield in Afghanistan were lacking, 
to put it mildly.

The Rise of Mullah Hibatullah Akhundzada—the 
Taliban’s New Supreme Leader

Just a few days after Mullah Mansour’s killing, a new Emir had 
been chosen. The role would go to none other than Mullah 
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Hibatullah Akhundzada, a 55-year-old highly reserved cleric 
hailing from the Taliban’s spiritual heartland of Kandahar. 
Who would have guessed that five years later, he would be the 
supreme commander of the Taliban’s new government in 
Afghanistan? Known for his hardline fatwas, he had also 
previously served as the deputy chief of Afghanistan’s Supreme 
Court under the first Taliban government.24 Earlier, he held 
judicial roles in many provincial and military courts, which 
made him eligible for such a senior position. For a movement 
that boasts of religion as its main identifier but is short  
of scholars well-versed in their proclaimed beliefs—those 
belonging to the Sunni-Hanafi-Deobandi sect—Hibatullah’s 
knowledge of Islamic law/Sharia and theological background 
is a valuable qualification. Of course, the Taliban who wear 
beards and appropriately colored turbans, keeping their hands 
busy with rosary beads to play perfectly the part of faithful 
men, are a dime a dozen. Those who actually possess the 
ability to quote chapter and verse from scripture (even if we 
ignore their controversial interpretations) are fewer. In Taliban 
circles, Hibatullah is also known as “Shaykh al-Hadith,” a title 
reserved for those with extensive knowledge of the sayings 
and actions of the Prophet of Islam. A tragic irony is this—
whatever interpretation of hadith he subscribes to differs 
greatly from that of the majority of Muslims worldwide. 
Nevertheless, his prestige among the Taliban is thus under-
stood in the context of his sought-after qualifications.

With this background, Hibatullah is admittedly a giant 
among the Taliban—his Kandahari roots would only add to 
his standing among them in years to come. His stature was 
further reinforced by the death of his 23-year-old son Abdur 
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Rahman—who carried out a suicide bombing at an Afghan 
military base in Helmand in July 2017—earning him even 
more respect among his peers.25

The Taliban’s new top leader appears to be cut from the 
same cloth as Mullah Omar in every regard: rigid in his reli-
gious approach, calm in his demeanor, and with a palpable 
dislike for publicity and fanfare. He has a reputation as a 
strict disciplinarian, a trait that augmented his status as a 
principled leader. If there is any one thing required for such 
a personality cult to take root, it is most certainly a leader’s 
no-nonsense aura. More so, this persona is only amplified 
through the mullah’s physical appearance—he has a stern 
look and long grayish beard, aligning the inner man with 
the his outside appearance. Those who know Mullah 
Hibatullah firsthand say he does not like to be photographed 
and does not even know how to use a mobile phone.26 If 
nothing else, he can hold on to at least some personal secu-
rity in the age of electronic surveillance, where it seems 
impossible to do so! It is precisely these details that make 
these figures so interesting—they fit almost dangerously 
well into stereotypes. The nuances of their reality can be 
perplexing at times.

It appears that Mullah Hibatullah mostly resided near 
Quetta in Pakistan after the Taliban were dislodged from 
Kabul in November 2001, and remained a core part of the 
Quetta Shura.27 Serving as a deputy to Mullah Mansour 
during the years 2013–16 kept him fully informed on the 
important organizational and command decisions pertaining 
to the insurgency in Afghanistan. But Hibatullah’s heart is 
not in the battlefield—he acts more as a strategist when it 
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comes to spearheading the Taliban campaign. Behind the 
scenes but ever so involved, he directs as the film plays out in 
front of him. Before emerging as the Emir, he spent years 
managing a small seminary near Quetta, preparing new 
cadres of Taliban leaders. This occupation allowed him to 
practice and stay in touch with his primary skill as a theolo-
gian, something he cherished. He is extreme in his religious 
worldview but open to dialogue and debate, even on issues 
where he has strong views.28

Maintaining direct control over the insurgency in 
Afghanistan while based near Quetta in Pakistan was increas-
ingly difficult, especially during the last and crucial phase of 
the insurgency (roughly 2016–21). He thus granted greater 
autonomy to his military commanders in Afghanistan for the 
sake of efficiency, even though there was a risk that his 
command could be weakened as a result.29 Still, he was fully 
informed of what was transpiring on the ground and would 
even travel inside Afghanistan, against all the odds, to consult 
with his commanders and issue instructions. In late 2017  
he, along with some members of the Quetta Shura, visited 
Helmand to reassess Taliban strategy as they were facing stiff 
resistance from US and Afghan forces.30 His cleverness 
showed through in his deep understanding of the realities on 
the ground that led him to revise the Taliban modus operandi: 
they began to target Afghan posts at night, avoiding direct 
combat with Afghan security forces, especially in Afghan 
government strongholds, and, importantly, increasing suicide 
attacks and assassination campaigns in cities.31

The suicide bombing phenomenon, a deadly weapon, 
had assumed a life of its own by now. Interestingly, this  
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was never a part of the traditional Taliban toolkit as the  
first suicide bombing in Afghanistan was conducted only  
in 2003.32 From there on it was incorporated in Taliban 
motivational materials, borrowing a great deal from Arab 
sources. Mullah Hibatullah had advised Mullah Omar as 
early as 2008 to adopt this dreadful tactic more widely.33  
A decade later he had to convince nobody, as he was the one 
calling the shots. This change of tactics surely worked in the 
Taliban’s favor, adding to Hibatullah’s reputation as a leader.

His choice of deputies had played an important role in 
his decision-making. Through them he had ensured that he 
would not be out of the loop on anything crucial. He retained 
Sirajuddin Haqqani, the most lethal and dominant military 
commander, as deputy to the office of the Emir, and invited 
Mullah Yaqoob (b. 1990), the 26-year-old son of Mullah 
Omar, to be his second deputy. Yaqoob had studied in 
Islamic seminaries in Pakistan’s port city of Karachi and was 
also popular among the younger Taliban members. Being 
the son of Mullah Omar afforded him a constituency of his 
own. Hibatullah and Yaqoob had a good relationship, espe-
cially after Omar’s death in 2013.

Mullah Yaqoob’s time spent in Karachi added value to  
his credentials and influenced his leanings. Members of the 
Quetta Shura had started relocating from Quetta to Karachi 
in 2009–10 to avoid being targeted, and Mullah Omar himself 
was moved by the Pakistani intelligence to Karachi after he 
suffered a heart attack in 2011.34 He remained hospitalized 
there, with Yaqoob acting as his loyal carer throughout the 
illness. In fact, it was Yaqoob who had dismissed rumors of 
Mullah Omar’s unnatural death and had thereby come to 
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prominence in Taliban circles. More recently, Yaqoob had a 
chance to serve as the acting leader of the Taliban when 
Hibatullah became infected with Covid-19 in May 2020.35

In another crucial development, Mullah Hibatullah added 
a third deputy to his team in 2018—it could be no one else 
but Mullah Baradar, who was released from a Pakistani prison 
in October 2018 after US pressure had mounted. The direct 
US–Taliban negotiations in Doha, Qatar, under the auspices 
of the Taliban Political Commission, was gaining momentum 
and Baradar’s inclusion in the Taliban negotiating team added 
a lot of credibility to the process. Respecting the Taliban’s 
preference, the US had asked Qatar to provide space for a 
Taliban political office in 2012, and since then over two dozen 
Taliban leaders had moved to Doha, along with their fami-
lies.36 It was inconceivable that this had happened without 
Mullah Omar’s approval. In fact, it was his former personal 
secretary, Tayyab Agha, who was picked to lead the political 
office in Doha. Not only was Mullah Omar fully on board, he 
even tasked the Taliban team in Doha to report directly to 
him.37 He had just one condition: a clear US commitment  
to withdraw its forces from Afghanistan. This issue was so 
fundamental to the Taliban that all his successors loyally 
followed this basic negotiating condition.

It is worth mentioning that, for many within Taliban 
circles, the Doha office was viewed with a certain amount of 
suspicion. Abdul Hai Mutma’in, a former advisor to Mullah 
Omar and Mullah Mansour, maintains in his book that 
Tayyab Agha had manipulated a conditional approval out of 
Mullah Omar and handpicked his own and Mullah Abdul 
Salam Zaeef ’s friends to join him in Doha. He also claimed 
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that the Qatar initiative was basically sponsored by German 
and US intelligence.38 Such perceptions created mistrust 
between Taliban field commanders and all those engaged by 
the Taliban Doha office for years.

Inside the Secret US–Taliban Negotiations  
in Doha (2018–21)

After many false starts and disruptions manufactured in Kabul 
and Islamabad, the direct US–Taliban negotiations finally 
kicked off during the Donald Trump presidency (2017–21). 
The Taliban’s open letter addressed to the American people on 
February 14, 2018, conveying a readiness to enter direct peace 
talks with the United States (on the condition that the current 
regime in Kabul was excluded) was an invitation that was hard 
to ignore.39 The carefully crafted 2,800-word letter quoting  
US and UN statistics about high casualties of US and NATO 
forces and rising heroin production also sounded a clear 
warning:

If the policy of using force is continued for another one 
hundred years, the outcome will be the same . . . as you 
have observed over the last six months since the initiation 
of Trump’s new strategy.40

The letter was a powerful combination of a few twisted facts, 
a touch of sarcasm and some straight talk. It taunted the US 
about how its resources amounting to “tens of billions of 
dollars” were being wasted on “thieves and murderers” in 
Kabul, provoking a Western official to put it quite bluntly:  
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“I hate to say it, but they [the Taliban] have started to hit 
where it hurts simply by telling the truth.”41 The timing of 
the letter was perfect as, after some initial dithering, Trump 
was now making it abundantly clear to all power centers in 
Washington DC that he was really serious about negotiating 
a deal with the Taliban. He was convinced that nothing else 
was working. He was not that far off the mark!

Washington was indeed finding itself in a bit of a quandary 
by 2018. The media as well as the think-tank community 
were now repeatedly asking: was the American plan working? 
Top officials, analysts and ordinary taxpayers alike debated 
whether the US policies set in place to rebuild Afghanistan 
and defeat the Taliban were effective and efficient at all.  
The truth nobody seemed ready to accept then was that for 
twenty years the US had been throwing money at the problem 
while many of the politicians and officials in Kabul tasked 
with managing that money were drowning themselves in 
corruption. Then there was denial about the fact that the  
very presence of NATO and the US was a potent factor 
inspiring the Taliban. For any reader of history, it was no 
secret that the only time Afghanistan was united was when 
they were kicking out foreigners. Whether it came down to 
Pashtunwali (Pushtun code of honor) and tribal ethos, or reli-
gious ideology, everything was rooted in a deep pride attached 
to an entrenched sense of honor and independence. If that 
meant hunger or underdevelopment sweeping the nation—as 
irrational as it may sound—anything could be sacrificed in its 
name. Nothing was indispensable. The truth is that it is an 
exploitative sense of honor, selective as well as self-serving, 
and the Taliban are a true reflection of this.
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To give credit where it is due, even if solely based on his 
“America first” policy or economic concerns, Trump seemed 
not overawed by the Afghanistan challenge. He was neither 
ideologically focused on counterterrorism like Bush, nor 
hesitant like Obama—he did not hold back in pushing hard 
on the military. He was upfront and clear, telling them 
straight to their face that their strategy was not working and 
something needed to change drastically. His level of trust in 
US intelligence assessments of the Taliban was very low to 
begin with and the CIA, in particular, failed to impress him. 
Trump was simply not ready to blindly sign up to an endless 
commitment in Afghanistan.

President Trump had initially (2017–18) adopted an aggres-
sive posture in Afghanistan allowing US military commanders 
to go on the offensive against the Taliban.42 A harsher Pakistan 
policy was crafted in parallel, in an effort to compel it to stop 
supporting the Taliban. The Afghan Air Force received more 
combat helicopters as well as ammunition, and the number  
of air strikes targeting the Taliban (real or perceived) also 
increased many-fold, but in the midst of this the number of 
civilian casualties jumped as well.43 The Taliban felt the heat but 
their support base remained intact. The Ghani government’s 
poor governance offered little incentive to Taliban supporters 
to switch sides. The Taliban under Mullah Hibatullah, mean-
while, adapted quickly and decided to focus more on suicide 
bombings and targeted assassinations of government officials 
in towns and cities to disrupt official proceedings and instill a 
new wave of fear in Kabul.44 The policy succeeded in creating 
more frustration in Kabul as well as in the White House. 
Nothing seemed to really work against the Taliban.
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Ashraf Ghani, then President of Afghanistan, wanted to 
be more than a spectator in all of this and intelligently 
thought of offering the Taliban a ceasefire during Eid, the 
Muslim holiday, around mid-June 2018. Taliban IED (impro-
vised explosive device) attacks on Afghan security forces, 
regularly ambushing government officials, and suicide 
attacks in and around Kabul, had unnerved the government. 
To everyone’s surprise, Mullah Hibatullah reciprocated by 
directing his foot soldiers to avoid any confrontation with 
Kabul forces during the holidays (three days generally). 
What happened after that was unprecedented: ordinary 
people, police officials and Taliban all mingled happily, 
praying, eating and celebrating together at that time, without 
any fear or hesitation. The media understandably went 
berserk over it, with images of the Taliban flashing all across 
the newspaper headlines and television news broadcasts. 
The battle lines vanished into thin air, it seemed, and 
suddenly there was hope for a calmer future. Peace was 
possible after all.

The spontaneity of people coming together to engage 
with the Taliban, and the ease with which the Taliban 
communicated with all and sundry, including their oppo-
nents, was a good omen. This brought the Ghani govern-
ment under pressure as it was not ready to compromise on 
its fundamental demands from the Taliban. Kabul wanted 
the Taliban to accept the new political and constitutional 
system in place and operate within it, while the Taliban were 
not ready to really talk peace while Americans were  
still stationed in Afghanistan. After the third day of the 
ceasefire, Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid simply 
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ignored Ghani’s announcement of an extension of the  
ceasefire and categorically declared that, “Our fighters will 
now resume their operations across the country against  
the foreign invaders and their internal puppets,” making 
their intentions pretty clear.45 For the Taliban the ceasefire 
had achieved two goals: creating public goodwill across the 
country and, more strategically, establishing publicly in 
front of the US that the Taliban were a cohesive force and 
their leaders were in control. Washington was listening 
intently as Trump was impatiently looking for a pathway to 
a settlement—a deal that would save him $27 billion a year 
in military spending in Afghanistan.46 He was even heard 
shouting at his White House staff, “Where is my deal?”47

Trump wasted no further time in appointing an envoy  
for peace talks. In September 2018, he appointed Zalmay 
Khalilzad, a well-known American with Afghan roots, to 
pursue a peace deal in his new role as the US Special 
Representative for Afghanistan Reconciliation. Known as 
Zal in Washington policy circles, he had a background in 
academia and the world of diplomacy and had earlier served 
as a negotiator of the Bonn agreement, the arrangement  
that created the “new” Afghanistan after the 9/11 attacks. He 
had remained deeply involved in crafting US policy toward 
Afghanistan since then, and even seriously contemplated 
running for the top office in Afghanistan. His ambition was 
palpable. Known as a tireless and energetic individual, he 
was ready for the job without a doubt.

Zal was handed a clear mandate and a free hand to cut a 
peace deal with the Taliban in a short span of nine months. 
America’s romance with state-building in Afghanistan was 
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coming to a shabby end. For those enjoying its fruits,  
it looked like a sudden and abrupt ending, but the reality  
is that two decades and tens of billions of dollars were 
consumed to pursue this dream. It was time to let it go. If 
done correctly, the impact of the investment would eventu-
ally show somehow. Still, this was a torturous route for those 
who had fought against the Taliban or contributed toward 
Afghanistan’s rebuilding effort in any way. Despite initial 
skepticism and hurdles, Zal was lucky to receive support 
from all sides—diplomats, generals, spies as well as politi-
cians. He was assisted by senior officials from the State 
Department, the Pentagon and the White House in the US 
negotiating team. Few, though, were completely in the 
picture as to how far he was ready—and empowered—to go.

Zal started shuttling between Doha, Kabul, Islamabad  
and Washington, in a whirlwind it seemed, trying to make 
everyone feel that they were part of the peace effort. Except for 
the governing regime in Kabul, everyone fell in line right away. 
Doha, the hub where the direct US–Taliban conversations 
were taking place, was the center of attention now. And the 
Taliban negotiating team also soon started earning frequent 
flyer points (mostly with Qatar Airways), but more slowly 
than Zal as their route was much shorter: on Doha–Islamabad 
return flights.48 This was the safest way for the Taliban nego-
tiators to receive guidance and directives from the Taliban 
Shura and Mullah Hibatullah. The American team was  
content with this because without the top Taliban leadership’s 
involvement, there was no point to the whole exercise.

Yet, for the Americans, there were many assumptions 
and concerns at play about factionalism within the Taliban 
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and a potential fragmentation that could complicate any 
settlement prospects.49 The most crucial and sensitive ques-
tion was whether all the field commanders in Afghanistan 
were loyal to Quetta- and Doha-based leaders. Taliban 
leaders in Quetta reportedly consulted a few commanders 
on the ground in Afghanistan about their response to a 
peace deal and, to their surprise, found that only half of 
them would accept such an outcome.50 The remaining half 
wanted to continue to fight. So, the most critical question 
was not if a US–Taliban peace deal could be secured, but 
rather, whether Taliban leaders could sell such an agree-
ment to their ranks.

In Doha, the conversations were not easy either. The 
Taliban were convinced that they were winning and Zal had 
little inclination to make them think otherwise. He was 
obviously wary that the US exit from Afghanistan should 
not look like a surrender and, to that end, he had a list of 
conditions. How hard he was willing to push for these, no 
one knew. The Taliban team on the other end was better 
prepared and more organized than anyone expected.

The profiles of the Taliban negotiation team are quite 
instructive, offering a peek into Taliban strategy for negotia-
tions as well as its plans for the future of Afghanistan. This 
roughly 20-member team, all men unsurprisingly, was full 
of seasoned commanders with battlefield experience against 
the Soviets as well as the US-led coalition in Afghanistan.51 
In the initial phase, Sher Mohammad Abbas Stanikzai, a 
high-profile member of the Taliban’s Doha political office, 
was picked to perform the role of an executive manager  
of the Taliban negotiation team and serve as the lead 
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negotiator. With a Master’s degree in political science and 
fluent in English, he was known more for his skills in diplo-
macy than on the battlefield. During the first Taliban 
government (1996–2001), he had served as deputy foreign 
minister and was often tasked with communicating with 
foreign visitors.52 Interestingly, he was a graduate of the 
Indian Military Academy (IMA) in Dehradun in the 1980s.53 
This last qualification, though, was enough to make him a 
suspect in the eyes of Pakistan’s intelligence services as they 
never trusted him fully even though he worked closely with 
them at times. For the US, he appeared sufficiently inde-
pendent and that helped his credentials as a negotiator.

Many initial meetings between the two sides in late 2018 
were consumed in debating the ground rules. The Taliban 
totally refused to accept any conditions about the future 
system of government in Afghanistan and insisted that it 
was for Afghans (meaning themselves) to decide while also 
making it categorically clear that it would be an “Islamic 
Emirate,” whatever that meant. The US side soon realized 
that there was no point in getting bogged down in such 
conversations and they would be better off making it  
clear that for the US, terrorism threats emanating from 
Afghanistan were of paramount concern. Conversations 
became more meaningful from that point onward.54

The negotiations further warmed up toward the begin-
ning of 2019. The US team was first to show flexibility, in  
fact radical flexibility. In the beginning, the US goals were: 
Taliban renunciation of Al-Qaeda, end of hostilities and 
political settlement in Afghanistan, and long-term presence 
of US intelligence assets and counterterrorism capacity inside 
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Afghanistan.55 For the Taliban, complete US withdrawal was 
the core objective and they had every intention of enforcing 
their own model of government as soon as that happened. 
They kept the latter part of the objective very close to their 
heart and never made it obvious. Yet all those who never 
anticipated such a scenario were lacking in their under-
standing of the Taliban.

The Taliban kept on insisting on a quick and complete 
withdrawal of the US troops. Zal initially only agreed to a 
gradual withdrawal of troops from Afghanistan in return for 
a Taliban pledge that no international terrorist group would 
be allowed to operate from Afghanistan to launch attacks 
against the United States and its allies.56 Pakistan was also 
pressured on the side to use all their influence on the Taliban 
to move quickly in this direction. Pakistan took their time as 
for them a Taliban-dominated Afghanistan meant the ouster 
of India from Afghanistan—their long-desired objective  
and fundamental motivation in supporting the Taliban from 
early on. Their policy was working well, so why would they 
be in a hurry? Zal worked hard to engage Pakistan closely 
and over time developed a good rapport with both military 
and civilian leaders in Pakistan. A senior Pakistani diplomat 
closely monitoring the Doha negotiations shared with me 
that while the US team indeed kept Pakistan in the loop 
about the major sticking points during the closed-doors 
conversations, Pakistan was separately getting regular and 
fuller briefs from their sources among the Taliban partici-
pating in the parleys.57 It helped Pakistan strategize well.

In January 2019, something happened that was unex-
pected: US Secretary of State Michael Pompeo gave a 
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surprising go-ahead to Zal “to negotiate a withdrawal of  
US forces to zero with the Taliban,” postponing also any 
“Kabul-led” negotiations, as well as giving up any long-term 
presence of intelligence and counterterrorism forces inside 
Afghanistan.58 It was Trump dictating this course, without a 
doubt. This was huge as it would not only fulfill the Taliban’s 
prime demands but also reduce US leverage to impose any 
conditions necessary. It was, as well, a grudging acknowledg-
ment that the US project in Afghanistan was over. Perhaps, 
Zal was supposed to offer these to Taliban gradually. To give 
him his due, Zal did ask for a peace settlement with Kabul and 
ceasefire but Abbas Stanikzai rejected those outright, as 
before. There was jubilation in the Taliban camp when 
Stanikzai shared the news that the US was basically ready to 
withdraw completely.

The Taliban read the US motives well and within days 
offered the US something they were looking for: “an offer to 
renounce external terrorism and implement any enforce-
ment mechanisms that the US desired.”59 This was no small 
commitment but it was based on the clear assumption that 
the Taliban would be the new sheriff in town. Those holding 
power in Kabul were soon to become powerless—and to the 
US it did not really matter anymore. Washington had finally 
run out of patience with those at the helm of affairs in Kabul.

The signing of a deal was still some time away while Kabul 
was anxiously hoping to be invited to join the conversations 
in Doha. The Taliban, however, were unwilling to engage 
directly with Kabul until they reached an understanding 
with the US. This was a Taliban precondition and the US had 
agreed to it in July 2018.60 In this process, the Taliban had 
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gained a lot of political mileage from the recognition they 
were receiving as a sole negotiating partner with the US. 
They desperately needed such legitimacy and, to their good 
fortune, it was handed to them on a silver platter. While the 
Taliban tentatively agreed to engage with the government  
in Kabul, which they always referred to as illegitimate, for 
future power-sharing conversations, they cleverly delayed it 
to a point where Kabul’s leverage was significantly reduced.

The year 2019 was crucial for negotiations as things were 
moving at a fast pace, too fast for Kabul’s comfort, but both the 
US and Taliban now could see light at the end of the tunnel. 
The Taliban negotiating team now had the added advantage 
of being spearheaded by soft-spoken Mullah Baradar, who 
was long convinced that a negotiated settlement was the  
only way forward. His rational and reconciliatory approach, 
while sticking to core Taliban demands, elevated the level  
of discourse on the negotiating table. The US team was now 
more confident that the Taliban team they were negotiating 
with was truly representative of the influential elements within 
the Taliban ranks. This was important given the concerns 
about Taliban cohesion. Baradar was both highly respected 
among the Taliban rank and file and seen as someone who 
was quite independent of Pakistan.

The Taliban negotiating team had gone through a few 
expansion phases to raise its stature and credibility. The most 
interesting was the addition of five former Guantanamo pris-
oners who, in 2014, were exchanged for Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, 
the American service member held by the Taliban as a pris-
oner of war. These included former top army commander 
Mullah Fazel Mazloom, accused of mass killings; former 
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Balkh commander Noorullah Noori; former governor and 
interior minister Mullah Khairullah Khairkhwa, accused of 
drug trafficking and association with Al-Qaeda; Abdul Haq 
Wasiq, former Taliban deputy minister of intelligence; and 
Mohammad Nabi Omari, accused of Al-Qaeda links and 
later of joining the Hamid Karzai government to spy for the 
Taliban.61 Some of the charges are reported to be exaggerated 
accounts but the fact remains that these men survived very 
tough conditions at Guantanamo for over 12–14 years and 
were naturally bitter about it. Another prominent addition 
was the Quetta Shura’s chief of staff Amir Khan Mottaqi, 
adding another layer of credibility for the ordinary Taliban 
who were following the negotiation news closely.

Now they were all sitting face to face with the American 
generals, diplomats and intelligence personnel. If there was 
ever a meeting to witness, it was this one in Doha in mid-
March 2019. The Taliban seated at the table were not what 
most would expect them to be—some were the former 
Guantanamo inmates introduced above, some former pris-
oners in Pakistani jails, and among them were those who were 
moderate in their thinking, and flexible—and had earned the 
chance to be at the table with the US. Not only that, but some 
of them were notably communicative—ready to discuss ideas.

Sitting across the table from them was General Austin S. 
Miller, the commander of the American and NATO forces 
in Afghanistan, who at one point during the conversations 
told the Taliban that he respected them as fighters and 
further surprised everyone by saying: “We could keep 
fighting, killing each other, or, together, we could kill ISIS.”62 
This was a major shift quite hard for many observers to 
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immediately absorb and decipher, but nonetheless a sign of 
hope for a peace deal. Seeing Baradar and Zal joking with 
each other, too, helped ease the atmosphere in the room.63 
By mid-2019, with both sides having gone through seven 
rounds of negotiations, major differences had already been 
resolved, but suddenly it seemed that the Taliban had started 
to retract on some crucial points. For instance, the Taliban 
narrative on Al-Qaeda started changing; becoming more 
defensive and even trying to deny that the terrorist organi-
zation was responsible for the 9/11 attacks. When the US 
team pushed back hard, they grudgingly again committed 
to ensure that Al-Qaeda would not be allowed to misuse 
Afghan soil for staging terrorist operations against the US 
and its allies, but now they began to backslide on pursuing a 
settlement with Ghani and Kabul.

I had a chance to speak to an individual present in the 
meeting hall during a segment of the negotiations. He said 
he first walked into the room without a good understanding 
of who the Taliban were—with a perception of them as 
aggressive warriors unable to string a sentence together. He 
was totally surprised to observe their discipline: none of 
them contradicted or interrupted each other, they were clear 
and concise, respectful of each other’s views, and they stated 
their arguments eloquently.64

In Kabul, Ghani was not in the full picture as to the scale 
and even the developing scope of conversations in Doha. He 
was increasingly out of touch with reality, having surrounded 
himself with an incompetent coterie of confidants. He had 
utterly failed to unite the country and to work together with 
like-minded political players as he abhorred sharing power. 
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His poor choice of military and police leaders was another 
serious problem, and even though he opted to institute 
reforms in 2017–18, planning a gradual retirement of over 
5,000 over-age and unqualified senior military officers, it  
was too late to rescue the collapsing security institutions.65 
Nepotism and total disregard for merit had ruined the Afghan 
security infrastructure.66 Furthermore, Ghani dis  agreed in 
principle with Zal’s approach of direct US–Taliban negotia-
tions. Earlier in February 2018, Ghani had offered uncondi-
tional direct talks to the Taliban, even agreeing to recognize 
them as a political party, but the Taliban categorically refused, 
as they viewed the government in Kabul as illegitimate and 
the country as being under occupation.67 Zal was now giving 
up on Ghani and, by extension, on the government in Kabul.

What made the negotiations and ultimately the settle-
ment so fascinating was the variety of elements that were 
driving this process: dramatic personality clashes, policy 
U-turns, hard bargaining and surprising meetings of minds, 
such as between Zal and Baradar, that were all essential 
pieces of this huge puzzle. Early on, this became not just a 
negotiation to end a war, but a desperate attempt to satisfy 
people’s egos—if anything, it was that more than all else. The 
war was ending just as it had begun—as a struggle littered 
with attempts to find the right allies, over-indulgence in the 
use of force, and ignorance about the Afghan way of war. 
Hotel rooms and group chats filled with the weight of dis -
agreements served as the backdrop to what was meant to be 
a genuine attempt at searching for a reasonable compromise. 
But if history has taught us anything, it is that this is the 
nature of politics—an all-out contest for power.
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Countless times, history books have detailed fascinating 
instances where personal relationships and all their twisted 
dynamics have had the power to influence international 
politics. The story of how America’s longest war finally 
ended proves to be no exception.

It was no secret that Zal Khalilzad and Ashraf Ghani did 
not get along well with each other. However, this deal was 
not the first time they had worked together—or apart, 
rather. In fact, the two had known each other for over fifty 
years before meeting again for these conversations. As per 
his job description, Zal had been keeping President Ghani 
in the loop, but the extent of the information he actually 
conveyed was declining significantly over time. It was at this 
juncture that Ghani made his fatal misstep, naively believing 
it impossible that the US would actually completely with-
draw from Afghanistan in the foreseeable future. As long as 
the US had a presence in Afghanistan, Ghani believed, he 
remained relevant. Zal, on the other hand, let him stay in his 
bubble while meeting with just about everyone else to make 
sure America got out as soon as possible.

Ghani and Zal had first met around 1965 or so, as 
exchange program students in the United States, later 
crossing paths again at the American University in Beirut, 
one of the finest universities in the Middle East.68 With a 
crisis brewing in Afghanistan in the late 1970s, they both 
eventually immigrated to the United States. Their paths 
diverged, but only briefly: Zal proceeded to the University 
of Chicago for his doctorate as Ghani landed at Columbia 
University for his (studying cultural anthropology). Later 
on, Zal found his way to Columbia University as well, as an 
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assistant professor. Both had a feeling, as the years went on, 
that their pattern of coincidental meetings would not end 
any time soon—and though they were right, surely neither 
could predict just how catastrophic a turn it would take.

Despite their obvious similarities in background and 
interests in scholarship, the two could not be more different. 
Ghani was socialist-oriented while Zal was capitalist, Ghani 
was an introvert while Zal was an extrovert, Ghani was a bit 
rigid while Zal was flexible and ready to find a middle path 
when faced with a daunting challenge. In a story brilliantly 
detailing this old relationship, The New York Times’s Mujib 
Mashal says that there always was a “fundamental clash in 
how they operate.”69 It seems that dynamic has carried on 
over the decades, as we know now that the two of them had 
dramatically different approaches to the crisis facing their 
country. Ghani wanted to lead negotiations with the Taliban, 
while Zal pursued a more direct understanding between the 
US and the Taliban. Of course, both believed themselves to 
have the winning approach.

Zal, to be fair to him, had truly managed to make the 
idea of negotiating with Taliban work—he was likely the 
best choice to be in that role. While some place blame on 
him for giving in to Taliban demands, it is not likely the 
Taliban would have gone that far in negotiations with any 
other American. After all, he did not look like the enemy 
they had been so accustomed to—he looked like them.

While the US and Taliban teams were still talking and 
arguing, arrangements were made to kick-start the Kabul–
Taliban track of negotiations, dubbed then the “intra-Afghan 
conference,” to be held in Norway. The time had come for 
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what was deemed a crucial and difficult part of the whole 
engagement. With their eyes firmly set on the formal deal 
with the US, knowing that was what mattered the most, the 
Taliban began parleys with Afghan civil society representa-
tives quite informally and a bit half-heartedly in Doha, as a 
prelude, setting the stage for more formal conversations with 
the Ghani government later. With no schooling in diplo-
macy or negotiation skills, the Taliban’s steps were shrewdly 
planned throughout.

In one such informal conversation in July 2019 between 
Taliban negotiators and a private group of over forty Afghans, 
including women representing various sectors, some unprec-
edented scenes were witnessed.70 A few Afghan officials had 
also joined this dialogue. During the proceedings, a female 
participant learned about a terrorist attack on a school in 
Ghazni that injured two of her young orphan nephews (aged 
7 and 8), who had recently moved with their grandmother to 
the area to be far away from the violence that had taken the 
life of their father. She had helped them go to this school 
targeted by the Taliban. She was naturally devastated  
and while sharing the sad news with the group, with tears 
flowing on her cheeks, she bluntly asked the Taliban: “Why 
are you killing us?” To her total surprise she saw many of  
her Taliban negotiators were also saddened. They had  
children too! At the end of this dialogue, the Taliban nego-
tiators agreed to include in the joint public statement, a  
clear commitment to reducing civilian casualties to zero. 
These confidence-building steps were helpful for both  
sides and Zal became further convinced that the Taliban 
would ultimately enter meaningful negotiations with the 
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government in Kabul. It seemed like a reasonable expecta-
tion at the time.

By September 2019, a draft accord was ready and things 
looked so positive that President Trump had ordered arrange-
ments to be made at Camp David for a deal-signing with the 
Taliban and all the attendant media fanfare.71 Ghani too was 
supposed to attend. Neither the Taliban nor Ghani were 
amused, but it was members of the US Congress who created 
an uproar, leading to the demise of the idea. The understanding 
had indeed reached an advanced stage but the moment for it  
to be signed and announced had not yet arrived. Some details 
of the draft agreement were leaked indicating that the US 
withdrawal would be completed in a year and a half—by 
March or April 2021. Both sides were still uncomfortable with 
making a few elements of the proposed deal public.

For the US, the details of the Taliban guarantees of safe 
passage for departing US forces were a sensitive topic. Further, 
the Taliban believed that the extent of the agreed upon US–
Taliban cooperation in fighting their common enemy—the 
Islamic State in Khorasan (ISK), an affiliate of the Islamic 
State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) that had emerged in Afghanistan 
since 2015—could be devastating for their public image.  
Such commitments and pronouncements had to stay confi-
dential, whether on paper or not. Even without exposing the 
secret aspects, the news that trickled into the media led to 
some political backlash in the US. The strongest statement 
perhaps came from Senator Lindsey Graham and General 
(retired) Jack Keane, who both argued in a Washington Post 
opinion piece that the US must not outsource its security  
to the Taliban, while further warning that, “If we abandon 
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Afghanistan out of frustration and weariness, we pave the way 
for another 9/11.”72

With all the intricacies involved and hurdles erected, things 
slowed down a bit. One real complicating factor was how the 
Taliban were simultaneously talking peace and killing people 
in Afghanistan. This was either a part of a choreographed 
strategy to increase leverage on the table by showing strength 
on the battlefield, or an indication that Taliban negotiators 
were not fully in control of the field commanders who were 
calling the shots on the ground. While this doubt lingered in 
the minds of the American team, the Taliban only gained 
more space—territorially as well as on the negotiation table in 
Doha. The truth, often ignored in Western analysis, is that the 
Taliban field commanders were partly reacting to the rising 
number of military operations, including airstrikes conducted 
by the Afghan and US forces, targeting Taliban strongholds. 
Controversial night raids spearheaded by CIA-sponsored 
Afghan groups that operated independently of both the 
Afghan and US militaries likely caused more public anger 
than disruption to Taliban activities.73

A new and complicating dimension of the crisis mean-
while manifested itself through ISK’s deadly suicide bomb-
ings. At times it was hard to figure out who was behind  
the violence in certain cases, and to what end. Ordinary 
Afghans had lost count of the dead and had little idea who 
was doing what, basically losing the capacity to distinguish 
between a friend and a foe. The pain they were feeling was 
deep and seemed endless. All of this was also having a deep 
psychological impact, sure to show itself in the times to 
come in ways no one could predict.
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Another factor—perhaps a decisive factor in determining 
the pace of negotiations—scarcely known about at the time 
to people outside the top layers of the US government—was 
Trump’s nine-month ultimatum given to his top aides in 
July 2019 to pull out all US forces from Afghanistan.74 The 
message conveyed through Secretary Pompeo to Zal was 
loud and clear. He knew that he had a limited time span  
as Trump’s timetable was obviously linked to the fast-
approaching presidential elections in November 2020. With 
no prospects of an Iran deal despite “maximum pressure” 
and the assassination of Iran’s ace military strategist Qasim 
Solemani, and nothing to show for the North Korea nuclear 
gambit except the weird photoshoot with the North Korean 
leader Kim Jung-un, Trump needed something to shore  
up his dealmaker image. Here luck was on the side of the 
Taliban.

Even with some ups and downs due to Trump’s mood 
swings and political compulsions, the major issues stood 
resolved, and only the exact timeline for US withdrawal and 
ceasefire details were pending. The fact that Trump was in a 
hurry was no secret and the Taliban were well prepared to 
use this information to the full. Agreeing to a ceasefire, as 
logical as it may sound as a part of this peace deal, was not 
something the Taliban were ready to commit to. Their reluc-
tance even led to halting the negotiations (from September 
to December 2019), and even then all they offered was  
a temporary reduction in violence after the deal was 
announced. With regard to the Taliban reasoning behind 
their reluctance to halt attacks, a Taliban negotiator insight-
fully told Carter Malkasian:
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We need the United States to announce a withdrawal in 
order to prove to our fighters that jihad has been won. 
Otherwise what was sacrifice for? We are very worried 
that fighters will go to Daesh or other groups.75

The US team was understanding, for want of a better 
word, as it decided to resume the negotiations in December 
2019, and that surely helped the Taliban negotiators led  
by Baradar, allowing him to impress upon the Quetta Shura 
and Mullah Hibatullah (at Taliban headquarters) that the 
Taliban must show some flexibility on this point. They did, 
offering a week-long reduction in the violence before the 
signing of the deal. By early February 2020, things had started 
to look very promising for the peace deal to be finalized 
within weeks. Both sides wrestled with the idea of a week-
long reduction in violence either before or after the signing of 
the deal. On a positive note, there was a significant decline in 
violence when the time came to implement the agreement, 
establishing that the Taliban were a cohesive force capable of 
delivering what they committed to.

The Hibatullah–Baradar dynamic remains a largely 
unknown part of internal Taliban politics. Both have tremen-
dous respect for each other but their paths had diverged 
after 2001, impacting their worldviews. Hibatullah grew 
more conservative while enjoying some freedom in Pakistan 
to do so, whereas Baradar lived through tougher environ-
ments in Pakistani custody while his health deteriorated due 
to suffering from diabetes. Baradar spent his time thinking 
and rethinking while Hibatullah was either strategizing 
about upping the level of violence in Afghanistan or reading. 
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His choice of books, given his clerical background, was not 
expected to help him think outside the box. All the more  
so as Hibatullah had to keep the conservative elements of 
the movement happy (since they were the ideological back-
bone of the movement) while also juggling with manage-
ment of the field commanders. Baradar, with incarceration 
experience and broader exposure, had become more prag-
matic and he was more of a politician, adept at making 
compromises to make things work. Baradar’s “patience  
and willingness to champion peace” indeed had a positive 
influence on thinking in the Taliban camp.76 At the end of 
the day, Hibatullah and Baradar made a great team for the 
Taliban. Zal shared with an interviewer that while Baradar 
was easy to talk to and seemingly flexible on minor issues, he 
would always ask for time to seek guidance from Hibatullah 
and Co. whenever a critical matter came up.77

Sensing victory, Taliban deputy leader Sirajuddin 
Haqqani penned an opinion piece that—of all places—found 
space on the editorial page of The New York Times on  
February 20, 2020. He was a “specially designated interna-
tional terrorist,” according to the FBI, with the US 
Department of State offering a reward of up to $10 million 
for information that would bring him to justice. While  
aptly arguing that, “Everyone is tired of War” and “that the 
killing and the maiming must stop,” he hinted at Taliban 
readiness for making the compromises necessary to  
develop a consensus on the form of future government in 
Afghanistan. The deliberate choice of words, such as making 
a commitment “to working with other parties in a consulta-
tive manner of genuine respect to agree on a new, inclusive 
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political system in which the voice of every Afghan is 
reflected and where no Afghan feels excluded,” clearly 
sounded democracy-leaning to those who had no clue about 
Taliban ideology. References to a “right to work” and a “right 
to education” for women sounded equally empowering. 
Separately in Doha negotiations, Taliban leader Shahabuddin 
Delavar had provided categorical assurances about permis-
sion for women’s education and work. Kabul was stunned; 
but they were now yesterday’s men.

On February 29, 2020, the US and the Taliban finally 
signed the landmark “Agreement for Bringing Peace to 
Afghanistan” in the Sheraton Hotel, Doha, with dozens of 
diplomats from across the world in attendance. The US 
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo looked on while Zal and 
Baradar inked the deal. In the words of Carter Malkasian, 
Trump “heedlessly” pressed “for withdrawal instead of 
giving Khalilzad [Zal] the time to wring more out of 
Taliban.”78 The very first paragraph of the agreement main-
tained that the comprehensive peace agreement offers 
“Guarantees and enforcement mechanisms that will prevent 
the use of the soil of Afghanistan by any group or individual 
against the security of the United States and its allies.”79 This 
was the most critical American concern. By May 2021, all 
US combat troops would leave Afghanistan if the Taliban 
repudiated Al-Qaeda and other terrorist groups, entered 
negotiations with Kabul, and endeavored to reduce violence. 
The Taliban, for their part, committed not to attack US and 
NATO troops. With foresight, no such commitment was 
given about the Afghan security forces as that was left to be 
negotiated in the intra-Afghan conference.
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The agreement had a handful of secret provisions as  
well. One of these barred the US forces from supporting or 
enabling Afghan troops in their targeted operations against 
the Taliban.80 This could easily be termed as treacherous by 
Afghan forces, but for America safety of its personnel came 
first. Understandably so. The biggest prize for the Taliban 
though, after the withdrawal commitment, was the provi-
sion to release up to 5,000 of its prisoners languishing in 
Afghan prisons. Some of the most dangerous Taliban pris-
oners, those found to be involved in terrorist activity, were 
kept at the US’s Bagram base—and there was nothing in the 
deal that would make them ineligible to benefit from this 
provision. The Taliban, too, were bound to release 1,000 
Afghan security personnel they held in captivity.

The End

The truth is often hard to acknowledge, but the reality is 
that the Taliban outlasted the Americans. State-building 
takes time and the US invested tens of billions of dollars,  
but the Taliban’s cost-effective measures to instill fear and 
disrupt development projects worked well for their goals. 
After the deal, ordinary Afghans started to prepare for the 
inevitable as it was obvious to them that the Taliban would 
be unstoppable now. With the US and international forces 
out of the picture, Kabul was unlikely to hold its ground. 
The Taliban strategy now was to impress upon the people of 
Afghanistan that submitting to their authority at this stage 
was in everyone’s best interest. This was how the tide started 
turning—quietly and gradually, no village untouched. What 
helped the Taliban clinch the peace deal was precisely the 
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same widely held belief that Afghans were exhausted after 
the war and ready to settle. Littered with the toxic remnants 
of war and tragedy, the Afghan soil needed new energy  
and vitality to revive itself. Whether Afghans could come 
together to offer hope in this unpromising scenario was yet 
to be seen.

The million-dollar question remained as to whether 
there could be a meaningful dialogue between the Taliban 
and the government in Kabul. Ghani was in no mood to 
negotiate with the Taliban and things stalled immediately 
due to differences over prisoner releases. There was little 
follow-up, as Ghani wanted peace on his terms only. His 
ignorance of the Taliban’s rapid ascendance would put a nail 
in his own coffin. Kabul and Ghani were losing legitimacy 
due to these delays.

A date around mid-September 2020 was picked for the 
intra-Afghan dialogue to finally commence but in a surprising 
move, the Taliban announced a major shake-up in their nego-
tiation team on September 5, 2020. Abdul Hakim Ishaqzai, a 
conservative senior cleric originally from Kandahar known to 
have the ear of Mullah Hibatullah, was the new chief negoti-
ator, replacing Sher Abbas Stanikzai. Baradar, being head  
of the Doha political office, remained the overall leader of  
the Taliban negotiating team. Like Hibatullah, Abdul Hakim 
was running a madrassa, an Islamic seminary, near Quetta 
(named Darul Uloom Shariah in Kuchlak area) and served as 
a Taliban judge besides leading an influential council of clerics 
responsible for issuing religious edicts—fatwas—on impor-
tant matters.81 His seminary was targeted by an ISK suicide 
bomber on January 19, 2020, in which he lost his son and 
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many students.82 Importantly, he was also a graduate of the 
Darul Uloom Haqqania in Pakistan, a training ground for 
Taliban leaders. The Taliban were now ready to play hardball 
with Ghani and his team.

Zal wanted to usher the Taliban and Kabul toward 
finding an amicable power-sharing arrangement, but time 
was running out. The reality was that the Taliban and  
Kabul had been at each other’s throats for too long, merci-
lessly killing each other. Neither side was going to forget 
that. Afghanistan needed a reconciliation commission on 
the lines of that which had helped heal the wounds in South 
Africa after apartheid was ended. And yet, no leader on 
either side had legendary Nelson Mandela’s stature to make 
that work in Afghanistan.

Ghani had serious trouble accepting that the US and its 
allies were withdrawing their respective forces. He was  
basically completely deluded, and even asked his friends in 
DC to inquire if the US really was leaving, to which multiple 
US officials responded “Yes!” The US expectation was that 
the Taliban and Ghani would agree to a settlement for a 
neutral interim government with representatives of both 
sides, who would help the two sides find common ground. 
According to Zal, Ghani “hated that, because it means that 
he has to go.”83 The plan went awry.

The Taliban were now strategically surrounding provin-
cial capitals and major city centers. Taliban spies, having 
penetrated deep into Afghan government bureaucracy,  
were providing vital information to Taliban leaders. All  
of this was transpiring while US forces were packing up  
in Afghanistan. The Taliban were creating no trouble, as 
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promised. The coronavirus crisis had also taken its toll in 
the meantime and priorities everywhere were changing; 
around the world the domestic health emergency was the 
first thing states were concerned about. Work on interna-
tional relations was put on the backburner.

On April 14, 2021 President Biden, three months after 
assuming office, announced that all US troops would be  
out of Afghanistan by September 11 the same year. For  
all practical purposes, he had inherited this policy direction 
from Trump—but it was his administration that would  
be held responsible for the planning and implementation  
of the withdrawal. The choice of September 11 was symbolic, 
implying that the American response to the terrorism  
attack that traumatized America two decades earlier was 
complete and over. In DC policy circles, Afghanistan was 
now seen as a “lost cause,” and the longest war in American 
history was indeed coming to an unceremonious end as  
the Taliban were knocking at the gates of Kabul. On  
July 8, 2021, President Biden while making remarks on  
his decision to draw down forces in Afghanistan, all but 
confessed:

After 20 years—a trillion dollars spent training and equip-
ping hundreds of thousands of Afghan National Security 
and Defense Forces, 2,448 Americans killed, 20,722 more 
wounded, and untold thousands coming home with 
unseen trauma to their mental health—I will not send 
another generation of Americans to war in Afghanistan 
with no reasonable expectation of achieving a different 
outcome.84
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Biden had made up his mind to exit Afghanistan. Even as 
Obama’s vice president earlier, he was known to be skeptical 
of what the US could accomplish in Afghanistan, and during 
internal White House deliberations he even “urged Obama 
to reject the expensive counterinsurgency strategy that 
expanded the war.”85 He was consistently pessimistic about 
the prospects for a stable Afghanistan and, public pronounce-
ments aside, he was not hopeful that Ghani could pull it  
all together. During a press conference in January 2022, he 
defended his decision to withdraw, arguing that Afghanistan 
has been, “the graveyard of empires for a solid reason: It is 
not susceptible to unity . . .”86

The truth is that America was exhausted and Kabul was 
crumbling at the mere thought of facing the Taliban on its 
own. America’s Afghan favorites, Ashraf Ghani being a chief 
example, had suddenly started looking too weak to stand on 
their own feet. Corruption and nepotism had eaten into the 
vitals of the Afghan state. With no prioritizing of institu-
tion-building, weak rule of law and reliance on war lords 
and drug dealers, things could not have ended differently. 
The new edifice of an overcentralized and unaccountable 
Afghan state was unsustainable. All of this had transpired 
on the US watch while (along with other international 
donors) it was paying for almost 80 percent of the Afghan 
national budget.

There had once been a time the US swore to never give 
up the Bagram base—it provided a secure footing in 
Afghanistan to maintain counterterrorism capacity, and 
also enabled the US to keep an eye on the Chinese. But 
eventually, even that idea was abandoned. To its discredit, 
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the Biden administration had planned its withdrawal in the 
least efficient manner possible. American media was less 
charitable in its assessment of how things turned out. 
Renowned journalist Peter Bergen maintains:

Compounding Biden’s disastrous policy decision to 
completely pull out of Afghanistan was the botched 
handling of the withdrawal. . . . Biden patted himself on 
the back that the US military subsequently extracted 
124,000 Afghans from Afghanistan, calling the operation 
an “extraordinary success,” which was like an arsonist 
praising himself for helping to try to put out a fire that he 
had started.87

The future of the Taliban was yet to unravel, but Ghani 
took too long to realize that it was all over for him. What the 
Taliban had done to the Soviet-backed President Najibullah 
in 1996 after taking over Kabul was hard to forget. Najibullah 
was brutally killed and his body hanged from a traffic light 
post outside the presidential palace in Kabul. As described 
in the introduction, Ghani and his associates decided to  
flee to avoid a similar fate, and his government in Kabul, by 
now confined to the presidential palace and its immediate 
surroundings, simply fell like a house of cards.
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After two decades of waging a brutal insurgency, the  
Taliban triumphantly entered Kabul on August 15, 2021 
unhindered and uninterrupted. With the presidential office 
of Afghanistan deserted, and cabinet members nowhere to be 
found, the Taliban literally drove into government buildings 
and facilities, mostly on their motorcycles, without a shot 
being fired. Initially, they were waiting at the entrance points 
to major cities trying to live up to their commitment at Doha 
that they would give intra-Afghan dialogue a real chance. 
Even on the eve of the fall of Kabul, a Taliban spokesman 
tweeted, “The Islamic Emirate instructs all its forces to stand 
at the gates of Kabul, not to try to enter the city.”1

This was an iconic moment and a massive milestone, not 
only for the Taliban but also many Islamic militant move-
ments across the world who would draw inspiration from it 
in times to come. For most Afghans, this was unimaginable, 
even a few months before this fateful day. They were not 
alone in this view. Even the US intelligence wildly under-
estimated the speed of the Taliban advance and, as late as 
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mid-July 2021, they assessed the risk of an imminent Taliban 
takeover of Kabul as low.2 By then, the Taliban were slowly 
but surely negotiating their way toward Kabul, cutting deals, 
resurrecting tribal alliances, and instilling terror where 
necessary. The unexpected, unwanted and undeniable was 
now a harsh reality staring everyone in the face.

The disoriented government in Kabul collapsed on live 
television with the world’s eyes on them, as state institutions 
crumbled one after the other, triggering fear and chaos.  
A significant majority of provincial headquarters across 
Afghanistan had either surrendered to the Taliban or were 
fighting losing battles defending their territories. Important 
city and regional centers—including Kandahar, Herat, 
Kunduz and Mazar-e-Sharif—were already under the 
Taliban’s control when they made a move into Kabul. It was 
a scene from a horror film—the suspense and anticipation 
was unbearable.

US President Joe Biden’s call to Afghan leaders on  
August 10 to unite and “fight for their nation” had predict-
ably fallen on deaf ears.3 It was too late and the Biden admin-
istration knew that. For the Taliban to pull this off was no 
ordinary victory—it was utterly remarkable, in a way almost 
unbelievable. They had after all confronted a resourceful 
Kabul backed by a powerful international military coalition 
led by the United States for years on end. Now, with the US 
military withdrawal in its very final days, Taliban ascend-
ance was all but guaranteed. Still, the rapid nationwide 
Taliban military advance was as stunning as it was surprising 
for global observers. The news of Taliban successes on the 
military front across the country was no secret, but hardly 
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anyone projected the precipitous fall of Kabul to the Taliban. 
In the Taliban camp, there was relief all around—and belief 
in their holy cause was only strengthening.

It is beyond doubt that Kabul was unprepared for this 
sudden and dramatic change. The Ghani government  
was failing and struggling at many levels, but with Taliban 
in the driving seat, the idea of a democratic and modern 
Afghanistan, women working side by side with men, and 
young girls walking to schools, all now seemed like a 
dream—a tarnished dream. The world was watching their 
television screens in shock as the Taliban moved into the 
presidential palace, racing through the streets of the Green 
Zone, which housed heavily fortified embassies and offices 
of international organizations, without facing any resist-
ance. Many of these buildings had been hurriedly evacuated 
in recent days, some hardly hours before. Afghan military 
and police—trained and equipped, and with tens of millions 
of dollars spent on their upkeep—were conspicuous by their 
absence, with not even a shot fired by them in the air, even 
out of anger. The silence was deafening.

Many security personnel had in fact changed into civilian 
clothes well ahead of the Taliban’s march into the city and 
had either fled or were rushing to the airport in the hope  
of being evacuated by the US or one of its NATO allies. 
Meanwhile, Taliban fighters, with guns slung over their 
shoulders, wasted no time taking over checkpoints across 
Kabul. That is one thing they had proved to be really good 
at over the years. They had mastered the art of installing 
roadblocks and establishing checkpoints along major high-
ways and rural roadways, extorting millions of dollars a 
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month from truckers and travelers.4 That skill was at work 
now establishing the writ of the government—the Taliban 
government.

Many Afghans, feeling helpless and frustrated, mean-
while switched sides, a sight not too uncommon in the 
country’s history. Desperate times call for desperate meas-
ures indeed, and those measures only spoke to the intensity 
of the situation and the fear in people’s hearts. For some, 
however, such desperate measures would mean a tragic 
betrayal. In fact, they first felt betrayal not only on the part 
of their political leaders but also the country’s Western spon-
sors, who were seen as having cut a deal with the Taliban 
behind Kabul’s back. When the news arrived that President 
Ashraf Ghani had shamelessly fled the country on the eve of 
the Taliban’s imminent takeover of Kabul, the sense of being 
left in the lurch became more stinging. For all those who 
were still entertaining any hopes that Afghanistan could  
be saved, disappointment was all that awaited them. Ghani 
made a mockery of his repeated claims that he would stand 
with the Afghan people till the very end. He was not alone, 
though, in his fall from grace. He was accompanied in this 
dishonorable journey by many other Afghan leaders across 
ethnic and political divides. They had sufficient time to 
strategize a defense of the capital city Kabul at least, or could 
have put up a decent fight to stand for what they always 
declared to be worth fighting for. Former Afghan President 
Hamid Karzai and chief executive Abdullah Abdullah, 
though, proved to be honorable exceptions to the rule.

The plight of ordinary Afghans was the most tragic of  
all, as they fearfully locked themselves in their homes, not 
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knowing what fate awaited them. It seemed the world was 
against them, and with their leader having fled, they felt 
nothing less than completely abandoned. They had no one 
to look up to, no one to help them, their only company was 
the most dreaded reality of uncertainty. As rumors of foreign 
evacuations spread like wildfire, thousands rushed toward 
Kabul airport with whatever little they could carry to flee 
the country.5 The desperation of the scene was nothing less 
than heartbreaking. Others ran toward banks to withdraw 
cash—it was a scene of confusion and chaos. If there is  
one image that truly depicted the unraveling tragedy, it was 
the haunting photographs posted on social media of people 
clinging to a departing plane, tragically falling to their 
deaths after its take-off.6 It was one of those moments in 
history—where it was as if time had stopped.

The Taliban had made best use of their time since the 2020 
deal to strategically lay the groundwork for deals with tribes 
to choke Kabul. All their energies were directed at over-
whelming the machinery of the Ghani government, which 
had lost the will to fight. As fractious and indecisive as they 
were, the political elite in Kabul were expected to rise to the 
challenge for their own survival if nothing else, but that was 
not to be. Marvin Weinbaum, a seasoned American scholar 
of South Asia, in a conversation with me insightfully projected 
that, “the Taliban, it should be understood, has come to the 
table not to argue about differences but to try to wear down 
the government side into conceding to its demands.”7

The hard truth is that Afghan security forces had been 
severely demoralized since the 2020 Doha agreement, 
leading to defections that only boosted the Taliban drive to 
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power. The US-trained Afghan military, hugely dependent 
on foreign contractors and air support, were now disheart-
ened as well as clueless with that back-up missing. For many 
of them, it was now a choice between surrender or certain 
death. So they opted to live, which also meant that the Taliban 
could now lay their hands on Western military equipment 
and weapons. Corruption too had destroyed the capacity of 
the Afghan security forces, both military and police. Ghani’s 
support base (which was not very large to begin with) was 
shrinking day by day. There were many additional contrib-
uting factors. It is hard to understand, for instance, the US 
decision to schedule the last phase of their forces’ withdrawal 
in summer, when the Taliban are super-active and mobile, 
unlike in winter when harsh weather dampens their capacity 
to operate freely. The only positive news of sorts, under the 
circumstances, was that during the Taliban capture of the 
important cities of Herat, Kandahar and Mazar-e-Sharif in 
the first half of August, there were no reports of large-scale 
violence, massacres, or executions of captured Afghan offi-
cials. Taliban foot soldiers were not rampaging through these 
cities and were visibly operating in an organized, and some-
what careful, manner. Though far from offering a sense of 
relief to Kabul, the Taliban wanted to avoid chaos and panic, 
it seemed. On the morning of August 15, a Taliban spokes-
person even had posted a statement online saying:

Because Kabul is a big city with a large population, the 
mujahedeen of the Islamic Emirate do not intend to 
enter by force, and negotiations are underway with the 
other side for a peaceful transfer of power.8
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By evening, Taliban forces were sitting in the presidential 
palace in Kabul and their pictures and media briefing were 
on television screens across the world. Mullah Baradar, 
though jubilant, sounded as surprised as anyone else when 
he exclaimed in a video statement that, “the victory, which 
saw all of the country’s major cities fall in a week, was unex-
pectedly swift and had no match in the world,” while 
acknowledging that “the real test would begin now.”9 He had 
little idea at that moment about a personal test he was about 
to face. After leading the negotiations with the US to success 
with remarkable dexterity and precision, he was about to 
lose his influence within the Taliban at the hands of his 
jealous rivals.

With the US embassy nearly empty and all efforts geared 
toward evacuation of embassies and other staff of Western 
organizations, hapless Afghans were now getting ready for 
uncertain times. The only sure thing now was that Taliban 
momentum was unstoppable.

Inside Kabul: The Taliban Assumption of Power

With no Afghan security forces or US military back-up units 
to defend Kabul, two leading Taliban figures—Sirajuddin 
Haqqani, son of Jalaluddin Haqqani, the hero of the anti-
Soviet Jihad years, and Mullah Yaqoob, son of Taliban 
founder Mullah Omar—dashed into Kabul on the evening 
of August 15, rushing their forces to the ministries of inter-
 ior and defense—the two control centers. Whoever took 
charge of these would earn the right to tell Mullah Hibatullah 
that they had secured the most coveted power centers of all. 
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On approaching the Afghan presidential palace as well as 
other government buildings in Kabul, the Taliban had found 
literally no one even guarding these places.

While competition among various Taliban commanders 
in rushing toward Kabul helped speed up the military 
campaign, it was forces under the command of the Haqqani 
network that benefitted most from this situation.10 Siraj’s 
uncle Khalil Haqqani, known for his skills as an arbiter in 
tribal disputes and resourcefulness in organizing jirga—an 
assembly of tribal leaders—to find solutions to hard prob-
lems, had prepared the ground well.

As the insurgency raged on year after year, the nature  
of the challenge confronting them ensured that the Taliban 
were a cohesive unit when facing the enemy. Before the  
eyes of NATO and Afghan security forces, they were  
one. Behind the scenes, the divisions within their factions 
mounted, despite their common goal. What were these 
divides, though? Primarily, the factions existed along iden-
tity lines and can be broken down into five main categories. 
First, those seen as the “moderates” of the group, their  
public face—those who led negotiations in Doha. Second, 
the Quetta Shura—hardliners and old guard who fit into  
the mold of general perceptions about the group, the ideo-
logical brain. A parallel Taliban group that emerged in 
2005—Peshawar Shura, managing the eastern provinces  
of Afghanistan—balanced the southern bias of the Quetta 
Shura. Third, those fighting on the ground, the veins of the 
group—field commanders running the physical show. 
Fourth, the notorious organized criminal groups made up 
of drug dealers who capitalized on the chaos for their own 
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financial gain. And last, potentially the largest of the factions 
was made up of ordinary villagers, who, with tribal alliances 
and in their opposition to urbanites and Kabul, found them-
selves without much choice in “joining” the Taliban.

Martin Beck, a senior official in the US negotiating team 
in Doha, supports an important element of the above clas-
sification. Mathieu Aikins quotes him saying, “True power 
within the movement . . . resided not with Baradar’s group 
in Doha but with the military commanders on the ground 
and the senior leadership hiding in Pakistan.”11

Noting these divisions, the question would arise—who 
would end up leading the government? In a complete Game 
of Thrones situation, the coveted Iron Throne lay vacant as 
the various factions differed over who had the greatest right 
to it. Just as things started to look irreconcilable, in flew a very 
important somebody from Islamabad on September 4. It was 
none other than the man pulling many strings—Lieutenant 
General Faiz Hameed, the head of Pakistan’s Inter-Services 
Intelligence (ISI). His three-day stay in Afghanistan played an 
important role in cabinet formation. Only under the iron fist 
of the ISI chief could widening internal divisions be put aside 
and quarrels resolved, one would assume. Giving a quick 
interview in Kabul’s Serena hotel lobby, he quipped: “Don’t 
worry, everything will be okay.”12 An alternate reading might 
be: I will ensure that our favorites get important cabinet slots. 
This was an important goal for Pakistan as not all Taliban 
power centers were aligned with it. Hibatullah and his men—
with his two powerful deputies, namely Siraj Haqqani and 
Mullah Yaqoob, now unofficially managing critical security 
ministries—would rule.
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Whether Faiz Hameed fully succeeded in his mission or 
not, the photographs and video clips of him sipping tea in 
the Serena hotel went viral. For observers, these visuals 
provided evidence of the huge influence of Pakistan on the 
Taliban. Realizing the blunder, Pakistani news channels 
were instructed not to show these pictures.13 But it was obvi-
ously too late. Earlier, Pakistan’s foreign office had advised 
Faiz to stay in the Pakistan embassy in Kabul where all 
meetings would be arranged, but the overconfident spy 
chief dismissed it. Later, in November 2021, when he was 
questioned by a handful of Pakistani politicians (including 
Bilawal Bhutto Zardari) in a closed-door conversation in 
Pakistan’s parliament about why he traveled to Kabul before 
the formation of the new Taliban government, he defended 
his actions by saying that the US and Chinese intelligence 
chiefs had also visited Kabul around then. One politician 
drily quipped, “Maybe they visited too, but you were the 
only one photographed!”14

During the meetings with the Taliban leaders where Faiz 
reportedly made a case for inclusive government, he was 
curtly told, “We will consider the suggestion but we cannot 
include people like Atta Mohammad Nur, who murdered  
so many Taliban.”15 Atta Nur, a Tajik, remained governor of 
Balkh province from 2004 until 2018 when President Ghani 
fired him. He was an important US ally. Interestingly, Atta 
Nur’s son Khalid Nur, a graduate of the Royal Military 
Academy Sandhurst, had met the then prime minister 
Imran Khan and army chief General Qamar Bajwa on the 
morning of August 15, 2021 along with seven other non-
Pashtun Afghan leaders seeking support to play a role in 
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Afghanistan’s future.16 Incidentally, I had a chance to interact 
with Atta Nur in a conference in Baghdad in late September 
2022, where we were panelists discussing the future of 
Afghanistan under the Taliban. In his remarks, besides 
trashing the Taliban, he categorically placed all the blame 
for bringing the Taliban back into power on US shoulders. 
Times have changed, and so has Atta—following a treach-
erous Afghan elite norm.

The biggest victim in this power struggle was Mullah 
Baradar. The American favorite, as well as the preferred 
choice of many relatively moderate Taliban, officially lost his 
chance to be the new leader of Afghanistan. He was Mullah 
Omar’s choice to be his successor but the wily Mullah 
Mansoor had robbed him of that opportunity years ago, and 
now it was others who conspired to push him aside. It was 
he who played a critical role in legitimizing the Doha nego-
tiations and had convinced Mullah Hibatullah that negotia-
tions were their best route to getting Kabul back. He also 
gave hope to the Americans that they could work with the 
Taliban. Along with Zal, he had figured out a way which 
offered the best-case scenario for the Taliban’s future, but 
Ghani’s intransigence destroyed the prospects of a power-
sharing deal as well as a peace settlement that would have 
empowered the moderate Taliban under Baradar. Zal had a 
follow-up plan in mind—in his words: “I thought after the 
overthrow that we should use the leverage we had to get the 
Taliban off the terror list, gradually release funds, and reopen 
the embassy—so we could get what we wanted from them  
in exchange, which is counterterror cooperation, women’s 
rights, and an inclusive government.”17 But now, Baradar 
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was on the sidelines of the political powerplay, weary and 
waiting, as the situation on the ground changed for everyone.

To be seen as close to Americans was not expected to 
bring any benefits among the rank and file of the Taliban  
or generate any political capital in Afghanistan under the 
changed circumstances. And then there was the news of a 
“secret” meeting between CIA Director William Burns, a 
seasoned diplomat, with Mullah Baradar on August 23, 
2021.18 The reported conversation was about evacuation 
coordination and safety of US and Western personnel as per 
the Doha agreement (and probably some specific points 
related to the secret provisions of the deal). As important as 
it was for the US side, it turned out to be a death knell for 
Baradar’s political prospects. A “secret” meeting should 
really have been kept secret if it was so important that the 
US was ready to risk Baradar’s future. Baradar himself 
should have known better or maybe he was overconfident.

Taliban 3.0?

The Taliban started off their second stint in government 
with some positive messaging after an unexpectedly peaceful 
takeover of Kabul. Enamullah Samangani, a member of  
the Taliban’s cultural commission, announced on August  
17, 2021, a “general amnesty” for government workers 
across Afghanistan and surprisingly invited women to join 
its government.19 This statement in the midst of a panic, 
where many were rushing to the airport to exit the country, 
soothed many a nerve—even if only temporarily.

While embassies were being vacated and Kabul airport 
was engulfed with chaos, many leading lights of the Taliban 
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started to arrive in Kabul from Doha. In such circumstances, 
the Taliban did quite well to pull off their first official press 
conference on the eve of August 17, 2021. It was led by 
Taliban chief spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid. A graduate  
of Pakistan’s Darul Uloom Haqqania, this relatively young 
44-year-old spokesman is among the longest-serving 
Taliban media managers and his voice was quite familiar to 
international journalists as he had been regularly responding 
to media phone calls and managing Taliban social media 
accounts. Still, few recognized his face before this first public 
appearance. In fact, he had been so efficient at his job that 
there remained some confusion as to whether this was one 
individual or if a team of Taliban spokesmen were all using 
this one name to hide the identities of multiple people. The 
Taliban were not only good at building profiles of their  
stalwarts but were also adept at ensuring their safety as 
much as possible during an insurgency. Hence the choreo-
graphed mystery surrounding Zabihullah Mujahid, who 
was described as a “relatively moderate, pleasant man” by 
veteran BBC journalist John Simpson.20

A few short excerpts from the press conference give a 
flavor of the “new” Taliban thinking and the initial guiding 
principles that they committed to:

The Islamic Emirate, after freedom of this nation is not 
going to [seek] revenge [on] anybody, we don’t have any 
grudges against anybody. . . . We have pardoned anyone, 
all those who had fought against us. . . .

I would like to assure the international community, 
including the United States that nobody will be harmed 
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in Afghanistan. I would like to assure our neighbours, 
regional countries, we are not going to allow our territory 
to be used against anybody, any country in the world. . . .

We would like to assure you that nobody is going to 
knock on their door to inspect them, to ask them or to 
interrogate them as to who they have been working for 
or interpreting for . . .21

The Taliban, it seemed, earnestly aspired to focus on 
repairing their international image and even distanced 
themselves from their earlier policies. In response to a query 
on whether they had changed in terms of ideology, Mujahid 
insightfully argued:

Our nation is a Muslim nation, whether it was 20 years 
ago, or whether it was now. But when it comes to experi-
ence and maturity and vision, of course, there is a huge 
difference between us, in comparison to 20 years ago. 
There will be a difference when it comes to the actions 
we’re going to take, this has been like a evolutionary, 
complimentary [sic] sort of process.22

This certainly gave the Taliban some breathing space to 
put their house in order—as much as possible at the time.  
A lot of activity was taking place in Kandahar where the 
Taliban top leader Mullah Hibatullah was now in consulta-
tion with senior Taliban figures to decide about the govern-
ment formation. The first jolt for the Taliban, meanwhile, 
came from an internal enemy—the Islamic State in Khorasan 
(ISK), an affiliate of the terrorist organization ISIS, in the 
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form of a suicide bombing attack on August 26, 2021 killing 
over 170 Afghans and 13 US troops at Kabul airport. Most of 
the casualties were Afghans who were waiting to be evacu-
ated. ISK wanted to show its lethal capacity as well as disrupt 
the Taliban’s consolidation. The Taliban later claimed that 
they had collected intelligence about ISK planning for such 
an attack and that is why they had postponed gatherings in 
public places and had advised their top leaders not to gather.23

Ironically, the Taliban had released the suicide bomber a 
few days earlier from the Parwan prison at Bagram air base. 
They had opened the gates of this prison as well as the city’s 
main prison, at Pul-e-Charkhi, the day they took charge of 
Kabul, freeing more than 12,000 inmates, including senior 
leaders of Al-Qaeda and at least a thousand members of 
ISK, according to a report in The New Yorker.24 It was a 
disastrous decision.

On September 7, 2021, Zabihullah Mujahid announced  
a 33-member, unsurprisingly all-men, “caretaker” cabinet 
(see Charts 1 and 2). In some ways, the new government 
follows the Iranian model in their prop of a supreme 
leader—finding their own Ayatollah Khamenei in Mullah 
Hibatullah. Until the real government could be solidified, 
they decided to build an interim government. Partly, it was 
intended to give the impression that the Taliban would seek 
legitimacy before introducing any new form of government, 
besides keeping all options open for any political collabora-
tion if necessary. Except for the office of the supreme leader, 
every other position was supposedly temporary. The next 
important position was that of prime minister. It wound up 
going to one of the most unexpected players of all—as if 
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they decided to pull a name out of a hat. The coveted posi-
tion was given to nearly 70-year-old Mullah Mohammad 
Hassan Akhund, one of the founders of the Taliban, who 
had served as its deputy foreign minister from 1996 to 
2001.25 A graduate of a madrassa in Pakistan’s Karachi,  
he was briefly elevated in the first Taliban government  
as deputy prime minister as well, but the position was 
symbolic rather than having any real authority. Hailing from 
Kandahar’s Shah Walikot district, he was known more for 
his clerical status than for winning any laurels in the battle-
field. Most importantly, besides his closeness to Hibatullah, 
he served as a member—and later as a leader and advisor—
of the Rahbari Shura (leadership council), often called the 
Quetta Shura (since its inception in May 2002), and both 
these factors explain the reason he was chosen for this 
important position.26 He also enjoyed good reputation 
within the Taliban circles and, according to Taliban members 
I talked to, he is not seen as someone who aimed, or used 
manipulation, to get this position.27

Prime Minister Akhund has two deputy prime ministers 
serving under him. Notably, one of them happened to be the 
man who would have been the top contender for the posi-
tion of prime minister. This was, of course, Mullah Baradar. 
To say he “deserved” it would be an understatement— 
after all, it was he who had led negotiations and ensured 
their success—but among other hurdles discussed above, he 
was not seen favorably by Pakistan’s intelligence services, 
and that at the time was sufficient grounds for disqualifica-
tion from the top executive slot in Kabul. The second deputy, 
Mullah Abdul Salam Hanafi, is another senior Taliban 
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leader who served as a key member of the Taliban negotia-
tion team in Doha. Associated with the Taliban movement 
from its very early years, he served as the deputy education 
minister during the first Taliban regime between 1996 and 
2001. Being an ethnic Uzbek from Jawzjan province, he is 
the among the very few non-Pashtuns holding any position 
of significance in the Taliban hierarchy. Easygoing and frank 
in his discourse, he is counted among the relatively moderate 
elements of the Taliban.28 He studied at several religious 
seminaries in Afghanistan and Pakistan, including in Jamia 
Darul Uloom, a famous Deobandi madrassa in Karachi. He 
later taught at Kabul University. Like Mullah Baradar, he is 
a well-traveled leader, having participated in Taliban parleys 
in Moscow, Beijing and obviously in Doha.

In the new cabinet, almost mockingly, one of the most 
important positions went to America’s most wanted man—
Sirajuddin Haqqani (known as Siraj and Khalifa). Almost a 
legend, for years all the US intelligence knew of him came 
from one hazy side photo of him. He was appointed as the new 
interior minister, including responsibility for Kabul’s police 
and security. When things went really south and many secu-
rity forces abandoned their posts, his forces quickly moved in 
and took up positions. Some of those who had fled quickly 
returned to their jobs to merge with the Taliban, further 
strengthening Haqqani’s power.

The other prized position of defense minister went to 
Mullah Omar’s son Yaqoob, partly because he was a deputy 
of Hibatullah and given the fact that he had led the Taliban 
military campaign in recent years. The job was his to take. 
He is deemed to be both a moderate and a favorite of Saudi 
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Arabia as well, according to knowledgeable Taliban expert 
Antonio Giustozzi.29 The combination sounds a bit odd  
but the explanation offered for this makes sense: Yaqoob’s 
predecessor (as Taliban army chief during the insurgency 
years), Ibrahim Sadr, had close links with Iran, and Saudi 
Arabia wanted to ensure that the next Taliban military  
chief would not have such inclinations. This became obvious 
with the emergence, soon after the US–Taliban peace deal 
was announced, of the breakaway Taliban faction Hezb-e 
Walayat-e Islami (Party of Islamic Guardianship). This 
faction included many supporters of Sadr.30

It deserves mention that both Siraj and Yaqoob were 
directly dealing with security affairs for some time.  
For administrative purposes, the Taliban had divided 
Afghanistan’s 34 provinces into two wings, south and  
southeast. The south, comprising 14 provinces, fell under 
Mullah Yaqoob, and the southeast comprises the remaining 
20 provinces, with Siraj Haqqani enjoying oversight and 
management responsibilities.31

Of the 33 cabinet slots, 30 had gone to Pashtuns and only 
two to Tajiks and one to an Uzbek, making it obvious that 
the Taliban’s idea of diversity was almost meaningless. 
Almost all positions went to senior members of the Taliban 
movement and the cabinet portfolios largely reflected the 
tasks they had had in the leadership council.32 Seeing the 
imbalance, even Pakistan’s prime minister, Imran Khan, 
tweeted on September 18, 2021:

After mtgs in Dushanbe with leaders of Afghanistan’s 
neighbours & especially a lengthy discussion with 
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Tajikistan’s President Emomali Rahmon, I have initiated 
a dialogue with the Taliban for an inclusive Afghan govt 
to include Tajiks, Hazaras & Uzbeks.33

The Taliban expanded the cabinet on September 21, 2021 
announcing a list of deputy ministers and then further 
added over two dozen names against cabinet positions on 
October 4, followed by an announcement on November 23, 
2021.34 These expansions (full list in Appendix I) also 
included names from Panjshir and Baghlan provinces with 
considerable Tajik and Uzbek populations, in a half-hearted 
attempt to send a message of inclusivity. The first cabinet 
meeting of the Taliban, on October 4, 2021, had added  
insult to the injury when it announced 38 new official 
appointments made by Taliban supreme leader Mullah 
Hibatullah Akhundzada—almost all religious clerics from 
Pashtun ethnicity.35 A third deputy prime minister was  
also announced—Maulvi Abdul Kabir—perhaps reducing 
the importance of the position. A former governor of the 
Nangarhar province, he too is a member of the Taliban 
leader ship council and hails from the Zadran tribe, the tribe 
of the Haqqanis.

While at least 14 members of the interim cabinet are on 
the UN Security Council terrorism blacklist, a few highly 
educated members were also inducted in the cabinet. One of 
them is Abdul Latif Nazari, as deputy minister of economy, 
and importantly he hails from the Hazara ethnicity and 
holds a PhD in political science. Besides his experience in 
media, he has published books on democracy, the rights  
and obligations of citizenship, and multilateralism in 
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international relations—quite an impressive range of topics.36 
Another Hazara, Dr. Hassan Ghyasi, was also appointed as 
deputy minister of public health. Similarly, the commerce 
ministry is led by a Tajik minister, Haji Noor Uddin, and his 
two deputies, Muhammad Bashir and Azim Sultan, also 
from Tajik backgrounds. By Taliban standards, this is 
certainly progress, and at least deserves recognition.

An interesting case is that of the current Taliban minister 
for finance who goes by the name of Hidayatullah Badri—
but that was not always the case. Few people know about the 
story behind his real name, Gul Agha Ishaqzai. The reason 
for this almost secret double identity is that after 9/11, having 
refused to cooperate and offer information, Agha was beaten 
and left to die by Pakistani intelligence in Quetta. Nobody 
assumed he would actually survive—so when he did, to avoid 
being handed over to the US he changed his name—bringing 
us to today. Now, for Gul Agha to have been appointed to this 
new position with his former history meant he had to have 
been forgiven by Pakistan. How that came to be tells us a lot: 
Taliban foreign minister Amir Khan Muttaqi personally took 
him to former Pakistan army chief, General Qamar Bajwa to 
extend the hand of friendship. Only Bajwa’s favorable nod 
gave him the opportunity.

Besides a Pashtun background, another important quali-
fication to land a job in the Taliban government is one’s 
direct or indirect link with Pakistan, whether it is member-
ship of the Quetta or Peshawar Shura or alumni status with 
Darul Uloom Haqqania seminary. The older generation of 
the Taliban had mostly gone to this seminary located about 
60 kilometers from the Afghan border. It is one of Pakistan’s 
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oldest and most notorious seminaries. More Taliban leaders 
passed through its halls than any other seminary. At least 
eight prominent Taliban cabinet members today, and scores 
of military commanders and governors, are graduates of 
this school (see Appendix II). These include interior 
minister Siraj Haqqani, foreign minister Amir Khan Muttaqi 
and the former higher education minister Abdul Baqi 
Haqqani, among others.37 Many of the alumni adopt the 
title Haqqani as a surname, as a badge of honor and that is 
how the “Haqqani” network is labeled, contrary to a misper-
ception that Haqqani is the name of some Pashtun tribe. 
Even Pakistan’s former prime minister, Imran Khan, was 
under this wrong impression when during a public speech 
he remarked that Haqqanis are a famous tribe.38

The Haqqanis today are part and parcel of the Taliban. 
The relationship started off as an alliance, and they kept sepa-
rate identities to some degree but gradually they merged 
during the post-2001 insurgency phase. Siraj and his uncle 
Khalil Haqqani, now the minister for refugees, have been at 
the forefront as Taliban representatives in all important meet-
ings since the August 2021 takeover. For all jirgas and recon-
ciliation meetings, Khalil, known as an effective mediator, is 
often the leading facilitator. It is generally believed that Siraj 
Haqqani is Pakistan’s greatest ally among the Taliban, but 
many insiders believe the vital spot actually belongs to Khalil 
Haqqani, Siraj’s uncle. Foreign minister Muttaqi has also 
made many strides in meetings with Pakistani high command, 
as a highly influential Taliban representative.

Another influential and ultra-conservative member of 
the Taliban cabinet is Noor Mohammad Saqib, minister  
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for Hajj affairs. A graduate and former top student of Darul 
Uloom Haqqania, he served in the first Taliban government 
as chief justice and is well known for his toxic sectarian 
views. He issued many anti-Shia fatwas—religious edicts—
that led to atrocities against Hazara and other Shia commu-
nities in both Afghanistan and Pakistan. One of his former 
colleagues in an interview shared with me that Noor Saqib 
was cautioned even by his alma mater Haqqania to curb his 
Takfiri approach—excommunicating Muslims or declaring 
them apostates. He was responsible for many controversial 
legal decisions during the first Taliban government and 
though his new position reflects a downgrading, he retains 
enough influence to land a cabinet slot.

Some Taliban members from the younger generation 
have degrees from the International Islamic University in 
Islamabad—a relatively modern institution in terms of its 
teaching and research standards, funded partly by Saudi 
Arabia. Not a traditional madrassa, it saw some graduates 
end up getting second-tier positions in the Taliban cabinet 
(as deputy ministers). One would assume they are unlike 
the old-school traditional Taliban, perhaps more open-
minded and well-read. Dr. Naeem Wardak, a PhD from this 
university, has been representing the Taliban in their polit-
ical office in Doha since September 2020.

Perhaps the most interesting appointment of all is also 
the most unexpected, with a fascinating history behind it. If 
anything represents the generational and ideological shifts 
of the current Taliban government from the one a quarter of 
a century ago, it is this. The position of the head of the 
cricket board would become so hotly desired that literal 
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Chart 1. Key Taliban leaders in the caretaker government 
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Chart 2. Other important cabinet members40

Qari Din Mohammad Hanif, Minister of Economy:
 a Tajik from Badakhshan province; studied in Peshawar

Abdul Baqi Haqqani, Minister of Higher Education:
 he served as the governor of Khost and Paktika provinces during the Taliban’s �rst
 government, 1996–2001. He was replaced by Nida Mohammad Nadim,
 a former police chief of the Nangarhar province, in October 2022

Najibullah Haqqani, Minister of Communications
 
Mohammad Khalid, Minister for Irshaad and Dawaat
 (roughly meaning religious guidance and proselytization)

Hamidullah Akhundzada, Minister of Civil Aviation and Transport

Shahabuddin Delavar, Minister of Mines and Petroleum

Mohammad Abbas Akhund, Minister of Disaster Management

Habibullah Agha, Minister of Education

Abdul Manan Umeri, Minister of Public Works:
 stepbrother of the founder of the Taliban movement, Muhammad Omar

Muhammad Younas Akhundzada, Minister of Rural Rehabilitation and Development

Abdul Latif Mansoor, Minister of Water and Energy

Muhammad Ishaq Asim, Minister of Public Health

Abdul Rahman Rashid, Deputy Minister of Refugees and Repatriations

Abdul Wali, Minister of Labor and Social A�airs

Abdul Majeed Akhund, Minister of Martyrs and Disabled A�airs

Nooruddin Turabi, Minister for Prisons

Mohammad Khalid Hana�, Minister for the Promotion of Virtue and
 Prevention of Vice

Abdul Hakim Sharei, Minister of Justice
 he remained in Saudi Arabia’s prison (2010–19) for running a Taliban fundraising
 campaign in the Kingdom that collected over 6 million Saudi Rials39
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fistfights broke out because of it!41 The men once renowned 
for their distaste toward sports were now breaking bones 
over it! A most interesting account dates to when the 
Taliban’s relations with Pakistan were at their best, just 
before 9/11. A moment marked forever in Pakistani media 
was when the Pakistan soccer team had traveled to 
Afghanistan for a game—only to be deported almost imme-
diately. Their crime was wearing shorts! When the Taliban 
noticed their “inappropriate apparel,” they not only kicked 
them out of the country but shaved their heads (considered 
a sign of humiliation) before doing so—and this was  
when relations were considered good! The drastic contrast 
between then and now speaks greatly to the changes over 
time. Moreover, the sacred nature of cricket in the region 
cannot be overstated; it is loved beyond description. When 
the young Afghan cricket team started to make great strides, 
the Taliban knew they could not ambush them and lose 
public favor. The time had come for them to start conceding 
to the public, not the other way around.

The only leadership positions for which women were 
deemed suitable happened to be in the healthcare sector.  
Dr. Malalai Faizi was picked as the physician-in-chief of the 
Malalai Zizhanton maternity hospital in February 2022;  
Dr. Arian was appointed director of the Shahra teaching 
hospital (for gynecology), operating under the ministry of 
higher education in Kabul, also in February 2022; and  
Dr. Simin Mushkin Mohmand was appointed as the chief  
of staff of the Rabia Balkhi maternity hospital in October 
2022. By Taliban standards these are unprecedented 
appointments but the fact remains that the overall health 
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system in Afghanistan is on the brink of collapse according 
to the World Health Organization. Afghanistan continues 
to have one of the highest mortality rates in the world.  
With many international aid agencies suspending their 
operations (reacting to the December 2022 Taliban ban on 
NGO women workers), the situation is only worsening, 
raising questions also about the effectiveness of prevailing 
approaches to dealing with the Taliban.

Returning to cabinet formation and those calling the 
shots in the new Taliban government, most of the members 
have well-established credentials behind them. There were 
hardly any charges of nepotism or favoritism, except of 
course the view that the Haqqanis got the lion’s share in the 
cabinet. This is a debatable point. According to Giustozzi,42 
the proportion of Haqqanis in the cabinet is fair, reflecting 
their influence, power and military contributions. Overall, 
Kandahar, the heartland of the Taliban, where the supreme 
leader resides, remains very powerful and dominant.

Many cabinet members had formerly worked alongside 
Mullah Omar and his close associates; among them,  
some served time in jails—from local Afghan prisons to 
Guantanamo. Others are those who lost immediate family 
members in US military raids and the Afghan military 
campaign, carrying that grief with them. There are also 
those who had moved to Pakistan with their families, bene-
fitting from Pashtun tribal linkages and, in some cases, 
connections with Pakistani intelligence, who were always 
welcoming Taliban, keeping in view their strategic security 
interests in Afghanistan. And last but not least is the group 
that is smallest in number but one that contributed toward 
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the Taliban return to Kabul in a big way: the group that 
moved to Doha to establish a political office and ultimately 
to conduct negotiations with the US. In some ways, they’re 
the lucky ones, having to deal only with the Qatari govern-
ment as their sponsor, without immediate interests in 
Afghanistan, and free of the strings that come attached to 
alignment with Pakistan. Without any ethnic or regional 
ties, Qataris were only investing in a new relationship for the 
long term, and for this group of Taliban it meant safety from 
being blackmailed into doing things they were not interested 
in. In addition, their families could live safely and comfort-
ably on Doha soil. Meanwhile, those who went the Pakistan 
route would often live with one eye on the door, fearing a 
midnight knock, and remaining at the mercy of the ISI.

Even though most Taliban cabinet members are seen as 
allies of Pakistan or are linked to the relatively independent 
Kandahari network, a few positions in the cabinet went  
to pro-Iran elements. Most important among them is the 
position of deputy interior minister, which initially went to 
none other than Ibrahim Sadr. Interestingly, but at this point 
unsurprisingly, he too is engaged in a rivalry with Siraj 
Haqqani. The hierarchical command system among the 
Taliban today is complex, to say the least. It is a combination 
of many commanders and, in addition to the old Taliban 
guard and some newcomers, it’s soaked in rivalries and 
competition. The power-sharing operates in more of a hori-
zontal system than a clear vertical pyramid. The disorgani-
zation implied by that is quite clear.

To probe into the Taliban cabinet formation process, I 
had a chance to interview a senior Pakistani general involved 
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in the Afghanistan situation, who shared with me some 
fascinating insights. First, he mentioned how Pakistan tried 
to convince the Taliban to give some symbolic position to 
former Afghan President Hamid Karzai and former chief 
executive Abdullah Abdullah, but the Taliban had their own 
ideas.

I then asked him my golden question: are these guys  
really the new Taliban? His answer did not surprise me. He 
said this is a new generation of Taliban, many of whom have 
traveled abroad, and are better educated than the older 
generation. Not only do they have this international expo-
sure, they like it. And, they do not want to go back to old 
times—yes, the overarching worldview may be old—but they 
do not want to be isolated from the world. Now that they 
have it, they will not lose the engagement and connection so 
cherished by them; they will try their best to have both.

If this is accurate, then how this will play out with the 
hardliner elders—mostly holding top executive positions 
and cabinet portfolios, is a mystery as of now, though it does 
beg the question: are the Taliban having an identity crisis?

With the new cabinet firmly in place, the Taliban faced 
the biggest challenge of all. How does one turn a field 
commander into a government minister? Those who once 
acted as shadow governors, tasked with creating terror, were 
now meant to be the real governors, building bridges instead 
of burning them. In the blink of an eye, they had to learn to 
do the exact opposite of what they always did—instead of 
resisting the government, they had to run it.

In parallel to the government machinery in Kabul, gover-
nors of provinces are also very important. Since August 
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2021, Hibatullah has at least twice changed governors—
randomly moving them from one province to another. The 
interpretation is that Hibatullah doesn’t want any of them to 
develop political patronage networks for their own selfish 
benefits—rather, they should stay focused on their adminis-
trative responsibilities.

It is interesting that the person seen as the most influen-
tial player in relations with Hibatullah is the governor of 
Kandahar, Yousaf Wafaa. In some ways one can liken him to 
acting as Hibatullah’s pasha, as one of the figures who is 
closest to the top man and whose voice is listened to. His 
importance also derives from the fact that he controls border 
check posts in the area and through that money; he provides 
funds directly to Hibatullah.

One of the first decisions that the new government had 
to take was about the flag of Afghanistan.43 They wasted no 
time replacing the black, red and green Afghan national flag 
with the Taliban official white flag bearing the Shahada, the 
Islamic profession of faith: there is no god but God and 
Muhammad is his prophet. The color white is the color of 
purity and peace. After all, the Taliban view themselves as 
nothing short of divinely appointed heroes bringing reform 
to their land.

For the Hibatullah-led Rahbari Shura (leadership 
council), I was told in an interview, the new task of governing 
was seen as the most daunting challenge. There was a sense 
of isolation they felt, as many Western nations had packed  
up their embassies while the Taliban were taking over Kabul. 
They were committed to the ideal they waged their battle 
for, but they knew that a lot of work had to be done to 
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achieve the vision of an Islamic Emirate they had spent 
decades building up. The challenge was that apparently 
hardly anyone knew the script in terms of a well-defined 
governance model and how to establish it. Or maybe it was 
a closely held secret! For ordinary observers, all that was 
apparent was chaos.

The Taliban’s Theory of Governance

To try and put in place a method for governance, the Taliban’s 
newly appointed head of the Supreme Court, Abdul Hakim 
Haqqani, also known as Abdul Hakim Ishaqzai (introduced 
earlier), published a book in June 2022 titled Al-Imarah 
Al-Islamiah wa Nithamaha or The Islamic Emirate and Its 
System.44 Taliban supreme leader Mullah Hibatullah wrote 
the preface for this 312-page book and highly recommends  
it to scholars. It summarizes the essentials of the Taliban 
worldview and discusses important aspects of their phil-
osophy and public policy approach based on his religious 
opinions, and their vision for a post-America Afghanistan. 
The book is not an official policy document per se, but 
certainly reflects the opinions and policy prescriptions 
supported by the Taliban leadership circles in Kandahar.

As one delves deeper into the contents of the book, many 
themes and explanations appear to be quite contradictory. It 
begins with an emphasis on the need to promote Islamic 
culture as seen through its highly dogmatic interpretations 
of Islamic values.

The opening chapter argues that the central goal of the 
Islamic Emirate, following their victory and the defeat and 
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departure of the Americans and their allies, is to implement 
God’s rule in Afghanistan by establishing an Islamic state 
based on Islamic law and Hanafi jurisprudence (one of the 
four school of Sunni Islam). It is interesting here again to 
note the implications contained in this statement: primarily, 
that the Taliban are chosen by God to implement his law on 
Earth and, further, their understanding of Islamic law is the 
only correct one.

Regarding governance, before delving into the details  
of the type of government to be implemented, the author 
voices concern for the poor of his country—referencing 
wrongful exploitation of the vulnerable for the gain of those 
in power. So far so good.

The level of intolerance in the book for those belonging 
to different religions, and even Islamic sects, is instructive  
as to the author’s mindset. It strongly discourages Hanafi 
school followers to drift away from the core principles of  
the school, while acknowledging that those belonging to 
other schools of jurisprudence can follow their own path. It  
is baffling, though, that the author considers privileges 
conferred on minorities as a threat to the Islamic system—
claiming these minorities could literally defeat the purpose 
of the Taliban government. Are the enemies who are so 
often referred to as weak and inferior really so dangerous 
that they can bring down the great, mighty and invincible 
Taliban? The language here brims with fear and insecurity.

The head of state is to be referred to as Ameer-ul-
Momineen—literally meaning leader of the faithful; abso-
lutely everybody must obey him, and anyone who does  
not deserves a death sentence. Being a judge, the author 
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really means it. The way this leader will be elected should 
follow the historical precedent set by the four rightly guided 
caliphs (who succeeded the Prophet of Islam fourteen 
centuries ago)—which, according to the author, was through 
“allegiance, domination, and the formation of a council of 
the influential and prominent people in the country.” He 
fails to point out that all four caliphs of Islam after the 
Prophet were picked through different mechanisms. There 
is absolutely nothing in the book that can be seen as 
supportive of any representative system, which stops just 
short of saying that democracy is forbidden.

A critical section of the book details the duties of the 
Ameer-ul-Momineen drawn from and inspired by the exam-
ples of the four rightly guided caliphs. What sources and 
historical works have been used to study the caliphs and 
their policies is a mystery as the author conveniently attrib-
utes to these important figures his personal interpretations.

The educational system is also discussed—specifically, 
what it can and cannot consist of. Since “modern” non- 
religious education has apparently caused most of the prob-
lems in Afghanistan, and weakens Islam and Muslims, the 
education system must be inherently religious, his argu-
ment goes. Of all the things they could have blamed for the 
troubles in their country, the choice of education is truly 
ironic.

According to the author, women have no use other than 
being wives and raising children—so certainly they have no 
place in the government! Ameer-ul-Momineen cannot be a 
woman, because, according to some mysterious narratives 
quoted, it is said that women should not engage in politics, 
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otherwise the work will be ruined. He emphasizes that 
women are intellectually deficient in comparison to men. 
The only possible interpretation of his arguments on the 
subject appears to be that women should vanish from sight 
to raise the country’s future generations in silence and invis-
ibility, while the men spend another twenty years getting the 
“work” done!

The author also devotes a chapter to women’s education 
—or the lack of it. According to the book, women are not 
banned from receiving an education, as long as it meets 
certain criteria—because how can women have anything 
without strict rules attached? They must be taught at home 
by family members—not leaving their homes unnecessarily, 
and absolutely no education alongside men. If they must 
leave the house for education, then their teacher must  
also be a woman. The study of chemistry and physics is 
considered totally unnecessary for women, without any 
explanation being offered.45 Perhaps it was this “guidance” 
that inspired the Taliban, in October 2022, to block women  
from taking college entrance exams in subjects deemed “too 
difficult,” including economics, engineering, agriculture, 
geology and even journalism.46

Mullah Hibatullah is surely impressed by this controver-
sial treatise and author Mullah Abdul Hakim’s interpreta-
tions, especially the emphasis on the implementation of the 
Taliban’s convoluted version of Sharia fully and completely 
across all layers of state and society. With these two men in 
control of crafting the ideological component of the Taliban 
narrative, any Taliban reformers and moderates face an 
uphill task to change things around.
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The differences in circumstances and loyalty to various 
networks during the insurgency years naturally created 
rivalries among the Taliban. Now, in the corridors of power, 
these have turned into sharp contests to increase influence 
over policy decisions. With these rivalries becoming more 
obvious, the Taliban quickly realized that just because the 
ball is in the net does not mean the game is over. One crucial 
goal may have been scored, but to win, they must score 
more goals and defend well. Taliban teamwork has been put 
to a real test. They have a common agenda and one vision, 
especially in a religious sense, but it is also true that they had 
grown apart from each other during the insurgency, which 
makes sense as they were all over the place during that time. 
Some are more loyal to Kandahari roots than anything else, 
some are Pakistan-sponsored, some Doha-affiliated, and 
many are new and young warriors who were born after the 
fall of the first Taliban government in December 2001. 
These differences were further accentuated by personality 
clashes and different political preferences. Despite all this, 
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though, it is remarkable that they are still able to hold the 
fort. Of course, huge differences in policy and approach 
continue to exist, some of which are worth probing further. 
This chapter is about the Taliban’s policy choices and the 
dynamics driving them.

An early insight into Taliban policies came through a 
media interview with the new minister for prisons, Mullah 
Nooruddin Turabi. He is known for his harsh conservatism 
and strict enforcement of laws. In this exchange, he made it 
categorically clear that, “No one will tell us what our laws 
should be. We will follow Islam and we will make our laws 
on the Qur’an.”1 He went on to make a case for strong 
punishments to create a deterrent effect while stating that 
the cabinet was studying whether to carry out punishments 
in public or otherwise, indicating that some change of policy 
from that of the previous Taliban government was conceiv-
able. However, he did say something else in the conversa-
tion that at least reflected an awareness of changes that were 
impossible to reverse. While insisting that the Taliban today 
are different, he mentioned that they would permit the use 
of television, mobile phones, photos and videos as, in his 
words, “this is the necessity of the people, and we are serious 
about it.”2

The most important task of a government is to be a 
service provider and that’s the arena which is not much 
talked about in Kabul yet. To project some progress in inter-
national forums, the Taliban are trying to take the credit for 
creating a 100,000-strong army and a 140,000-strong police 
force, as well as restarting work on several large infrastruc-
ture projects, including the Kajaki Dam’s hydro-electric 
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plant.3 They inherited most of these initiatives and infra-
structure projects, and sustaining them will be a crucial  
test of their administrative capabilities. Unfortunately,  
many of the skilled experts running various ministries  
left Afghanistan after the Taliban takeover. The Taliban  
had announced “amnesty” for all who had worked for the 
previous government, but their initial statements started to 
lose credibility as many instances of violations of the said 
commitment were reported.4

The First Test: Issues around Women and  
Girls’ Education

One of the first things that people recalled after seeing  
the Taliban takeover were the blue burqas and portraits  
of women with sad eyes of the early Taliban era. There  
was a genuine concern about what would happen to the  
new generation of women in Afghanistan, who had experi-
enced relative freedoms, and received educational and job 
opportunities, especially those living in urban settings. As 
feared but, alas, expected, the Taliban soon made public 
policy announcements regarding women’s obligatory hijab, 
or modesty wear. This comes down to a fundamental series 
of issues they have always had with modernity and the 
concept of a mixed-gender society. So they started off by 
very casually declaring the rules: there would be no free 
mixing in public between men and women, girls above the 
age of puberty and women below very old age must wear a 
hijab—but this hijab must adhere to a strict dress code; it 
could not be too tight nor too thin. But in only a few months, 
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these restrictions were tightened further. By May 2022, the 
Taliban would recommended that the best form of hijab 
would be the burqa, a head-to-toe covering with only a net 
for the eyes.5 To be clear these statements were advisory in 
nature and not strictly enforced.

As is the tragic pattern of history, when disaster strikes, 
women are wounded the most. The Taliban’s August 2021 
takeover of Afghanistan is no exception, and for anyone 
who has paid attention over the last 30 years, the heartbreak 
accompanying these reopened wounds is far too deep. More 
than a year and a half after the US and NATO withdrawal 
from Afghanistan, it has become abundantly clear to all 
worldwide that this war never ended for the Afghan people, 
and the trauma of turmoil is ongoing as the Taliban begin to 
assert more power.

When the Taliban began making promises upon their 
victory post-August 2021, voices everywhere echoed the 
same sentiment—it was too good to be true. And so it was: 
the older generation of leaders guaranteed they would not 
be forgotten so soon, nor go down without a fight.

It was a pleasant surprise to hear from the Taliban that 
women would be able to continue working and girls could 
continue schooling from March 22, 2022.6 This was in line 
with commitments made in Doha during the negotiations. 
But if history has shown us anything, it is that we cannot 
trust the Taliban’s words. First, a shock came in December 
2021, when the Taliban decreed that women seeking to 
travel long distances (more than 45 miles) should not be 
allowed on road transport unless a close male relative 
accompanied them.7 The ministry for the “promotion of 
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virtue and prevention of vice” also directed vehicle owners 
to refuse rides to women not wearing headscarves. Given 
the cultural norms and general practice no official policy 
directive was needed in the second case anyhow. The Taliban 
clearly were becoming more intrusive as time went by. One 
noteworthy exception was that government secondary 
schools for girls remained open in ten of Afghanistan’s  
34 provinces “either because of supportive local Taliban 
leadership or strong pressure by parents or teachers,” as 
reported by the credible Afghanistan Analysts Network.8

Then came the bigger surprise as the decision to  
open girls’ schools for grade 6 (age 11) and above was 
reversed.9 When announcing this decision, the reasons  
cited included difficulty in segregating genders and lack of 
funds. Girls in primary school, fifth grade and under, would 
be able to continue, but girls who were older would have to 
stay at home. This was followed by more stringent restric-
tions in December 2022. The trauma and horror of the 
dangerous ideology underlying these decisions is still fresh 
for Afghans; people’s worst fears were once again becoming 
a reality.

While it would be presumptuous to assume that there is 
a sizable percentage of the Taliban that did not in fact wish 
to stop girls’ education—it is not too wild an assumption. 
The confusion and chaos that unfolded after the announce-
ment signaled to everyone that the decision was, at the very 
least, not well planned. Clearly, there is not just one mind 
operating here but rather two—at war with each other. 
There is an invisible war within the Taliban between the  
old and the new, representative of the fragility, chaos and 
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confusion that plagues this new government and era for the 
country. The problem is that we do not know who is going 
to win.

When the Taliban announced that girls would no  
longer be able to resume their education, it became widely 
known that this was in fact the wish of a hardline faction, 
comprising three influential clerics from the south, who 
have influence over Mullah Hibatullah.10 These are chief 
justice Abdul Hakim Haqqani, minister for religious affairs 
Noor Mohammad Saqib (introduced in an earlier chapter) 
and minister for the promotion of virtue and prevention of 
vice Mohammad Khalid Hanafi.11 The “outsized influence 
of this out-of-touch minority,” in the words of Ashley 
Jackson, prevented the return of girls to school (grades 6  
to 12), disappointing a vast majority of Afghans—including 
the majority of Taliban leaders.12 It is these rigid hardliners, 
mostly based in Kandahar, who continue to promote bigotry. 
The three clerics had approached the supreme leader in 
Kandahar to confront him on the matter, which led to this 
ruling. Later there was pushback about this reversal from 
within Taliban ranks as well.13 The glimmer of hope people 
had, tiny as it may have been, disappeared almost as soon as 
it arrived. Still, the battle of ideas among the Taliban is by no 
means over.

Another tragedy of this crisis is the reemergence of inac-
curate, dangerous and bigoted misrepresentations of Islam. 
Not just by the Taliban themselves—but by some elements 
in international media, who, it appears, require a lesson  
on both cultural sensitivity and religious education. To 
describe what the Taliban are doing specifically with the 
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restrictions on girls’ education as “traditional Islam” is not 
only completely wrong but harmful as well.

The tragedy lies also in the fact that the Taliban routinely 
mix up their tribal norms with Islam. There is a famous 
saying by the Prophet Muhammad in which he exclaims, 
“Education is incumbent on every boy and girl,” and goes 
further, saying that even if one must go as far as China for 
knowledge it is worth it. The greatest thing a Muslim can do 
is seek and acquire knowledge—not just male Muslims, but 
both men and women as per mainstream Muslim jurists. 
There is no sermon of the Prophet nor any verse in the 
Quran that claims women are to be prohibited from 
schooling: calls for education never come with a gender 
specification. The contrast between the truth of actual 
Islamic teachings and the Taliban’s actions could not be 
more extreme. Women are the life force of society and 
community—without them and without the education of 
girls no society can truly thrive or prosper.

And so the battle between the old and the young high-
lighted once again the tragedy of women’s place in war. They 
have become the bargaining chip, their liberties the sacri-
fice. The hardliners had chosen this battle and won, but no 
blood would stain the younger men in Kabul’s presidential 
palace. Only the women would have to suffer.

This web of unfulfilled promises regarding women forces 
us to ask why the Taliban ever made such contradictory 
promises in the first place. Why claim girls’ education would 
be allowed to continue only to reverse the decision soon 
after? Was this some sort of sadistic attempt to cause further 
stress? Or was it merely an issue of governance? Here lies 
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the root of the issue—if there is one thing we know about 
the new Taliban it is this: there are two hands directing the 
show, only with different scripts.

To be fair, a few things have changed in comparison  
to the Taliban’s earlier stint in power. Even with severely 
restricted access to workplaces and schools, women are 
more visible on the streets and are surviving wearing their 
headscarves (which Afghan women generally prefer) rather 
than wearing burqas (veils that cover whole body and face 
with a small screen in front of eyes to see). In December 
2021, Taliban supreme leader Mullah Hibatullah issued  
an important decree (see Appendix III) banning forced 
marriage of women, categorically saying that “no one can 
force women to marry by coercion or pressure” and simul-
taneously directing courts to “to treat women fairly, espe-
cially widows seeking inheritance as next of kin.”14 These 
decisions defy some deplorable tribal norms and practices 
in the country and deserve credit.

The Second Test: Policy toward Muslim Minorities

Perhaps one of the groups most targeted by the Taliban—if 
not the most targeted group—is the minority ethnic group 
known as the Hazara. A predominantly Shia Muslim group, 
they have borne the brunt of persecution and abuse by the 
Taliban for decades. The award-winning novel by Khaled 
Hosseini, The Kite Runner, beautifully relays the story of 
suffering in Afghanistan through the drastically different 
experiences of two boys under Taliban rule—one a native 
Pashtun, and the other a Hazara. What Hazaras have 
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experi enced must not be understated: of all the atrocities 
committed by the Taliban, the Hazaras have experienced 
every single one. They are specifically targeted not only for 
tribal and ethnic reasons but because of anti-Shia sectari-
anism as well.

Continuously since the Taliban’s inception, Hazaras  
have been victims of unbelievable human rights violations.15 
Mosques and religious processions bombed, normalized 
social discrimination, torture, killings, etc.—all have been 
regularly experienced. Heartbreakingly, mass graves of 
Hazaras have been discovered by the UN—their suffering at 
the hands of the Taliban has been nothing less than a geno-
cide.16 It is hard then to believe that today’s Taliban, with 
such intense genocidal hatred in their past, could be capable 
of reform, of undoing such trauma and terror, particularly 
for the group that has faced their worst.

Hazara support for democracy and historical opposition  
to the Taliban created a violent, intense prejudice against 
them from the group and its supporters. This meant exclu-
sion not only from the system but from society as a whole. 
Discriminatory beliefs surrounding their ethnic and reli-
gious identity have defined their position in Afghan society 
over the past few decades, as they have found themselves  
at the bottom of the pile. Even worse today is the threat  
they also face from ISK, whose extremist ideology also 
targets them. The misfortunes that follow Hazaras cannot 
be ignored in the story of Taliban brutality—and how the 
new Taliban will treat them will be a true test of their iden-
tity. There were some early signs that the Taliban would 
offer protection to Shia religious gatherings and processions 
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against ISK and, despite mutual mistrust, the Taliban made 
efforts to live up to their commitment.17

According to some reports, the Taliban in some locations  
are forcibly displacing Hazaras from their ancestral lands, 
giving them instead to Taliban loyalists.18 As if this was  
not enough, when Hazaras are displaced and in dire need  
of help, they are on many occasions excluded by the Taliban 
from receiving any humanitarian aid that comes in. They 
are the silent sufferers, largely both at home and in the 
media, vulnerable to the worst of the worst. An October 
2021 Al Jazeera article by Sitarah Mohammadi and Sajjad 
Askary reports: “a clear pattern of Taliban atrocities being 
committed across Afghanistan, which could mean that the 
Hazaras may be facing imminent ethnic cleansing.”19 This  
is hardly a sign of any improvement in the lives of the 
Hazara.

Certainly, then, it is Hazara women who live with a 
constant target on their back, fitting into the two foremost 
categories of the Taliban’s “most wanted.” It does not help 
that they also have an incredibly successful track record in 
making strides forward20—their triumphs have only made 
them more of a target. As activists and organizers, Hazara 
women have regularly been abducted, imprisoned and 
murdered, losing their lives to the very struggle they fought 
so tirelessly to end. Despite the tragedies that have plagued 
them, though, Hazara people live on in their resistance—
they are everyday heroes, triumphant in their existence. As 
they continue to face threat after threat, their inspiration 
and hope fail to dwindle, turning the landscape of sorrow 
into one hopeful of salvation.
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Around mid-2022, I spoke in detail with a philanthropist 
leading an international charity organization who had recently 
traveled to various parts of Afghanistan. He generously shared 
with me fascinating and important insights about the reality 
of life on the ground.21 Hailing from the Middle East, this Shia 
Muslim is involved in charity work, and his aim was to figure 
out ways to support the marginalized Hazara community, 
among others. His story provides crucial insights about the 
plight of Shias in Afghanistan today, and offers a more acces-
sible glimpse into the lives of the ordinary.

Arranging a visa to travel to Afghanistan was compli-
cated, but even with the stamp on his passport he was not 
sure if it would actually be accepted in Afghanistan. He was 
wary because he had already received feedback from people 
on the ground—that to be known as a Shia was not some-
thing likely to add to his safety. In fact, it could be dangerous: 
many government institutions have already kicked out Shias, 
he was told. On his arrival in Kabul, everything seemed 
normal in terms of immigration and customs, though the 
man scanning his passport at the immigration desk did not 
even bother looking at his visa, and instead asked him if  
he wanted a stamp or not—meaning he could essentially 
conceal his trip from his passport record. There was also one 
area at the airport with armed Taliban who were clearly over-
seeing the whole process, followed by an uncountable 
number of checkpoints outside, where his local team awaited 
him. Each check post was surrounded by young Taliban 
members—practically kids, he said—acting as watchdogs.

One of the first things he was told by friends on the 
ground, when mentioning the helpful airport officer, was 
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that the Taliban are very strict when it comes to bribery—
they regularly keep an eye out for it, even on government 
officials. He also observed that the airport had a proper 
system of biometrics in place, but for some reason there  
was an issue causing it not to work. The general impression 
was that all the data collected through biometrics was for 
Pakistani intelligence—whether this was true or not, either 
way the system was not working. The other story he heard 
on his journey from the airport to his destination was that 
the Taliban were now very actively conducting a tax review 
process. That meant that if you had not been paying a special 
extortion fee during the last government, you were now 
obliged to pay more, and all visitors had to show their 
accounting records.

The gentleman took it upon himself to observe as  
much as he could and ask as many questions as possible to 
capture the reality. For instance, when he asked his local 
hosts out of curiosity why people view Pakistan as contro-
versial, he was told that currently coal prices have risen 
drastically because Pakistan is buying it all up. When he 
asked his charity network colleagues about the struggle of 
Shias, a local employee of his organization told him, “we are 
feeling more secure than before.” When he reacted with 
surprise, the man continued: “The Taliban are not in the 
mountains any more—they’re in the streets now. They are 
difficult people, but approachable.” As the trend seems to 
show, their new positions of power have also meant new 
behavior—and accordingly, a new reputation in the making.

Soon after their victory some Taliban visited Mazar-e-
Sharif, asking the Shias of the city why they did not “resist 
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1. Taliban representative Mullah Baradar (right) and US representative Zalmay 
Khalilzad (left) are photographed signing the February 2020 US–Taliban 
peace agreement in Doha, Qatar. A moment nobody thought possible had 
become a reality—a deal not only being signed, but one also largely seen to be 
favoring the Taliban.

2. In a truly remarkable moment, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo meets 
with Mullah Baradar and the Taliban delegation in Doha, 2020. Nobody could 
have imagined the two standing side by side after twenty years of war—but that’s 
exactly where they found themselves.
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3. Taliban members sit at the opening session of peace talks with the Afghan 
government in Doha. The group surprised everyone with their detailed 
preparation, organization, discipline and efficient negotiating skills. They 
strategized their moves in an effective fashion—proving to the world they were 
more sophisticated than anticipated.

4. A September 2021 glimpse of the Pakistan–Afghanistan border crossing at 
Spin Boldak with a local Taliban governor standing on the far left. Contrary to 
Pakistani expectations that the border would be safe with the Taliban in control, 
tensions remain high after many gun battles.
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5. In an interesting move, Pakistan sent its minister of state for foreign affairs 
Hina Rabbani Khar to meet with Taliban foreign minister Amir Khan Muttaqi 
in November 2022. Whether the hosts were comfortable with the choice or not, 
they were nevertheless all smiles. Times have changed, certainly.

6. US representative Zalmay Khalilzad greets the Taliban delegation during 
the negotiations in November 2020. Members include the Taliban spokesman 
in Doha Suhail Shaheen, Taliban leader Abbas Stanikzai, and Abdul Hakim 
Ishaqzai, who later emerged as the chief justice of the supreme court. A few 
smiles in sight—a cordial atmosphere, apparently.
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7. On the streets of Kabul, Taliban members are pictured enjoying their return 
to power in August 2021, casually seated on a Humvee once belonging to US-
funded Afghan security forces.

8. Young members of the Taliban remind everyone who’s in charge: soon after 
their victorious return to Kabul in August 2021, the Taliban took to patrolling 
the streets, weapons in hand. The message was simple: the city was theirs.
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9. In what would become one of the most historic, memorable and heartbreaking 
photos of the US departure from Afghanistan, over 600 Afghan citizens are 
pictured cramped together on a US military plane departing Kabul. Faces 
of uncertainty, fear and trauma capture the hard reality of America’s chaotic 
farewell.
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11. In the Taliban heartland of Kandahar lies a shrine housing a cloak that once 
belonged to the Prophet Muhammad. In an unprecedented move, in the mid-
1990s Taliban founder Mullah Omar famously stood on the rooftop wearing 
the garment. Today, the Taliban have ensured their huge flag is hoisted above 
the city, flying high.

10. Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid smiles for the camera at the first 
official press conference in Kabul following the Taliban’s return to power in August 
2021. It came as quite a surprise to onlookers who heard the group’s confident 
answers. It was clear that they knew what they were doing.
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13. Defense minister Mullah Yaqoob, son of Mullah Omar, is flanked by Mullah 
Baradar on the left and, on the right, Bashir Noorzai, a drug smuggler and a 
senior Taliban leader, Kabul, September 2022. Detained by the US for nearly 
two decades, Noorzai had recently been released by the US in exchange for US 
citizen Mark Frerichs.

12. Taliban interior minister Siraj Haqqani—who remains on the FBI’s most 
wanted list with a $10 million reward for information leading to his arrest—
walks with an aura of authority as he receives a salute from freshly graduated 
Afghan police recruits.
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15. Taliban members stand guard outside a Kabul shrine frequented by Shia 
and Sufis, where Nowruz (the Persian New Year) is being celebrated, March 21, 
2022. ISK’s ongoing spree of terrorist attacks targeting minorities poses a threat 
to the space—and interestingly, propels the Taliban to secure it.

14. Courageous young women chant for their rights at a protest against the 
genocide of the ethnic minority Shia Hazaras, just one day after a suicide bomb 
attack at a Kabul school in October 2022. Afghan women and girls have felt 
more empowered in recent years, displaying immense bravery—often at the 
cost of their safety.
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against the enemy” (meaning the US and NATO forces). 
They responded by saying that they did, by criticizing  
international intervention through Friday mosque sermons. 
The Taliban leader did not seem fully convinced, but it  
satisfied him for the time being. On the more sensitive  
issue of Muharram gatherings, mostly arranged by Shias  
to commemorate the tragic martyrdom of the Prophet’s 
grandson Husayn at the hands of brutal caliph Yazid ibn 
Muawiya, the visiting philanthropist said almost every pole 
in the streets of Kabul hoisted a black flag signifying the days 
of mourning. The public display of some Shia symbols such 
as this was allowed without much interference; however, 
there are other changes the Taliban are introducing, like 
removing Ashura and Nowruz holidays (commemorated  
by various Muslim denominations) from the calendar. 
Additionally, the major Ashura procession in Mazar-e-Sharif 
was dropped—but for an interesting reason. The Taliban had 
told Shias there that a big procession would attract ISK’s 
attention, and advised them to divide the community into 
four small groups across the city so the Taliban could provide 
better security—a great contrast from the days when such 
processions were either completely banned or targeted by  
the Taliban themselves! Another important insight about 
Taliban attitudes is as regards ethnic identity: Hazara are 
viewed more negatively in comparison to Tajik Shias.

When it became known what my interviewee was doing, 
the Taliban started asking questions. First, they asked him 
about the source of his funds—to which he responded, these 
came mostly as donations from Muslim communities in the 
West, and were meant for Hazara Shias. They asked him 
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straightaway: “What about Sunnis?” To which he responded 
that many of their events regularly offer free food during 
Ramadan and other religious holidays for everyone, regard-
less of sect or religious affiliation.

During preparations for his trip, he had an opportunity 
to meet some Iranian diplomats stationed in Europe. He 
asked one of them about the inspiration behind their active 
engagement with the Taliban. They responded that there  
are actually growing concerns about Talibanization among 
Sunni Iranians, because of Afghan refugees and what 
Iranians believe to be Saudi funding of Iranian Sunnis and 
some Sunni Arab tribes that live in Iran. It is fascinating to 
note just how far these things can bleed.

On my query about any observations regarding girls’ 
education, he shared that in actuality many private schools 
for girls were still operating, but for most families, sadly,  
this is not an option because of the dire financial situation. 
On another note, he also came to know that many Afghans 
think that ISK or Daesh is a group affiliated with the Taliban. 
These perceptions are incredibly important and telling. The 
picture is complex but also instructive. Perhaps one of the 
most insightful aspects of his journey came right at its end. 
When leaving the Kabul airport, a banner read, “We want to 
present good Islam to the world.” While the Taliban attitude 
to this guest may not have been entirely welcoming, no 
hostility was shown.

Whether Afghanistan is to truly see a new future as 
regards its treatment of minorities, who knows—but the 
intentions among some Taliban to do so are there. An  
indication of this is a response that the Taliban’s Doha 
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spokesman, Suhail Shaheen, gave to The New Yorker maga-
zine’s Jon Lee Anderson:

The Hazara Shia for us are also Muslim. We believe we 
are one, like flowers in a garden. The more flowers, the 
more beautiful. We have started a new page. We do not 
want to be entangled with the past.22

The Third Test: Financial Crisis

The economic collapse after the Taliban’s official entry into 
Kabul has spared nobody in its devastating consequences. 
Struck by a severe drought and the Covid-19 pandemic,  
the economy was already struggling even before the fall  
of Kabul. Until the Ghani government’s collapse, around  
80 percent of the national budget of Afghanistan was 
provided by the US, its partners and international organiza-
tions. That support vanished overnight and beyond that, the 
Biden administration froze all Afghan government funds in 
US banks—a little over $7 billion. The United Kingdom, 
Germany, the UAE and a few others followed suit, blocking 
access to an additional $2 billion. The Afghan banking 
system could not function without access to these foreign 
exchange reserves. Cash withdrawal limits from banks were 
sharply reduced to prevent a banking collapse increasing 
public distress. Human and capital flight, and massive 
internal human displacement, has shocked the economy 
further.

While imports have sharply declined, exports doubled 
toward the end of 2022 largely due to increased coal output 
and exports to Pakistan. The Taliban raised coal prices from 
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$90 to $200 per tonne in 2022, leading to a sharp rise in 
customs duties.23 With high inflation and rising global food 
and energy prices, the impact of this is minimal. One other 
bright spot in this gloomy scenario is a significant reduction 
in corruption at customs and checkpoints, and through the 
dismantling of smuggling routes. They have choked off the 
informal rent collection rackets that were earlier run by 
provincial powerbrokers.24 In fact the Taliban themselves 
were a major driver of such corruption as insurgents so they 
know well how to close the loopholes and fix the problem. 
The major beneficiary of this new trade pattern under the 
Taliban, according to a UK aid-funded research program, is 
Pakistan, while it is proving to be disadvantageous for Iran 
and Central Asia (partly due to a dramatic decline in fuel 
imports from Iran and Uzbekistan).25

The overall economy has shrunk by 20–30 percent since 
August 2021.26 Hundreds of thousands of government 
employees are still without salaries and, with the collapse of 
the social service sector, ordinary Afghans have nowhere to 
turn to for help. This is fast emerging as one of the world’s 
worst humanitarian crises, and there seems to be no end in 
sight for people’s suffering as the international community 
limits its aid. Twenty million people are currently short of 
food, according to UN figures, and that number is expected 
to grow as international resources are limited as a result  
of the Russia–Ukraine war.27 According to The Economist, 
families “that were middle-class a year ago are surviving on 
a single meal a day,” and tragically some of them “have taken 
to selling organs or children.”28 In many locations, families 
with women and small children from rural areas have had 
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to move to temporary makeshift camps near provincial 
capitals, waiting in long lines patrolled by the Taliban, 
hoping to receive a family ration of basic food commodities 
like beans, oil, flour and salt.

The faces in these lines represent the magnitude of the 
crisis: even formerly wealthy families wait somberly, not 
spared by the crisis. The issue only intensifies as food prices 
increase, making it even harder to afford food for all those 
who need it. Soon enough, more programs will be cut as the 
international community remains hesitant about lending aid 
out of fear of “helping” the Taliban. The anti-women policies 
in particular deter international governments from wanting 
to contribute to the cause, leading them to depend on  
non-governmental organizations. The severity of the crisis 
demands more than that, though. The question is not who 
will concede, but if, for the sake of preventing more human 
suffering, anyone will at all. If not, the scarcity this will exacer-
  bate will only worsen the situation on the ground, where 
understaffed and undersupplied hospitals are filled with  
children suffering from severe malnutrition. A harrowing 
statistic captures this tragedy in a way only numbers can: at 
least 3.2 million children suffered from malnutrition in 
Afghanistan in 2022 alone.29 The worst type of tragedy is the 
preventable one—if the international community should 
choose to act, this does not have to happen. But in the words 
of Palestinian poet Mahmoud Darwish:

The war will end/ The leaders will shake hands/ The old 
woman will keep waiting for her martyred son/ And 
those children will keep waiting for their hero father/ I 
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don’t know who sold our homeland/ But I saw who paid 
the price.30

An interesting development impacting Afghanistan’s 
economic policy is the appointment of Mullah Baradar as 
the chief of economic policy. He now has oversight of the 
finance ministry as well as all matters pertaining to revenue 
generation. He was specifically put in that role not for his 
knowledge of economics but because the Taliban know  
they desperately need aid and financial support to run  
the country. Baradar fares well on the global stage—he is  
a good face for the Taliban making requests. The Taliban  
are not lacking in that sense; they do not want him or his 
moderation to bleed into their domestic policy choices, but 
they would not throw him out of the corridors of power 
when he can be of good use. They know they can utilize his 
relatively better reputation abroad for the financial support 
they cannot move forward without.

The Taliban have also been marketing some of their 
economic progress via social media and YouTube quite 
actively. One of the younger spokesmen representing 
Afghanistan’s ministry of foreign affairs is Abdul Qahar 
Balki, who grew up in New Zealand and speaks fluent 
English. He is often at the forefront of Taliban image-
building. A former Afghan minister in the Ghani govern-
ment told me that Balki is the son-in-law of late Taliban 
leader Mullah Akhtar Mansour. Through his Twitter account 
he has been emphasizing the resumption of commercial 
flights to and from Kabul, the initiation of some road 
construction projects and the accommodation of about a 
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thousand foreign journalists who have traveled to report 
from the country since the Taliban takeover.31 These are 
small but important developments and few were expecting 
the Taliban to be focusing on any of these things.

However, current statistics offer a very challenging 
picture. According to Afghanistan’s ministry of finance, it is 
daily collecting roughly 400 million Afghanis ($4.4 million) 
as tax, which potentially comes to around $1.6 billion per 
year. In May 2022, the Taliban had announced their first 
annual budget figures—$2.6 billion with a $500 million 
projected deficit—which was seen by experts as adequate for 
running the government.32 Under the distressing circum-
stances, this was a decent effort, inspiring even The Economist 
to run a story with a headline: “The Taliban government has 
proved surprisingly good at raising money.”33 Deputy Prime 
Minister Abdul Salam Hanafi, while sharing the budget 
details proudly claimed that the “entire budget, including 
spending on education, health, development, defense or 
other sectors, will be funded by our national revenue sources 
without any foreign contributions.”34 Yet for millions of ordi-
nary Afghans, destitution and death are what stare them in 
the face, and this budget cannot change things. The Ghani 
government was functioning with roughly $8 billion a year—
and still failed to create sufficient economic growth, or offer 
security and a hopeful future. It is an extremely challenging 
situation for the Taliban to manage. The World Bank puts all 
of this is in perspective while arguing that:

The economy is now re-adjusting from the “aid  
bubble,” and the international community’s ongoing 
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humanitarian and off-budget basic service support is 
expected to mitigate some negative impacts of the 
contraction. Still, it will not be sufficient to bring the 
economy back on a sustainable recovery path.35

One step that could give some breathing space to the 
economy of Afghanistan is what over seventy economists, 
including the Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz, strongly recom-
mended to US President Joe Biden in a letter dated August 
10, 2022: to allow the central bank of Afghanistan, Da 
Afghanistan Bank, to reclaim its international reserves 
frozen by the US. The letter argued:

without access to its foreign reserves, the central bank of 
Afghanistan cannot carry out its normal, essential func-
tions. Without a functioning central bank, the economy 
of Afghanistan has, predictably, collapsed . . . . it is both 
morally condemnable and politically and economically 
reckless to impose collective punishment on an entire 
people for the actions of a government they did not 
choose.36

As powerful as the line of reasoning is, there are some 
serious constraints imposed by the US legal and judicial 
framework on pursuing this path.37 The Biden administra-
tion, along with some international partners, meanwhile, 
has established a foundation based in Switzerland to release 
half of the amount—$ 3.5 billion—to help address humani-
tarian and critical Afghan needs, including paying for elec-
tricity imports. It is a step forward, offering some hope for 
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ordinary Afghans as well as an opportunity for the Taliban 
to positively engage with the international community.

The Challenge of Internal Cohesion:  
Jealousies and Fractures

The Taliban are a fractious bunch, as most politically intense 
groups tend to be. Just how serious their divisions are, though, 
requires a deeper look. There are ethnic, geographic and 
tribal divisions that we know of—but there are also network 
divisions that can become quite serious at the upper level. Not 
to the point of provoking fractures (at least yet), but more so 
rivalries that in turn create conflicts. Pulling out guns during 
arguments is a minor example, ratting each other out to the 
enemy during a raid, a major one.

There is an interesting and growing sense of jealousy and 
competition within the Taliban’s inner circle, especially 
following their return to Kabul. Less so on the Haqqani side, 
but hierarchies exist nevertheless. Their dynamics are remi-
niscent of the Italian Mafia, with rivalries seeping all the 
way to the topmost echelons. However, it stops there—these 
are not divisions that can become anything bigger than atti-
tudes of pettiness and childlike jealousy. They would not 
risk separation because they know there’s far greater benefit 
in being in the group than being separate, and thus vulner-
able, with no critical access. During the weekend, they may 
send spies to monitor each other’s every move, but when 
Monday comes with a threat, they are united again, hand in 
hand. At the end of the day, their sense of brotherhood acts 
as a veil—thin as it may be—of protection from any true 
animosity.
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The relationships the Taliban have with each other blow 
hot and cold, but despite the cold days they overwhelmingly 
bind themselves together when facing a threat, and even do 
favors for each other. These internal power struggles are still 
massively important though, especially post the 2021 take-
over. When Hibatullah came to power as the top Taliban 
leader in 2016, he established a fresh slate, and got rid of his 
predecessor Mullah Mansour’s entire team.38

Hibatullah is indeed a very interesting figure, a cleric 
lacking charisma with nothing to make up for it—very 
different from Mullah Omar, who was famous for his cult of 
charismatic personality. One US intelligence official I spoke 
to, who knows Afghanistan very well, compared Hibatullah’s 
position to when influential Iranian politician Akbar 
Hashemi Rafsanjani (who later became president) paved 
the way for Ayatollah Ali Khamenei to become the supreme 
leader in 1989 (at the time of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini’s 
death). Thinking he was easy to manage and manipulate  
if need be—someone they could control—but it turns out, 
he’s tough as nails. Khamenei quickly established himself 
and was always his own man. Similarly, the Haqqanis and 
Yaqoob viewed Hibatullah the same way, and so offered 
their full support to him for the golden seat in August 2021. 
Hibatullah, as we now know, is far more authoritarian and 
controlling than was generally believed. The word “supreme” 
in his job title (used in the Western media) had not escaped 
his notice after all.

There have been too many men in history like Yaqoob, 
assuming that because their father sat on the throne,  
they own it. His youth is prominent enough to keep him  
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off it for a while, but his eyes stay glued to the spot of 
successor. So much so, that when acting prime minister 
Mohammad Hassan Akhund, in a crucial small meeting 
with the most influential cabinet members, made the case 
for putting Mullah Baradar up as a top Taliban executive 
leader (practically as his own replacement), even tempo-
rarily, arguing that he was better suited to the international 
stage, Yaqoob vehemently rejected the idea.39 If it could not 
be him, it could not be anyone. This dynastic mentality is 
not new to the region, but to everyone’s surprise, Sirajuddin 
Haqqani offered his support to Yaqoob, despite their 
on-again, off-again relationship. According to one source, 
their standing up to Mohammad Hassan Akhund made for 
quite an awkward moment. Time will tell, though, how long 
Siraj and Yaqoob’s current dynamic will last.

A Taliban insider shared with me that initially Mullah 
Baradar was angry and disappointed at being left out of the 
core leadership team, and as a protest he stayed away from 
cabinet meetings for the first three to four months after the 
government’s formation.40 Some rumors of a physical fight 
between Baradar and Khalil Haqqani appeared in social 
media but those are exaggerated. They did indeed exchange 
heated words as regards who deserved more credit for the 
Taliban victory and it was their respective followers who 
brawled with each other at a different location.41 Mullah 
Baradar has in fact politically recovered since assuming his 
additional role as chief economic strategist for the Taliban, 
as mentioned above. He is believed to be working very dili-
gently and his decisions on economic policy are deemed as 
final by all. While many Western dignitaries who visit Kabul 
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for meetings believe he does not hold much influence in the 
corridors of power, this is only partially true. As to his 
future, a senior Pakistani diplomat who regularly interacts 
with Taliban leaders told me that Baradar believes that  
he will most likely be Hibatullah’s successor as top Taliban 
leader. All reports indicate that Hibatullah is in fact in better 
health than Baradar, so the chances of Baradar emerging as 
supreme Taliban leader in the future are mixed at best. Both 
the Haqqanis and Pakistan are unlikely to support such  
an eventuality—but given increasing anti-Pakistan feelings 
among the Taliban, that can only be helpful for Baradar.

The difference between Yaqoob and Siraj is not an  
ideological one but a political one, soaked in the sweat of a 
desperate power grab. The very reason they stand behind 
Hibatullah, even though they disagree with his intense, rigid 
religious outlook, is that it suits them politically. He has the 
clerical support base they would need for their own survival. 
Siraj is relatively more open than the others and coordinates 
well with his cabinet colleagues. For instance, Siraj wanted 
the girls’ schools to open in March 2022 as promised. 
However, the chances of him taking sides in an ideological 
tussle are next to zero—he would not waste his capital in 
such debates, so as to remain relevant to all sides. The sacri-
ficing of ideological leaning for the sake of power is clear 
here—they both operate on purely political lines. As long as 
they are in the control room, to hell with all else.

Another person with inside knowledge of Taliban work-
ings in Kabul told me something quite fascinating in an 
interview. He believes that while the two new string-pullers, 
Siraj and Yaqoob, seem to be hand in hand with each other, 
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behind the scenes their trust in each other is diminishing as 
they both hope to succeed Hibatullah. They have even 
resorted to spying on each other, he further disclosed. This 
shows not only their ambition but also the kind of cut-throat 
competition going on within the Taliban’s cabinet. At every 
corner of the group lies an intense power struggle that could 
have more than deadly consequences—and threaten every-
thing they have fought for. Siraj Haqqani, meanwhile, has 
successfully grabbed critical posts in various departments 
under his ministry, as that is where the money is: taxes, 
smuggled goods, drugs, and so on.

While these political rivalries are brewing, the messaging 
to the outside world seems consistent. Yaqoob, for instance, 
in an interview to National Public Radio (NPR) clearly 
expressed his wish to have better relations with the US and 
even called the need for establishing constitutional law in 
Afghanistan a “necessity.”42 Similarly, Siraj, in a conversation 
with CNN’s Christiane Amanpour, declared that for the 
Taliban, the US is an enemy no more (even if they have 
reservations about the US’s intentions); they would like  
to have good relations with the US and the international 
community, he said, “based on rules and principles that 
exist in the rest of the world.”43 This signifies that a Taliban 
foreign affairs strategy is in place.

Andrew Watkins, a leading expert on Afghanistan, 
believes that before August 2021 Hibatullah had increas-
ingly deferred to rule by committee, a style in line with the 
group’s traditionally consultative decision-making process 
while solidifying the horizontal network of its leader  ship.44 
A Taliban leader I talked to confirms that the Rahbari Shura 
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largely retains an important role and in most cases critical 
issues are thoroughly discussed and debated in the Shura 
meetings led by Hibatullah. Members of the Shura can 
propose agenda items and Hibatullah has allowed that  
tradition to become stronger over time.45 Some administra-
tive adjustments were introduced recently though, given 
that now a large cabinet is in place in Kabul (with many 
members holding Shura membership as well). Some social 
media reports suggesting that the Shura is becoming 
dormant sound exaggerated.

Prime Minister Hassan Akhund is believed to be quite  
ill, prompting conversations about potential successors. The 
top contender so far seems to be Abdul Hakim Haqqani,  
the top Taliban ideologue. Were this to become the case, the 
conservative factions of the group would only be strength-
ened, altering the power balance even more.

The political climate in Kabul today is surprisingly not 
very different from that during the previous government in 
Kabul. Then it seemed Ghani and Abdullah Abdullah were 
running parallel governments. According to an insider I 
interviewed, today the Afghan presidential palace is oper-
ating in essentially four adjacent buildings—where staff 
from one part cannot go to another without a body search. 
One part of the palace is under the control of Prime Minister 
Hassan Akhund, another is shared between mullahs Baradar 
and Yaqoob, a third is under Deputy Prime Minister Maulvi 
Kabir, and the final quarter under Siraj Haqqani.

So the splintering between the hardliners and pragmatists 
—with promises made and betrayed—lies at the root of the 
Taliban today. The pragmatists do have the capacity to come 
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out on top, if their attempts to convey to their counterparts 
that their vision is a necessary one are successful. Their use 
of international relations and building of connections with 
foreign states, and the subsequent benefits of that for the 
country as a whole could potentially dilute the stance of the 
hardliners. The international community can engage and 
promote this moderation, and perhaps bridge the gaps that 
are dangerously growing. But, at the same time, the dilemma 
is that the schism’s ideological basis is strengthened by  
accusations of disloyalty to the group and moderates’ reputa-
tion as internationally acceptable. The stubborn foolishness 
of the hardliners, choosing isolation and starvation over co  -
operation or “submission,” will have disastrous consequences 
for all. Effectively, moving forward, the policies of the group 
are dependent on reconciliation between these factions.

The disorderly nature of the actual decision-making 
body within the Taliban puts at risk everything they have 
fought for and, effectively, the livelihood of all Afghans. 
Hardliners and ultra-conservatives have established a rigid 
monopoly undermining the work and ideals of the moder-
ates who put them back on the throne. In reality, influence 
over decision-making comes from different sources at 
different times, with no real structure. The autocratic hard-
liners have little interest in developing institutions that  
are representative and accountable. All hope is not lost 
though, as the group’s former representatives in Doha (many 
of whom are now cabinet members in Kabul), for instance, 
are likely to continue to push for better governance in order 
to seek international recognition and needed sources of aid 
and investment.
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The trap Afghanistan is in right now due to the hard-
liners’ tight grip is a tragic one for the millions of people 
seeking basic aid, rights and a livelihood. Only when these 
internal divisions are resolved, be it through internal work 
or external dialogue and support, can the Taliban prove 
themselves to be something different this time. Otherwise, 
they are the same as we have always known them.

An insightful example of the internal divisions is what 
transpired in early August 2022—a targeted attack in Kabul 
killing Taliban ideologue Rahimullah Haqqani. He was 
known as a leading anti-Salafi figure who had issued fatwas 
against ISK. Accordingly, then, the first suspect for his 
murder was ISK. However, when I spoke to a journalist who 
was in Kabul investigating this, he shared some interesting 
insights with me. Locals had told him that although it’s true 
Haqqani was on a target list because of those fatwas, he was 
also vocally campaigning for the reopening of girls’ schools, 
as mentioned in a BBC report. He had categorically main-
tained that, “There is no justification in the sharia [law] to 
say female education is not allowed. No justification at all.”46 
My source went on to say that it’s entirely possible that he 
was actually killed from within the Taliban ranks by those 
opposed to that position. It was an easy strike for them, 
because everyone knew the suspicion would fall on ISK. 
Even more, ISK would happily claim responsibility because 
that suits their narrative: to build fear, and show up the 
Taliban as incompetent. This then, is the nature of the chal-
lenge regarding the internal divisions of the Taliban—brutal 
and bloody when it comes down to it. The bigotry of the 
group’s hardliners is alive and kicking, unsurprisingly. Only 
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this time around the threat they pose also targets the vision 
of the more open-minded elements among them.

Certainly the Taliban take their unity and cohesion very 
seriously. Those who challenge Taliban policies from within 
are dealt with particularly severely. For instance, former 
Taliban ambassador Abdul Salam Zaeef, ex-foreign minister 
Abdul Wakeel Muttawakil and an important member of  
the Quetta Shura, Agha Jan Motassim, were all demoted 
and sidelined within the group for showing dissent.47 With 
regard to local resistance, the Taliban believe they can effec-
tively contain the threat from the National Resistance Front 
(NRF) based in Dushanbe, Tajikistan. The initial challenge 
to their return to power from the Mazar-e-Sharif area was 
quickly and effectively tackled.

Looking for Legitimacy: Hibatullah Speaks in Kabul48

As the Taliban approach the second anniversary of their 
victory and the American withdrawal, they remain mired in 
confusion with parallel power centers contesting for control 
and influence. So the decision-making process is still 
chaotic. However, they are fully cognizant of this fact. Just as 
they were serious about reentering Kabul after two decades 
of struggle, they are serious about forming a solid govern-
ment recognized by the world. Accordingly, they have begun 
strategizing and ticking off the checklist to bring their vision 
to life once and for all. On June 30, 2022, they initiated a 
mass gathering of 3,500 to 4,000 members organized at 
Kabul Polytechnic University, made up of religious scholars 
and tribal elders, all brought together to sanctify the Taliban 
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government and solidify their national policies and 
formalize their government. Each district sent two religious 
representatives and one tribal elder in addition to provincial 
representatives. The goal was to foster unity and stability, 
and mainly to discuss the agenda of economic and social 
issues and how their Islamic government will address them. 
Aside from its large audience, this conference was special 
for another reason: its guest of honor. For the first time, 
supreme leader Mullah Hibatullah left his ordinary resi-
dence of Kandahar and stepped into Kabul for the special 
occasion. Despite being the supreme leader and belonging 
to the important Durrani tribe, Hibatullah himself is from 
the Noorzai sub-clan, which was seldom represented in the 
power structure within Afghanistan ever before, so this was 
an extremely important moment for him. Even the Taliban 
movement’s founder, Mullah Omar, had never addressed a 
public meeting in Kabul.

The world has grown used to the generalized ideas of 
who the Taliban are and how they work. In contrast to what 
most believe though, they do in fact strategize and analyze—
they have hierarchies and structures that they adhere to. Like 
any other group, they hear each other out and make plans 
with the intention of following through with them. Exhibit 
A—this gathering. And, this was only one step toward 
fulfilling their goal, which is seeking internal legitimacy and 
gaining acceptance from the international community. 
Whether or not they have respect for the international 
community, they are not so daft as to view it as unnecessary. 
If anything, they are only too aware of how desperately 
necessary external validation is to their regime—or at least 
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open ears. So, they are putting on the costumes, playing the 
role that needs to be played and making a concerted effort.  
This is not to say, however, that their internal work is admi-
rable in any way at all. They are simply overwhelmed in the 
face of a massive looming economic and humanitarian crisis.

As expected, this gathering was an all-male event. 
However, they claimed that women’s input was being consid-
ered as well, but out of respect for them it would be their 
sons or spouses who would convey their messages to the 
meeting. It sounds ridiculous in this day and age but they 
believe in it. Notably, among many other important conver-
sations, they discussed the place of women and their future 
in Afghan society. They reiterated that women must abide 
by rules of dress in wearing the obligatory chadors, and 
cannot travel certain distances without a male relative. 
Perhaps the most internationally recognized issue of girls’ 
education was only briefly brought up by a handful of 
attendees, without a conclusive consensus. If legitimacy is 
what they are seeking, the first attempt was lacking in many 
ways.

Emir Hibatullah Akhundzada spoke in Pashto mainly 
(aside from reciting many Quranic verses in Arabic) for a 
little less than an hour.49 He avoided calling the meeting a 
jirga and instead referred to it as a “great gathering of ulema,” 
eliciting religious consensus in support of the government. 
He started off by calling the Taliban victory a moment  
of pride not only for the Afghan but also the larger global 
Muslim community. Some radical and militant Islamist 
groups across the world indeed congratulated the Taliban 
on their return to power in Afghanistan but the hard fact he 
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failed to acknowledge is that not a single Muslim-majority 
country has recognized the regime at the latest time of 
writing (January 2023).

He made no mention of the continued closure of girls’ 
schools and did not touch on the economic problems staring 
the country in the face. Surprisingly, he offered no direct 
critique of ISK even when some ISK militants tried to  
target this very gathering. His primary message was that  
the Taliban will not compromise on their interpretation of 
Islamic law and that ideology, rather than pragmatism, 
would define and drive Taliban policies. He admonished the 
international community for not recognizing the legitimacy 
of the Islamic Emirate but sounded more accommodating 
to political opponents in exile and within Afghanistan, 
emphasizing that the Taliban amnesty announced earlier 
would hold.50 On the economy, he sounded skeptical about 
international and development aid and emphasized reliance 
on internal sources. This is contrary to what Taliban minis-
ters dealing with the economy are trying to project. Either 
he was not briefed well on the topic or he does not care 
much. Nevertheless, the gathering concluded with a pledge 
of allegiance to Mullah Hibatullah. A few direct quotes from 
his speech offer an important insight about his long-term 
and broader goals:

The Taliban do not know how to apply Sharia but the 
ulema have that knowledge. Everyone should obey them 
in this regard. . . . Afghanistan’s ulema not only makes 
an Islamic regime successful but will also assume a lead-
ership role for the global Muslim community.
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The executive branch should enforce Sharia Law all 
over the country and people should obey and imple-
ment those rules in their daily lives. [The] Judiciary 
should dispense justice based on Islamic principles. No 
sentences or punishments shall be executed outside of 
the court’s order.

While I do not have much knowledge of governance, 
we should govern ourselves rather than let others govern 
us. Other countries do not want us to be independent 
and have always intervened in our internal matters. Now 
is the time for us to take complete control.51

What are Pragmatic Taliban Elements Up To?

In a conversation with journalist Kathy Gannon, whose time 
in and expertise of Afghanistan spans over three decades, she 
shared with me a number of fascinating insights about the 
internal politics of the Taliban.52 No other Western journalist 
understands the Taliban better than she does. As Gannon 
emphasizes, “the Taliban are not a monolith.” Indeed, they 
have a variety of viewpoints and backgrounds that have 
shaped them, as discussed throughout this work. “The 
Taliban have many pragmatists in their ranks,” Gannon 
argues, “but in a way the West doesn’t understand.” Gannon 
went on to discuss the divisions within the Taliban leader-
ship circle that continue to haunt their decision-making. The 
pragmatists of the group, including Mullah Yaqoob, Mullah 
Baradar, Sirajuddin Haqqani and Khairullah Khairkhwa, 
harbor a growing discontent with the series of directives 
issuing from Kandahar, Gannon maintains. Disloyalty is not 
an option for this group, but they have developed a strategy 
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of sorts on the fly: “ignoring some edicts coming from 
Kandahar,” as Gannon puts it. Some decisions are simply not 
being implemented. She acknowledged that “this is no 
sustainable way to run a government,” and with “such obvious 
leadership divisions, the Taliban will struggle to create a 
stable future for themselves.” So it is not that the Taliban are 
not aware of their shortcomings. They simply can’t afford to 
have their leadership hierarchy disintegrate.

Another aspect of the reality in Afghanistan that Gannon 
talked about passionately was the deeply held view among 
the Taliban and their supporters that Western ways are 
opposed to Afghan culture and norms. Of course there  
is a long history behind this notion. A series of interven-
tions and invasions from all directions over the course of 
centuries have entrenched this perception. Such a mindset 
requires careful handling. Gannon is perplexed, however, at 
the West’s continued lack of understanding of Afghanistan, 
Afghans and the Taliban. She is certainly not alone in this 
assessment.

The Taliban are surely struggling to maintain unity and 
cracks are visible at many levels beyond ideological issues. 
According to an influential Taliban cabinet member, Mullah 
Nooruddin Turabi, five major issues are keeping the Taliban 
leaders up at night: a) from where can enough economic 
resources to run the country be generated? b) will a majority 
of Afghans accept the new Taliban government? c) will the 
international community recognize the Taliban govern-
ment? d) how can qualified people who are also loyal to the 
Taliban be attracted to run the government? e) how can the 
many Taliban members who are waiting to be appointed to 
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important government positions be accommodated, and 
how will those who don’t get what they want react?53

Turabi shared these concerns with Pakistani journalist 
Habib Akram, who published them in an informative  
book on the Taliban in late 2022. Turabi told him that the 
Taliban are far from harmonious among themselves but, 
irrespective of the seriousness of the differences, internal 
conflict is very unlikely. He also dismissed the option of 
seeking Pakistan’s help to run the government, fearful of  
the perception that Pakistan has taken over Afghanistan  
via the Taliban.54 In fact, relations with Pakistan are yet 
another major issue that divides the Taliban. Pakistan has a 
terrible reputation among Afghans, including many—if not 
most—Taliban. One of the first official requests from the 
Taliban government to Pakistan was to not send Pakistani 
journalists to cover the developments in Kabul. Kabul’s 
lackluster support in pushing Pakistani Taliban to come to 
terms with Islamabad and regular clashes and firefights on 
the Pakistan–Afghanistan border crossings are a reflection 
of this distrust. This is not to deny that Pakistan helped  
the Afghan Taliban significantly during the insurgency 
years—but it is also true that almost simultaneously it 
mishandled the Taliban magnificently.

Lastly, the debate around what an inclusive government 
really means also haunts the Taliban. This is what had led to 
an early confrontation between Mullah Baradar and the 
“Helmand group”, also known as Kandahari Taliban, led by 
finance minister Gul Agha Ishaqzai. Helmand is seen as 
part of the larger Kandahar area (even though it is now a 
separate province adjacent to Kandahar). Being a childhood 
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friend of Mullah Omar and having lived with him in the 
same house during the first Taliban government (1996–
2001), Ishaqzai has significant influence over Mullah 
Hibatullah also. This “Helmand group” claims to be the 
“real” Taliban and believes that only the old guard and loyal 
Taliban members deserve to be included in the government. 
Baradar was making a case for a broad-based government, 
keeping in view the recognition challenge that the Taliban 
were bound to face. Contrary to many media reports,  
the dispute was a verbal clash and Baradar walked out, 
complaining to Mullah Hibatullah, who intervened to keep 
the two sides apart.55

The rumor that continues to make rounds among the 
“Helmand group” is that Mullah Baradar is among the very 
few who is privy to the three secret annexures of the 2020 
Taliban–US deal. Besides providing for the sharing of infor-
mation on global terrorist groups, the annexures are believed 
to include guidelines on an inclusive government model as 
well as the Taliban’s relations with its neighbors.56

As discussed in a later chapter, Taliban relations with the 
immediate neighborhood as well as the Gulf countries are 
also leading to some sharp differences among the Taliban.  
It should come as no surprise that the Kandahari Taliban  
are leaning more towards the east and influential Muslim-
majority states for its relationship building. While Turkey 
and Qatar seem to be combining their outreach efforts to 
gain economic advantage in Afghanistan, the UAE, Iran and 
Pakistan have their strong lobbies at work too. China can 
outsmart all others but as always it is keeping its cards close 
to its chest. The relatively new entrant in this regional power 
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play is Uzbekistan. It views the Taliban “as a reality that must 
be accepted,” and sees Afghanistan as an integral part of 
Central Asia.57 It is hard to quantify, but many Uzbeks  
view the Taliban positively. The Taliban foreign minister 
Muttaqi’s visit to the Samarkand grand mosque in July 2022 
and the warm public reception he received there—with 
many Uzbeks trying hard to get a photograph with him—
was something that Uzbek security had not anticipated.58 
What is worth noting here is that any leverage that countries 
like Uzbekistan may acquire can ultimately be employed to 
nudge the Taliban in a positive direction.

The Way Ahead

The international community has made it clear that women’s 
rights must be prioritized before the Taliban are ever deemed 
legitimate or worthy of the validation they seek—with no 
inclusivity, it seems nothing has changed, so why pretend it 
has? Well, the Taliban are proving to be an optimistic bunch, 
and certainly a committed one. Perhaps the truth is that 
they will never earn the legitimacy they feel they deserve. 
After all, they have decades of bad reputation to their name. 
For them to change would basically necessitate a complete 
identity overhaul—and it seems this reality is becoming 
frighteningly more obvious to them each day. The question 
is—will they make the sacrifices they need to in exchange 
for recognition? Have they learned from their past mistakes? 
Is there a chance they could abandon the entire endeavor  
of diplomacy and conversations, letting the country sink 
deeper into economic crisis?
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In his speech at the Kabul Polytechnic gathering, 
Hibatullah expressed a view that the Taliban will likely 
“double down” on the policies that bar them from receiving 
domestic and international legitimacy. Many Taliban 
cabinet ministers were surprised as well as disappointed 
with this approach, but they would avoid saying so in public.  
With billions of their assets frozen by the US as a humani-
tarian and economic disaster sweeps throughout the 
country, some Taliban leaders in Kabul recognize that it is 
time to loosen the strings a little. Contrary to that, Hibatullah 
emphasized that they would carry out their mission despite 
any external criticism. So differences within the Taliban  
are becoming increasingly obvious (e.g. Siraj’s critical speech 
in February 2023). The hardliners among them, following 
Hibatullah’s lead, wish to remain loyal to their fundamen-
talist cause and face the consequences of global isolation.

While the West remains committed to its demands,  
the Taliban are reassessing their options. They are perhaps 
trying: they are creating committees to improve governance 
and reprimanding nepotism and corruption, discussing 
differing viewpoints and even directly saying that the  
issues the world is most concerned about are not being 
ignored but rather being carefully discussed. Moreover—
arguably one of the most important facets of their current 
reality—they continue to tell both Afghan citizens and  
their neighboring states that they want peace and security. 
They offer consolation—albeit, many times hypocritically 
and contradicting themselves—emphasizing that they are 
not here to wage war but to create a new life for their  
country, one created by Afghan people for Afghan people. 
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Ultimately, they are not content with just getting off the 
bench—they are in the game, and want to be treated as  
such. Their work did not end in August 2021—it had just 
begun.

A conversation I had with a former senior US official is 
relevant here. This is a story about a coffee-table conversa-
tion between the US official and Abbas Stanikzai, Salam 
Hanafi (now deputy prime minister), Mullah Zaeef (former 
Taliban ambassador to Islamabad) and Suhail Shaheen 
(Taliban spokesman in the Doha office), around the time 
the Doha negotiations started. The impression the US offi-
cial got was that all four of the guys, despite their doing well 
on the ground, knew they could not defeat the US. It was a 
stalemate. But the pragmatic elements of the Taliban were 
not crying over that; they knew there could be a power-
sharing formula in Afghanistan that worked for all. The 
official remembered how the personalities of the men shone 
through the conversation, particularly how Stanikzai had a 
great sense of humor. He was an “unguided missile,” which 
was perhaps why he was not given any position of note  
later on—also, his reputation as an alleged drinker (rightly 
or wrongly) had persisted and was not doing him any favors. 
Hanafi, also present, was almost the opposite: reserved, 
skinny and very serious in his remarks. Then there was 
Shaheen, who spoke excellent English, hence his role as 
spokesperson.

The conversation offered insights into the future. The US 
official talked about the heavy US investments in building 
military bases and explained to them the job they were 
aspiring to—emphasizing that once the Taliban came into 
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power, they would have to deal with criminal groups and all 
sorts of troublemakers, including ISK. So, the US official 
tested the waters by saying hypothetically: “Consider that 
even if we leave, you may need to ask the US to come back 
for counterterrorism help, and those bases can be in use  
for our common cause.” The brilliant Stanikzai caught on 
quickly, retorting: “Ah, you want to keep an eye on China, 
well, it will also help us keep an eye on Pakistan.” He 
continued, neither agreeing nor disagreeing to the use of 
military bases, saying once the Taliban are back, “we would 
like to have technical support and help with education.” 
Another in the group agreed—“you are better than the 
Russians, and we would like to benefit from that.” The 
Taliban can indeed be engaged on issues of mutual interest 
if these are framed well.

With all this change, the Biden administration has been 
thinking hard about how best to engage with the Taliban 
without recognizing them officially. The reality is that the 
Taliban are the de facto government of Afghanistan, and the 
Biden government is directly communicating with them on 
financial and humanitarian issues, and there is some intelli-
gence sharing going on as well; but it does not recognize  
or accept them—and will surely want to be the last to do so 
officially. The US special representative for Afghanistan, 
Thomas West, a thoughtful diplomat, has met with many 
Taliban officials, including defense minister Mullah Yaqoob 
Anas Haqqani, Shahabuddin Delavar and cabinet members 
dealing with economic affairs; some of these engagements 
were reported on the US Department of State’s website.59 
While the US reluctantly considers further options, others are 
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stepping up: the Turks, Russians, Pakistanis and Chinese have 
thriving “embassies” in Kabul. The conversations have not 
stopped, but have become more intense and broader in focus.

For the US and its allies, the most important thing is to 
ensure that extremist groups like ISK and Al-Qaeda will  
not be able to thrive—and it seems, at least through some 
statements, that the Taliban want to live up to the promises 
they made on this issue. The CIA drone strike in Kabul on 
July 31, 2022 which took out Al-Qaeda chief Al-Zawahiri, 
and the muted Taliban response, shows that the Taliban are 
embarrassed. Media reports indicated that only a handful of 
people besides Siraj Haqqani, who was hosting him, had any 
clue that Zawahiri was moving about Kabul, but others find 
it inconceivable that the Taliban leadership were unaware  
of his presence. One view is that Pakistan shared the critical 
intelligence leading to the strike in order to resurrect  
its deteriorating relationship with the US.60 Nonetheless,  
US counterterrorism officials believe that Al-Qaeda “has 
not reconstituted its presence in Afghanistan since the US 
withdrawal,” and the terror group still “does not have the 
ability to launch attacks from the country against the United 
States.”61 That assessment supports the Taliban’s contention 
that they will not allow any terrorist group to use their soil 
for terror activities abroad.

Afghanistan’s foreign minister Amir Khan Muttaqi, while 
making a case for international recognition of the new 
government at an international conference in Tashkent  
in July 2022, gave voice to his government’s oft-repeated 
commitment that they would not allow the security of 
neighboring countries to be compromised.62 Taliban policy 
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appears to be unchanged on this point as far as Kabul is 
concerned.

It is also important, however, to continue to follow the 
current direction of Taliban policy through what Hibatullah 
has to say. His speech in Kabul discussed earlier in this 
chapter proved to be startling, giving insight about his views. 
He indicated that Muslim countries should be looking up to 
the Taliban since their victory. After all, the Taliban see them-
selves as divinely gifted victors, with the one and only perfect 
model for an Islamic government, their own form of Manifest 
Destiny. The international audience, understandably and 
expectedly, are at a loss as to how to interpret this. One US 
intelligence official, however, gave me some insight, saying 
that all we can tell, based on that speech, is that Hibatullah  
is healthy and his leadership is not threatened in his  
assessment—basically, he is sticking around.

This chapter offered pieces of evidence that may appear to 
contradict each other, though my purpose is to present all the 
credible information I could glean from different sources. 
More importantly, the truth is that the Taliban are inherently 
a contradictory bunch of people, muddled in complexity. 
The following chapters investigate what to make of these 
contradictions and where to go from there.
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Throughout the history of the Muslim world, the way Islam 
has manifested and operated within various societies has 
taken many forms. Religious scholars and clergy have 
enjoyed positions of great influence across various regions 
through the rule of different dynasties, while the mystical 
appeal of Sufism or Irfan (spiritual knowledge) has made a 
lasting impression on the cultural landscapes of multiple 
Muslim nations. The case of South Asia is a particularly 
fascinating one, with these two currents penetrating deeply 
within society, meshing together intricately and, sometimes, 
quite disagreeably. To this day, the spectrum on which Islam 
exists within the region is a vast one, marked by ends more 
opposite than can be simply expressed. Unfortunately, this 
diversity has not been spared the bloody footprints of 
decades-long conflict sunken in chaos and violence, threat-
ening the integrity of the broader region and replacing the 
once glorious legacy of religion with one of turmoil and 
terror. Worse yet, this conflict rages on today in a manner 
that risks preventing tolerance and peaceful coexistence  

4

Deobandism, Islam and  
the Religious Narratives  

of the Taliban
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in a truly disastrous manner. To better understand the 
complexity that lies beneath this multifaceted story, it is 
worth examining and analyzing the historical context that 
has helped create the Afghanistan of today.

Some would say the Taliban are, at root, more a religious 
organization than anything else. Is that correct, though? 
They could just as accurately be described as a political 
group, or a militant one. French scholar Olivier Roy suggests 
that while the Taliban were not prone to manipulation  
on certain issues such as in relation to women, they were 
profoundly expedient when it came to securing a power 
base.1 The Taliban’s use of, and relationship with religion 
has long been a deeply complex one, littered with controver-
sies. Certainly, however, one cannot begin to understand 
the group’s past, present, or future without first acknow-
ledging the religious ideology that fuels their activities. Let 
us look now at the primary basis of their religious mindset, 
before delving into how it came to be and what is challenged 
in the process. We must first understand the Islamic roots of 
the group to comprehend how they achieved their supposed 
spiritual legitimacy and built their base. This is part of a 
larger issue—the degeneration of Islamic theological study 
within the Muslim world, as well as the politicization of 
Islamic principles.

The Taliban are adherents of the Sunni sect of Islam,  
and specifically the Hanafi school of thought, one of four 
sub-sects within Sunnism. Within that, they also belong to 
a political brand in South Asia known as the Deobandi 
school of thought—a relatively new incarnation of the reli-
gious ideology of South Asian politics from the nineteenth 
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century.2 It is critical to look at and understand the dynamics 
of the Taliban beginning from their ideology—therein lies 
their soul. While the group is seen as radical, with people 
often disregarding their Islamic label, it is their hardline 
interpretation of religion that underlies all they do, like the 
air they breathe. Within the region and South Asian context 
especially, this religious grounding is vital.

Deobandism and Revivalist Islam3

What is Deobandism? This little-known ideology and its 
adherents are not often mentioned on our TV screens, but 
that does not make them any less important. First, we cannot 
understand Deobandism if we separate it from its South 
Asian context, otherwise one of the biggest and most essen-
tial pieces of the puzzle is missing. Deobandism as a religious 
ideology originated in South Asia, where most of its adher-
ents are concentrated. This strain of Islamic political thought 
was born around a hundred miles from the Indian capital in 
a seminary known as Darul Uloom Deoband in 1866. At the 
peak of British colonialism in India, Islamic revivalists found 
the path to their sovereignty through religion. The seminary’s 
two founders had participated in a failed rebellion against the 
British a few years earlier.4 The group has undoubtedly expe-
rienced many changes since then, and ultimately, as it became 
increasingly dependent on sponsors in Saudi Arabia and the 
Gulf region, factions of it also fell victim to more fundamen-
talist thoughts and behaviors.

The stains of the footprints of colonialism have not  
yet faded globally. Today the linkage between religious 
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fundamentalism and imperialist activity serves as a vital 
junction in the study of the origins of such groups and their 
motivation. Colonialism had an especially deep impact  
on South Asian ulema (scholars) and religious thinking  
that would ultimately define over a century of action by 
“Islamist” socio-political actors. The idea that colonialism 
had corrupted Islam led to the creation of an anti- 
imperialist Islamic revivalist ideology that eventually took 
the shape of a nationalist, and then Islamist, development. 
This brings us to the birth of revivalist movements. Growing 
out of discontentment with the political state of the time, 
these groups turned to religion to heal the wounds caused 
by society, believing that new interpretations of religion 
could be the cure. Deobandism was a product of Indian 
frustration with British colonialism in the late nineteenth 
century. Fast-forward to the twentieth century and in the 
rise of the Taliban we see a product of political, cultural and 
economic imperialism—Soviet invaders, Saudi petro dollars, 
Pakistani madrassa education and American weapons.

Within South Asia, it is an accepted fact that Islam came 
to the region by way of the Sufis, who did not belong to any 
one school of jurisprudence, but who shared a gentle, 
mystical approach to faith.

Deobandis are a sub group of Sunnis, but it is more 
complicated than that. Within Sunnism, there is a wide 
spectrum ranging from the more rigid Salafis to the less 
rigid Deobandis, all the way to Barelvis, a Sufi-oriented, 
relatively more progressive group. Deobandis eventually 
developed an intensely anti-innovation stance that, in turn, 
manifested in a deep rivalry with their Barelvi counterparts. 
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Both had roots in religious institutions in British India. That 
historical relationship has now led to the widely accepted 
idea that Deobandis are thus anti-Sufi. In reality, the claim 
that Deobandis are inherently anti-Sufi bears little weight. 
The complexity beneath identities warrants further exami-
nation of each individually and when in confrontation with 
each other. The root of the discussion lies in how the Taliban 
identify themselves—and essentially, despite their Deobandi 
roots, their stances often fall more into a realm of their own.

In simple and direct terms, the Taliban are Hanafi  
Sunnis with borrowed aspects of Salafism and influences  
of Wahhabism, thanks to Saudi infiltration into Deobandi 
madrassas—but they are still Hanafi.5 Their ideological lines 
began to blur when they were exposed to foreign terrorist 
groups like Al-Qaeda.6 The Taliban, as we have witnessed, 
take what they can when it is convenient. This points us to 
the reality that their ideological basis can be interpreted in 
ambiguous ways. Both religion and culture are molded to 
their ever-changing desire. The only real consistency is their 
end goal. Professor Barbara Metcalf, a leading scholar of the 
Deobandi school of thought, aptly says:

What is perhaps most striking about the Deoband-type 
movements is the extent to which politics is an empty 
“box,” filled expediently and pragmatically depending on 
what seems to work best in any given situation.7

Here it is important to note that there are significant 
theological differences among the Afghan and Pakistani 
brands of Taliban. Based on my interviews with scholars in 
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Pakistan, the Pakistani Taliban today feel they no longer 
identify with the scholarship or discipline of Deobandis.  
In terms of religious practice, they simply do not live up  
to what might have been expected of them as Deobandis. 
The Pakistani Taliban are fundamentalists with very inde-
pendent thinking, unique in the way their religious attitudes 
mesh with tribal culture. Even though they receive religious 
education in seminaries associated with Deobandis, they do 
not represent them, nor do they practically align with them. 
Thus Deobandism is no longer relevant for the Pakistani 
Taliban, but is still very useful for understanding the Afghan 
Taliban and their history. Essentially, the Taliban increas-
ingly have their own fusion of fundamentalist beliefs—
combining the rigidity of Salafism and militant Deobandis 
with the tribalism and elements of Pashtunwali.8

It is important to note that Deobandis historically spear-
headed a lot of scholarship—their contributions to South 
Asian intellectual discourse are significant.9 However, unfor-
tunately today this ideology, and the way it is practiced  
in parts of Pakistan and Afghanistan, represents something 
deeply opposed to how Islam has usually been practiced in 
South Asia—in fact they are a stain on the legacy of tolerance 
and mysticism that defined the religion’s presence in the 
region, replacing it with one of terror and trauma. On all 
levels, this model of strict adherence the Taliban cling to was 
never the norm, and perhaps that is exactly why they are so 
attached to it—as a desperate mechanism to sustain what 
they have.

Yes, they already adhered to a tribalism that was restric-
tive and oppressive, but the issues began when they fell 
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under the toxic influence of Al-Qaeda’s political adven-
turism and militancy. Shias in Iran establishing an Islamic 
system also influenced them, despite the sectarian differ-
ences. The 1979 Iranian revolution was inspiring to many 
radical and political Muslim movements—it was a world-
shaking moment, evoking awe even among those who had 
sectarian differences with the revolutionaries. Abul Ala 
Maududi, a leading Deobandi thinker and politician from 
Pakistan, even went to Iran after the revolution to see 
Ayatollah Khomeini and praised the new Islamic system.10 
It was a shared desire among them, this notion of the rule of 
clerics. Although Iran follows the notion of the “supremacy 
of the jurist” while remaining partially democratic, the 
Taliban have no inclination to follow that model.

Modern interpretations of Deobandism can be aggres-
sive and militaristic, as exemplified by the Afghan Taliban— 
a product of a combination of dogmatic tribalism with a 
rigid version of Islam, especially when coupled with the 
geopolitics of the Afghan resistance to the Soviets and later 
the Americans. The Mujahideen or Islamic warriors that the 
US empowered and equipped, hand in hand with Saudi 
Arabia and Pakistan, ultimately turned out to be a monster. 
From Al-Qaeda to the Taliban, the Afghan “Jihad” played a 
vital role in offering space and facilitation for militant 
groups. The ideas of armed jihad for Afghans and Pakistanis 
were largely drawn from the Deobandi school.

When the Taliban emerged in the early 1990s, they  
were ideologically influenced by the Saudis, armed by the 
Americans, and educated by Pakistani Deobandi madrassas 
that had conveniently changed their curriculum to fit the 
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needs of the hour. They are the legacy of Reagan’s Holy 
Warriors, the Mujahideen—surrounded by Western resources 
and regional Islamist inspiration.

Ultimately, though, it would be truly unfortunate if, once 
again, we fell into the trap of mislabeling an entire group  
of people (such as Deobandis) based on the twisted inter-
pretations and actions of a few extremists claiming their 
identity. As mentioned earlier in the chapter, Deobandism 
has a deep and rich history of scholarly contributions to 
Islamic studies, in South Asia and beyond. There are many, 
many people who identify with the Deobandi school of 
thought and are vehemently against the Taliban. In fact, 
they are adamant opponents of their actions. The Taliban 
are not monolithic: we must recognize the multiple subsec-
tions within them. This allows us to gain a better grasp on 
how the Taliban view themselves—their organization and 
structural tiers, and, further, how local communities view 
them.

Traditionally those we refer to as “Islamists” are politi-
cally motivated actors, rather than clerics or scholars. 
However, in South Asia, these actors are guided by the tradi-
tional clerics and their students.

Interestingly, Saudi Wahhabism and Deobandism were 
cut from the same cloth, with their historical roots inter-
twining through the paths of their founders.11 Today as  
well, they echo each other in their respective arenas of 
belonging. The original goal of the founders of Deobandism 
was to break the chains of British colonialism—it was  
a resistance movement with a religious support system 
beneath it. Similarly, when the Soviets invaded, once again 
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the Mujahideen’s resistance to the imperialists was grounded 
in religious fundamentalism. Deobandism almost naturally 
assumed a position at the forefront of that campaign and 
found willing state sponsors in Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and 
the US.

The Historical Context of Deoband

Deobandism began as a religious revivalist endeavor, born 
from the idea that sovereignty could be achieved through 
religious education and development, where the clergy/
ulema are the leaders of the land. Eventually, it moved 
beyond its humble beginnings to transform into a transna-
tional movement that is more politically ambitious and 
regionally connected. The group’s actions are essentially a 
series of efforts to re-Islamize Afghan society. Clerics act as 
the brain of the group, and Islamism is the life force pumping 
blood through the body. This revivalist idea of bringing 
back true, original Islam, and of viewing problems as a result 
of man’s drift away from true faith, ensures that the only 
ones who can resolve the problem are the religious scholars—
the clerics. This ideology guarantees them the authority 
they so desperately seek. We could delve deeper into the 
conversation about the general psychological and sociolog-
ical aspects of clergy—from all faiths—demonstrating such, 
but that would be a whole other book.

The idea at the core of the group’s movement was that 
Islam, and thus Muslim religious participation, had dimin-
ished in India, and lost its purity due to meshing its ideolo-
gies and practices with the coexisting majority Hindu faith. 
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The aim was to re-purify it, return it to its original reality, 
and therefore create the sovereign society they sought. It 
was the avenue to all their problems’ solutions. However, 
they were not a divisive movement. In fact, they were pro-
Muslim–Hindu unity, with the main enemy being the 
British colonialists. Over time, as new ideologies arose  
in the subcontinent, the Deobandis gained more competi-
tion and opponents. The attitudes of all these groups  
were impacted by the others’ stances and popularity. It  
is hard to reduce the differences between such groups to 
mere sectarian lines or ideological differences; it was all 
deeply political and rapidly changing as well. Anyhow, the 
Deobandis continued to gain ground and expand their 
network of schools and thus students. They did not, however, 
stay confined to the classroom. Slowly but surely, they  
found their way back to armed resistance to the British. 
Even when facing losses on that front, they would not 
surrender to British rule, and so began a long and complex 
journey of the expansion of Deobandism’s religious and 
political arms. It was not until the final lead-up to the  
India–Pakistan partition that Deobandism experienced an 
internal schism, with one faction falling deeper into puri-
tanical thought and inching closer to fundamentalism. 
Later, in the 1980s, Pakistan’s military dictator Zia-ul-Haq 
shifted the scene even further, empowering the militant 
Deobandis who soon found themselves at the forefront of 
Islamism in the region.12 Years went by, and the group only 
grew more motivated and violent, leading us up to today. It 
turned ultimately into a divisive ideology, both internally, 
driving Sunni–Shia sectarianism, and externally, creating 
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anti-Hindu narratives to recruit militants to fight in Indian-
controlled Kashmir against Indian security forces.

The Afghan resistance to the Soviet invasion was spear-
headed by Deobandi leaders, and the event was the perfect 
catalyst for them to finally obtain their Islamic-governed 
state. With Saudi Arabia funding them and strengthening 
their ideological base, this would be the beginning of the 
Taliban’s story—the sparks leading to a wildfire.

The Islamic Revolution in next-door Iran, while inspiring 
for some Deobandi segments, like Maududi of Jamaat-e-
Islami in Pakistan, also increased anti-Shia sentiments 
among other, more Wahhabi-influenced, Deobandis. That 
deeply sectarian mindset would further transform the 
nature of the extremist factions, heightening their divisive-
ness and intolerance. This level of sectarianism would 
become a staple identifier of the Taliban, whose attacks on 
the Shia minority in both Afghanistan and Pakistan have 
been ongoing for decades.

Perhaps from a sociological point of view, we can 
acknowledge the Deobandi school’s life so far as a long 
journey of expanding political ambitions and failures, only 
to recoup, try again, and eventually to meet the same  
fate. The series of failures only energized and intensified  
the sense of devotion and militancy, when the easiest and 
apparently last remaining option was to turn to violent 
means to acquire power. Thus today we have an armed 
group far removed from the humble origins of a people 
seeking sovereignty. Today, they are the face of a dogmatic 
and authoritarian regime in a land that is uncomfortable 
with what they are up to.
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Placing the Taliban in the Deobandi Framework

Professor Brannon Ingram, in his insightful book Revival 
from Below: The Deoband Movement and Global Islam, 
makes valid points when discussing the unfair generaliza-
tions surrounding Deobandism.13 However, it is critical  
to note that the extremist factions associated with the 
Deobandi school of thought that have emerged over the past 
few decades project only their political goals in their mani-
festos while avoiding discussions on theological issues. This 
does not diminish their existence and significance within 
the broader Deobandi movement; indeed, their sectarian 
narratives often expose their leanings. For instance, terrorist 
outfits in Pakistan such as Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM) and 
Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LeJ) may not publicly say that they are 
associated with the Deobandi school but most of their stal-
warts graduated from madrassas aligned closely with Jamaat 
e Ulema e Islam, which is a product of Deobandi thinking. 
These are profiled by intelligence organizations in various 
countries as being of Deobandi orientation.14

So yes, while we must make distinctions between main-
stream Deobandis and hardliners like the Taliban, it is  
still important to note the roots of the groups’ religious 
beliefs. Deobandis’ original problem was with Barelvis who, 
as mentioned previously, are pro-Sufism falling at the more 
progressive end of the spectrum. The real problems arise 
when discussing ISIS—when they came on the scene,  
they had a major impact on how the Taliban viewed their 
own beliefs. Here was a group that was actually worse than 
them—in reality and reputation—consequently forcing them 
to push themselves to the middle. Thus they moder  ated 
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themselves slightly so as to make a distinction between  
them. As noted, the two groups have vocally expressed 
disdain for each other—with ISIS insulting the Taliban’s 
founding father Mullah Omar, and the battle between them 
continuing in the present through the actions of the Islamic 
State in Khorasan (ISK). We are long past the days of pushing 
all such groups together under one umbrella term such as 
“jihadists” or Islamic fundamentalists. The reality is far more 
complex. There are many reasons behind Deobandism’s 
gradual descent into radicalism and violence, as explained, 
however it’s important to note that this affected only a frac-
tion of the Deobandis, not all of them. In the same way, 
certain Christian groups have, in recent years especially, 
fallen into the traps of militant action and ideology, though 
they do not represent the entirety of their church.

Ultimately, in attempting to build a religion-led state, the 
Taliban are now attempting to co-opt Afghan nationalism 
and the fight for a better future by lacing it with their own 
sense of extreme religious nationalism. Javid Ahmad aptly 
frames it as “Talibanism”—a concept that moves “away from 
traditional Deobandism and toward a more tailored and 
unwritten mixture of puritanical beliefs wrapped in Islamic 
sharia.”15 Whether their task seems impossible or not, we 
have to remember that the Taliban rose from the ashes of 
much that has gone before—clerics, fighters, governments, 
imperialists, wars. Today, they have risen again from very 
similar ashes, only this time it seems the fire they are recre-
ating will burn a lot brighter.

The most insightful story for understanding how the 
Taliban think they derived their legitimacy is a fascinating 
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account involving their original figurehead, Mullah Omar. In 
1994–95, Omar walked into a museum in Kandahar that  
was renowned for having in its possession the cloak of the 
Prophet Muhammad. Some people believe this was the  
cloak the Prophet wore upon his ascension to heaven known 
as Miraj, gifted to him by God. This very cloak used to  
be in a museum in Uzbekistan, until King Durrani, the 
founder of Afghanistan who ruled from 1747 to 1772, went 
to Bukhara and brought it to Kandahar. Since then, only 
three people have ever dared to open the box and see it for 
themselves. The first was Durrani, followed by King Zahir 
Shah—who was actually too afraid—then the leader of the 
Qadiriyya, a political figure with Sufi leanings, Gilani Shah. 
And finally, but most notably, Mullah Omar. What differen-
tiated him from the rest though is what defines the essence  
of the Taliban and their mentality. He wasn’t content with 
only his sight touching the cloak—he had to wear it as  
well. Not only that, he had to do this publicly, standing on a 
rooftop for all to see. And when everyone did witness the 
fact, and he claimed to be “Amir ul-Momineen”—that is 
“commander of the faithful,” a title reserved only for the 
holiest of personalities—his supporters genuinely looked at 
him as such. They truly believed him to be a leader destined 
for such power, fully worthy of the cloak and title. None  
of them had gasped in shock, nor had their jaws dropped  
at the audacity of his doing what others would never think  
of. Instead, they cheered him jubilantly, filled with praise. If 
there is anything that differentiates these men from Muslims 
worldwide, it was this reaction. This would be the beginning 
of their battle.
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While a love of the Prophet is ingrained in people’s 
minds, this sort of behavior is something beyond that—it 
can’t be explained only by that. This psychological phenom-
enon is often seen in leaders of such zealous groups—a 
burning desire to not only possess great power but be 
heralded as a one-of-a-kind hero, a savior. Mullah Omar 
wearing the cloak publicly reflects the mindset and behavior 
he displayed compared to those who preceded him. This 
was a critical moment for his supporters. A glaring light had 
been shone on their mentality, displaying just how seriously 
they took their divine inspiration. Only a few months after 
Omar’s rooftop performance in 1996, the Taliban had taken 
over Afghanistan.

Sufism in Afghanistan

What compounds the tragedy of the Taliban’s mindset is just 
how vastly opposite it is to the legacy of faith so deeply 
embedded in the fabric of Afghanistan: a country and 
history soaked in the soft melodies of mysticism, and rever-
ence for saints known for their gentleness. All this sacred 
space has been declared profane by the Taliban, who earlier 
tried to erase any trace of Afghanistan’s Sufis and sanctity. 
An iconic relic of these memories lies in Mazar-e-Sharif 
(the name literally translates as “tomb of the saint”). In  
the center of this city lies a magnificent blue mosque  
supposedly housing the grave of Imam Ali ibn Abi Talib, the 
fourth caliph of Islam and a great Islamic hero. Although  
it is widely accepted that Ali is actually buried in Najaf,  
Iraq, for centuries Afghans have held this site as a beloved 
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sanctuary and sacred landmark. Its turquoise hues are remi-
niscent of holiness and have always been a symbol of the 
tranquility that should come with faith. What is so signifi-
cant about this place is that it is truly representative of the 
country in which it stands. Its serene landscape and devoted 
pilgrims carry a light with them that the Wahhabi-inspired 
elements including some Taliban desperately want to get rid 
of. This shrine is not just a special site for Shia Muslims 
though, it stands as a holy landmark for all Muslims. 
Another unique aspect of this being arguably the most 
significant shrine in Afghanistan is the relevance of Ali’s 
personality. Ali, the cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet, is 
remembered not only for being the original mystical master 
but also as a figure renowned for his religious wisdom, just 
governance, and tolerance in the face of authoritarianism. 
His life and perseverance were a testament to the ultimate 
victory of gentleness and knowledge over ignorance and 
power-obsession. The fact that this shrine associated with 
him stays standing today, after the destruction of so much 
around it, perhaps can be read as a sign of hope and opti-
mism, that minds and hearts like his will experience victory 
once again—and it is they, not their opponents, who will be 
remembered gloriously in song and memory.

This is truly the mystic heartland: some of history’s  
greatest Sufi saints originate from here, including the iconic 
poet Rumi. Entire Sufi orders have been born here, and  
the region carries in its soil the melodies of poetry and  
art lovingly crafted by such mystics. The very veins of 
Afghanistan are made up of such gentle, yet powerful, vibra-
tions. Because of this, there’s a rich legacy of Pashto poetry 
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illuminating messages of tolerance and love that has now 
sadly not only been discarded but completely betrayed.16 
Afghanistan, famously the land of poets, has now seen the 
Taliban utilize the country’s beloved art of language to further 
their own cause. The medium has remained, but the message 
has been so drastically altered that it is now unrecognizable 
as such. While today people often heartbreakingly refer to 
Afghanistan as “the graveyard of empires”—on a sweeter 
note, it has also lovingly been known as “the Home of Saints.” 
And while those saints and their songs may appear to be 
silenced by ISK right now, they linger still and have the power 
to resurface.

It cannot be overstated how deeply the influence of 
Sufism penetrates into the history and reality of Afghanistan. 
The country’s history is soaked in thousands and thousands 
of pages of Sufi writings and intellectual advancements  
that spanned far beyond the borders of just Afghanistan. 
These orders and writings solidified the land as the cradle  
of Sufism, where knowledge was the king, and mysticism 
was the heart and soul. These were Sufis who made prized 
developments in all arenas and thrived in their sense  
of tolerance and inclusivity—honoring the spirit of Islam.  
In these orders, women Sufis traveled and fought in battle 
alongside men; they were respected and listened to. They 
were encouraged as students and teachers and highlighted 
as essential parts of society, reflecting the harmony that 
defined the land and people.

There is a long and rich list of Afghan Sufis who passion-
ately condemned imperialism and colonialism, rallied against 
the tyranny of oppressors and advocated for peace over the 
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evils of war. This is the beautiful fabric of Afghanistan—
people with bravery, beauty and brilliance. Here, Islam was 
not practiced in the same way it was in other lands. It was the 
“abode of Sufi saints” with intellectual links stretching far and 
wide.17 The founder of modern Afghanistan, Ahmad Shah 
Durrani, himself was linked to the prominent Naqshbandi 
Sufi order. Sufis have been so integral to the foundation of 
Afghanistan that all leaders of the country held them in high 
regard. That makes what the Taliban are doing even more  
of a horrendous break in tradition, a crime against the truth 
and reality of the people’s history. It was at Sufi shrines that 
kings were crowned, it was dervishes who legitimized their 
rule.18 What once burned as the brightest light has now been 
dimmed to a dying flame.

A long-standing belief at the heart of the country’s history 
is that what flows from the heart is often superior to what 
flows from the mind, as many spiritual people have believed 
across borders and time. The conflict between the Taliban’s 
way of thinking and Afghanistan’s history makes sense when 
analyzing the Deobandi background of their education. 
While Deobandism has for much of its history been inher-
ently legalistic and political, it’s natural that the flexibility—
the heart—of Sufism could pose an issue for the Taliban. 
Inconveniently for them, Afghanistan’s history has been 
defined purely by its Sufi identity. It has lived and breathed 
Sufism’s light for much of its history—so the Taliban’s war 
against that is only logical in this regard.

Dawood Azami brilliantly explains how it was not until 
the Soviet invasion and the influx of foreign ideologies,  
such as Wahhabism and Salafism—typically disparaging of 
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“innovation”—that the antagonism toward Sufism began. 
From that point forward, that antagonism only grew 
stronger, spewing hatred, division and intolerance—the 
opposite of what the country had embraced for centuries. 
Upon the Taliban’s introductory reign in the mid-1990s, 
pilgrimages to Sufi shrines, a staple of culture and devotion, 
came under threat, though Sufis remained defiant and have 
not allowed their legacies to be lost. It is also vital here to 
acknowledge the difference between the Taliban and ISK in 
this regard. While the Taliban are clearly not supportive of 
ideologies besides their own, their attitudes toward Sufis 
and the Shia minority have not been as extreme as those  
of ISK, who have declared both groups non-believers. 
Additionally, it is important to note that Shias and Sufis 
maintain a small but powerful presence—their status  
as minorities doesn’t mean they’re actually that small in 
numbers, or small enough that they can be ignored. In fact, 
they’re a significant part of Afghanistan’s makeup and 
history and incredibly relevant beyond their persecution. 
The religious disagreements between ISK and the Taliban 
will be elaborated on in a later chapter, but it is important to 
mention briefly that they are not identical in the religious 
sphere, despite surface-level commonalities.

The Taliban as a New Religious Movement

Another vital key to understanding all the intricacies and 
ironies of the Taliban’s intense religious history is an exami-
nation of their sociology, especially through the lens of new 
religious movements. Sometimes imperfectly defined as a 
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“cult,” the term is applied to all new faiths or those operating 
on the margins of wider religions, founded often by charis-
matic or highly authoritarian figures to address specific 
modern needs not catered to by traditional religions and as 
a reaction to modernity, pluralism and the scientific world-
view.19 Almost everything we see happening with the Taliban 
today can be explained precisely through this framework— 
more importantly, its application can help us better compre-
hend not only how they recruit, but how they’re so successful 
with it. Roel Meijer argued that Salafism is Islam’s “new reli-
gious movement.”20 However, I argue that we can take the 
Taliban as a more specific instance of the phenomenon. 
Most notably, the framework of “new religious movements” 
—that is, movements offering alternative spirituality or that 
are peripheral to dominant religious culture—provides us 
with the opportunity to understand how religious groups 
evolve based on different societal factors. In the case of the 
Taliban, this serves as the premise of this chapter. Using this 
model, we can potentially understand how to predict the 
Taliban’s future—even if not as a new religious movement 
but as a political movement with a heavily religious identity, 
these aspects still hold relevance.

Sociologists of religion have offered multiple compo-
nents shared across new religious movements that offer a 
solid understanding of what exactly goes into changing 
them, and thus their future. What defines the success or 
failure of such movements comes down to a few criteria that 
we can identify quite readily with the Taliban. First is the 
analysis of socio-demographic changes within the group’s 
makeup. As the members change, so too does the heart of 
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the group, impacting their political goals, religious thinking, 
approaches to policy and governance, etc. Especially as the 
age demographics of the group changed, and the members 
increasingly belonged to the younger generation, their  
identity, and thus perspectives and actions, changed too. 
Likewise, as the world around them advanced and their 
leadership changed, their growth was pulled in different 
directions. In many new religious movements, the arrival of 
the second generation is notable in altering the group’s 
fundamental essence and future. As the socio-demographics 
of the members change, challenges mount. The Taliban 
today have huge numbers of young men born after 9/11 and 
the US invasion—they have grown up in a different world 
than their seniors. Accordingly, they pose challenges to the 
group’s survival. Eventually, as we see now in this identity 
crisis, members can potentially begin to reconsider ideology 
and commitments. When the senior hardliners start to die 
out, the question is whether the younger men of today,  
who adore their mobile phones and desire a relationship 
with the outside world—when they grow fatigued of the 
famine and global isolation—will slowly end the Taliban as 
we know it.

Second, changes in leadership pose a huge threat to new 
religious movements—be it in the individual, the structures 
or mediating networks. The face of the movement acts as a 
substantial component of adherents’ belief and dedication 
to the cause. Without the leader, members lose sight of the 
goal—they require not just motivation, but encouragement 
from someone with bold, worthy authority. After Mullah 
Omar died, the gap could never be quite filled—his cult of 
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personality and status as founder trumped whatever succes-
sors could offer. Today, the focus on the supreme leader’s 
decision furthers the dependency of the group on such  
a figure for its continued survival. Moreover, the issue  
of succession that arises following the death of a leader 
creates confusion and chaos, and thus an opening for the 
group to be weakened. That is manifested in the current 
situation through the rivalry brewing between Siraj and 
Yaqoob. However, as long as the supreme leader is solid, 
with strong support, the risk of the group collapsing due to 
the leadership is incredibly minimal. This is merely a path 
through which new religious movements can face struggle, 
though with the Taliban there are other paths that seem far 
more plausible in terms of causing issues endangering their 
survival.

Such groups must have legitimate leaders with adequate 
authority to be effective—and not only that, these authori-
ties require clear doctrinal justifications for effective and 
legitimate leadership—like Mullah Omar’s rooftop perfor-
mance or Mullah Hibatullah’s clerical and scholarly status. 
Added to that, this authority is regarded as more legitimate 
and increases in effectiveness as the members begin to 
perceive themselves as participants in said system of power—
their self-confidence amplifies. Also, the group must be able 
to produce a highly inspired volunteer, religious force that is 
motivated to proselytize. This, the Taliban clearly have in 
great quantity. Thus far, the checklist items are ticked, with 
the Taliban displaying all the essential elements for a new 
religious movement’s future success. Finally, though, and 
arguably most relevant in the discussion of the group’s future 
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today, is the ability of the group to socialize its young well 
enough to avoid the chance of them defecting. As the 
younger generation of the Taliban today are products of  
the digital age, their attraction to social media and thus 
global interaction poses a severe threat to the older, more 
hardline, traditional members’ dependency on isolation.  
For context, the internet was banned during the Taliban’s 
first stint in power but now there are 7 million internet  
users in Afghanistan (57 percent using Twitter, 39 percent 
using Facebook, and 2 percent YouTube).21 Again, here is a 
problem the group confronts when looking to its survival 
and future—will they be able to manage the generational 
differences? How will these play out over the next ten years? 
This is a key point, if not the key point, for understanding 
their future success.

There is a significant sense of cognitive dissonance at the 
heart of the group—one intense enough to upend their 
entire future. In essence; the beliefs and actions of the group 
are having a hard time aligning. Even when it seems cohe-
sive, there’s evidence pointing to an aura of disagreement. 
Furthermore, changes in the social environment are hugely 
important for new religious movements. In the case of the 
Taliban, the importance of globalization should not be 
understated. While it poses opportunities for growth and 
expansion, this is a constraint for the group. With the 
growing digital socialization of the young, there is no longer 
the comfort blanket of isolation, and thus dependency on 
and loyalty to the group alone. The boundaries that sustain 
these groups’ isolation and devotion pit the members against 
the rest of the world—it becomes “us versus them.” The 
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issue begins when these boundaries start to interfere with 
the necessities of life. As Afghanistan undergoes a massive 
famine due to economic constraints and global sanctions, 
eventually people’s faith in the Taliban will begin to dwindle, 
and the members’ priorities to change. Here lies the first 
stage of failure for such groups, according to sociologists. 
When the Taliban first came into power in the 1990s, they 
were challenged not long after, in 2001. This time around, 
after running a successful twenty-year insurgency, they are 
confident in assuming that nobody will challenge them 
again—at least on such a massive scale. That brings us to  
the added pressure of political changes, which can pose 
advantages or disadvantages for groups. As mentioned, the 
regional players here are of monumental importance. What 
affects them, affects all—whether they choose to support 
the Taliban financially and politically alters their livelihood 
completely. Most relevant here is Pakistan—historically, 
their lifeline. Other players, like Iran and China, also now 
play a larger role in a similar capacity.

Sociologist Brian Wilson explains how new religious 
movements “offer surer, swifter ways to salvation.” The 
Taliban’s obsession with paradise, much like other religious 
fundamentalist groups, and their urgency in building a 
model to obtain it, can best be described as such a desperate 
attempt to attain salvation.22 This aspect can, however, 
perhaps be better ascribed to ISIS and Al-Qaeda, which 
have demonstrated that desperation very clearly in the last 
few years. The Taliban, on the other hand, are now more 
focused on their national governance—though the concept 
of salvation helps in understanding the roots of their 
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radicalization and armed jihad more generally. What these 
groups have in common, though, is their sense of a universal 
religiously defined identity—one that is both global and 
locally rooted—which then enables political action based 
on that. This is seen across new religious movements, and 
particularly Salafism. The Taliban of course fit perfectly 
within this mold—their vision is not limited to themselves, 
but extends to the whole world, and can only be fulfilled 
through a political movement. Religious reform as the solu-
tion to political and social problems is a classic trope within 
new religious movements sociology—it is what feeds the 
group’s recruitment, motivation and continued survival. 
The Taliban’s uniqueness and their drift away from the 
traditional aspects of the ideologies they are borrowing, as 
well as their individualism in that regard, contributes to the 
theory that they can be classified as a new religious move-
ment. Moreover, analyzing the relationship between reli-
gion and identity helps in gaining a clearer image of what 
creates these movements’ personal appeal. Religion serves 
as the ultimate justification and legitimation of social and 
political action, based on ideas of divinely sanctioned attrib-
utes. Also, on an interpersonal level, it is the ultimate source 
of how we judge others. It provides a pristine source of  
selfhood that empowers people, and thus fuels the idea  
of religion as a transformative force. These movements 
redefine identity—they enable, motivate and constrain 
adherents. In mobilizing they view themselves as a group 
force, which motivates them further in their actions and 
commitment to belief. Finally, it constrains them in estab-
lishing an us-versus-them dynamic that eventually isolates 
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them. We can easily identify how the Taliban fit into these 
spheres; with this generation, however, the last constraining 
point does not stand as well as it did with the earlier 1990s 
group.

Ultimately, whether or not the Taliban can be sufficiently 
classified as a new religious movement, looking at different 
sociological perspectives regarding religion can be of great 
benefit to studying them, particularly as we move forward 
into uncharted territory.

Taliban Narratives and the Contemporary  
Muslim World

The various categories Taliban members fall into span quite 
a range, from the ideologically schooled Taliban to inactive 
members, from forced participants to local fighters, front-
line insurgents to the totally disaffected and, finally, those 
considered either cruel thieves or clean, pure, “real Taliban.” 
This categorization covers a vast range, certainly, but does a 
great job at giving us a glimpse into the nuanced reality of 
the makeup of the Taliban, as opposed to viewing them as a 
massive crowd all one and the same. Also, regarding catego-
rization and the dangers associated with clear-cut labels, we 
can acknowledge that the rigidity they adhere to and espouse 
is a shift away from traditional Deobandism, one major 
factor enough to demonstrate how their labeling as such in 
the current realm is fairly inaccurate. There comes a point 
with all groups who give rise to extremist sub-sects where 
questions and arguments come up over whether their major 
differences are enough to deprive them of the identifying 
label completely.
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It is heartbreaking to acknowledge the irony in the very 
self-assigned label of the group. “Talib” translates to student 
or seeker of knowledge in Arabic—and yet the Taliban work 
desperately to erase any trace of knowledge so beautifully 
entrenched in the fabric of Afghanistan’s history and culture, 
while also depriving women and girls of the opportunity of 
an education.

Of great importance, as well, is the need to look at the 
Taliban as a religious institution in the environment they 
are trying to fit into. The contemporary Muslim world is 
constantly undergoing socio-religious transformations as 
education and media expand and older hierarchies are 
replaced by reformed attitudes. If there is any opening in the 
Taliban’s way of thinking, as this book proposes there may 
be, with the differences they have and are showing compared 
to their forefathers in the 1990s, the future may include  
their own reform and efforts to work alongside contempo-
rary trends, and in the process distinguish themselves  
again from more extremist groups like ISIS/ISK. Their new 
reality of governing will surely have an impact on how they 
apply their theocratic model, and so the lines of their reli-
gious ideology thus far are arguably up in the air—or at  
least they have the potential to be. Modern Muslim intel-
lectualism, which includes ulema, is itself experiencing  
a shift—could the Taliban be impacted by that? If we  
see them removing themselves from their traditional isola-
tion, the idea that they can be impacted by (and thus also 
impact) trends in the Muslim world—in a positive rather 
than negative manner—is hopefully not that far-fetched. 
There is a tradition across the Islamic world of scholars 
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creating a religious establishment where ulema have histori-
cally been viewed as reformers. The Taliban probably aspire 
to follow that tradition but have not shown much potential 
of spearheading any progressive reforms through their 
power so far.

To address contemporary realities without considering the 
historical complexities that created modern phenomena can 
be misleading. Religion and its place in history is a deeply 
compound thing. We cannot, however, limit these issues to 
the classroom. The notion of radicalized students sitting in 
madrassas and suddenly engaging in extreme violence and 
“armed jihad” is a very dangerous one; one that leads into the 
trap of reductionism and Islamophobia. The most important 
thing to remember is the social and political circumstances 
of the time these students were in the classroom. In the 1980s, 
it was the war with the Soviets, fighting a foreign invader—
and, with the US having fully supplied the Mujahideen  
movement, it is hard to claim their resistance was not an 
acceptable reaction. And not that long after, the US invasion 
again promoted this idea of resistance against a foreign 
power. Though one might perhaps wonder if the political 
circumstances had been different, what would have come  
out of these madrassas? Would anything have come out at 
all? And one might ask not what Afghanistan would be 
without Islamists and the Taliban, but what Afghanistan 
would be had it never been invaded—by either the Soviets or 
the US?

Notably, it was not just in madrassas where these ideolo-
gies were being espoused. It was in refugee camps, too: 
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people living in the poorest of circumstances, without a 
home, in a foreign land with only memories of what once 
was, exhausted and traumatized, searching for answers. 
Enter: the voice of preachers. The Taliban today are not a 
product solely of some larger evil ideology—but of a people’s 
pain, desperation and lack of options. Half of the analyses  
we have seen over the past twenty-plus years have been so 
empty precisely because of the willful ignorance of this fact. 
To deny the human element of it all is where we start to lose 
our way. To attribute anything to theology alone is a prob-
lematic notion too often espoused in our era. Religion has 
become associated with global issues as an overarching 
cause of destruction when in reality it is far too vast and 
complex a structure to be reduced to that aspect so igno-
rantly and easily. Religion, politics and society interact  
in ways we are still trying to understand—it has often  
been religion itself that has cured our social ailments  
and eased the world’s suffering. When we take a nuanced 
global perspective, one that accounts for the realities of 
power dynamics, imperialism, economic inequalities and 
discrimination, we can begin to better understand how it is 
that such groups come to view their religious backdrop as 
something to be altered and applied as a solution to such 
legacies.

While Afghanistan remains steeped in division, both 
ethnically and in terms of urban–rural distinctions, it is 
plausible that people may look to religious ideals as a uniting 
force to save them from the morass—and, in the process, 
force the Taliban to be more accommodating and inclusive 
in their thinking and pursue needed reforms. Hopefully, 
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then, the strong Sufi heritage Afghanistan is known for can 
also become more potent and relevant in such an eventu-
ality. It may be a less likely scenario, but it is one with enough 
potential to be considered seriously, and would be an 
outcome that is well-deserved.
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The return of the Taliban in Afghanistan has rippled across 
the Durand Line to Pakistan already, where its emboldened 
sister organization, the Pakistani Taliban (Tehrik-i-Taliban 
Pakistan—TTP), has reasserted itself. Pakistan witnessed an 
increase of over 50 percent in terrorist activity in a single 
year after the Taliban’s return to Kabul.1 This is the group 
that shot the defiant Malala Yousafzai in October 2012, 
hounding her from her homeland Pakistan, and later 
murdered 141 schoolchildren at the Army Public School  
in Peshawar in 2014. A terrorist conglomerate comprising 
various shades of extremism—ranging from anti-Shia 
sectarian thugs to Kashmir-focused militants—the group  
is now reorganizing and repositioning itself after years of 
being tackled and confronted by the Pakistan military. 
Pakistan tried to engage the group through negotiations 
sponsored by the Afghan Taliban (since August 2021) but  
to little avail. It publicly announced resumption of its 
terrorist campaign across Pakistan in late November 2022. 
The Afghan Taliban so far have only helped Pakistan 
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half-heartedly in pursing the TTP, as the two groups have 
enjoyed a mutually beneficial relationship for a long time. 
This has created tensions between Afghanistan and Pakistan. 
Pakistan’s premier English newspaper Dawn in an editorial 
on November 30, 2022 aptly says:

. . . the state needs to realise that where we are now is the 
result of decades of flawed, security-centric policies, 
particularly the notion of “strategic depth” that, with the 
second coming of the Afghan Taliban, has boomeranged 
—and raised the spectre of a nightmare revisited.2

In parallel, while the Taliban’s return is undoubtedly  
a disruptive reality for the region, they might not be the 
worst force on the scene anymore. ISK, the Islamic State  
in Khorasan province, is the newest terrorist group to use 
Afghanistan as a playground. Except they are not so new 
after all. They first raised their ugly head in Afghanistan in 
2015, and have gradually upped their number of members, 
and consequently, terrorist attacks. As an offshoot of the 
atrocious group we know as Daesh or ISIS, from their name 
alone it is clear that they are a dangerous problem. ISK 
attracted global attention when they attacked the Kabul 
airport during the Taliban takeover of the city in August 
2021. While the group has targeted civilian populations in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan dozens of times over the years, 
killing hundreds, their primary target is actually the Afghan 
Taliban—especially since their return to Kabul. One may 
rightly wonder why that is so when everything we have been 
told about such groups would imply they are two sides of 
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the same coin. However, with the slow changes unfolding 
within the Taliban, they are developing a strategy to counter 
them. A war between the extreme and the ultra-extreme is 
brewing, making the Taliban’s new job all the more difficult, 
and the peace for the Afghan people even more tentative.

The Pakistani Taliban

Background

In the immediate aftermath of the 9/11 attacks, while the 
Afghan Taliban were initially subdued under the US military 
presence in the country, right next door an ugly and dangerous 
reality had started to emerge in Pakistan. Many Taliban and 
Al-Qaeda members had escaped to the mountainous  
and hard-to-reach Federally Administered Areas (FATA) of 
Pakistan. Operating as a semi-autonomous region at that 
time, the area was cut off from mainstream Pakistan and had 
long been utilized as a sanctuary by criminals and militants, 
both local and foreign. The area was used as a platform  
and staging ground for Afghan Mujahideen—religious 
warriors—and militants invited from dozens of Muslim 
countries during the 1980s to confront the Soviet invasion of 
Afghanistan. Saudi money, Pakistani territory and manage-
ment, and American weapons had combined to turn the 
tables on the Soviets by 1989. That was then; but for the 
“soldiers of God” who reclaimed Afghanistan successfully, 
the taste of victory became an addiction.

While the US washed its hands of Afghanistan to deal 
with other pressing matters, such as the breakup of the 
Soviet Union and its consequences, especially in Eastern 
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Europe, the now jobless and homeless militant cadres gave 
birth to a new generation of radicals and holy warriors. 
Al-Qaeda, the Taliban and Lashkar-i-Taiba were the 
offspring of that era. Pakistan employed some of them to 
turn their guns toward India, especially in the disputed and 
restive Jammu and Kashmir, while others either returned to 
their homelands to establish militant start-ups, such as the 
Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan and Jemaah Islamiyah in 
Indonesia, or ambitiously launched independent terrorist 
franchises—such as Al-Qaeda—from Afghanistan.3

Since the anti-Soviet “Jihad” era (1980s), FATA had 
served as a hub for militants of all stripes—those favored  
by Pakistan as well as those with a grudge against it. The 
War on Terror after 9/11 further attracted militants to this 
sanctuary. Pakistan’s army moved into the area in 2002–3  
to quell the resistance posed by tribal gangs that were fast 
turning into sophisticated terrorist outfits, but it was in  
for a rude surprise. The militants were ready for a fight  
and Pakistan made a poor choice at first: negotiated peace 
deals that only empowered the militants as they were in the 
ascendant. The tribal institutions, which historically served  
as partners of the Pakistani state, were sacrificed in the 
process and that only exacerbated the situation. I have  
heard from so many Pashtun friends in the region that the 
power shifted from local tribesmen—known as Maliks— 
to militants the day a Pakistani general directly signed a 
peace deal—known as Shakai agreement—with 27-year-old 
freelance militant Nek Mohammad in 2004. Local tribal 
leaders were not involved in the process, which was a blow 
to their status and influence. They had previously served as 
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a cushion between the state of Pakistan and local tribes. The 
deal also made militants richer (by at least $540,000) as  
they demanded this amount from the general on the pretext 
that they had to return the financial favors of Al-Qaeda 
before they could cut ties and direct them to leave the  
area.4 In the process the militants negotiated the release  
of many of their comrades from Pakistani custody as well. 
Close to both the Taliban and Al-Qaeda, Nek Mohammad 
had no intention of abiding by the agreement and only 
intended to gain time to expand the tentacles of these organ-
izations in the area.5 He had to be eliminated and this was 
accomplished in a matter of two months by a US–Pakistan 
coordinated drone strike. The damage was already done 
though.

Failing to learn any lessons, Pakistan opted to cut a few 
more deals with various militant groups in the area during 
the 2004–6 timeframe, thinking that they had meanwhile 
developed a better understanding of the militant landscape. 
They even sponsored a few militias in the area to fight with 
irreconcilable militants, but all of this only created more 
Frankenstein monsters. Brigadier Asad Munir, a conscien-
tious officer in Pakistan’s ISI who followed the group closely, 
explained it best:

A focused strategy to deal with terrorists was never 
followed. In September 2006 the government concluded 
another peace deal with the Taliban of North Waziristan. 
Because of this deal, foreign militants started operating 
openly. The only option for the locals was to accept 
Taliban rule.6
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Enter the Pakistani Taliban as a consequence of 
Islamabad’s self-defeating policies—locked, loaded and 
lethal. The group known as the TTP emerged in 2007 as a 
violent band of extremists, causing havoc all over Pakistan. 
It had declared Mullah Mohammad Omar, the leader of  
the Taliban, as its spiritual leader, and had committed to 
support the Afghan Taliban in its war against the US. While 
the group has roots dating back to the anti-Soviet “Jihad,”  
as explained earlier, following 9/11 and the subsequent  
war in Afghanistan their organization grew and gradually 
expanded in terms of its capabilities and viciousness. In the 
years following 2007, their horrific series of suicide bomb-
ings, and targeted attacks on the Pakistani military and 
government as well as on civilians, tragically displayed the 
emergence of devastating militancy in Pakistan.7

While their declared aims of enforcing their particularly 
virulent version of Islamic law in the country, estab-
lishing “sovereignty,” particularly in the tribal regions of 
Pakistan, and waging a war against Pakistani security forces 
were reminiscent of the Afghan Taliban—who they consid-
ered a friend and inspiration—their differences, too, were 
prominent. The Haqqani network, led by Jalal-ud-din 
Haqqani, a legendary figure in the Pakistan–Afghanistan 
tribal areas given his role during the Afghan Jihad of the 
1980s, served as the bridge between the two groups. While 
historically close and loyal to Pakistan’s ISI, the Haqqani 
group needed to sustain their network in Pakistan’s tribal 
areas and the TTP were one of their important local allies. 
Divided loyalties helped these groups survive in the treach-
erous environment.
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The regularity of suicide bombings and intense violence 
in Pakistan between 2007 and 2014 showed just how 
powerful the Pakistani Taliban had become. Motivated by 
tribalism and massive amounts of money, they rose further 
through a chaotic blend of religious, political and socio-
economic factors, gaining power in Pakistan’s tribal regions. 
The tragic result was the merciless killings of thousands  
of people, and a looming sense of fear and distress across 
the country. Pakistan, in part due to the incredibly poor 
counterterrorism strategy in the early phase, had found 
itself in a pit of despair—and a self-made one at that. As the 
military fought tirelessly to end their brutality, the TTP’s 
network had grown so widely across the country—courtesy 
of alliances with militants in Swat and Punjab—that such 
campaigns encountered great difficulties.8 They were not 
easy to defeat in the at all—even those of them in jail  
often managed to escape and immediately return to their 
heinous attacks. The group committed the vilest of human 
rights abuses, creating hell on earth for the victims who  
fell in their path. To make matters worse, not only did they 
lack the religious credentials to implement the theocracy 
they desired, but investigations into their inner workings 
proved just how little they knew of Islam at all—they 
worshipped only themselves. Furthermore, they became 
notorious for exacerbating ferocious sectarianism in the 
country.

A group of thugs seeking riches and the power to  
abuse took advantage of the gaps created by Pakistan’s  
indecisiveness—attempting to deal with the TTP on the one 
hand while supporting the Afghan Taliban on the other. 
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This was not helped by the fact that drone strikes, a regular 
occurrence in those years, were a massive motivator for the 
TTP. They were an infected wound taking over an already 
weakened body. While Pakistan just barely managed to get 
it bandaged up one last time, since the Afghan Taliban 
staged their comeback the question arises: is Pakistan ready 
for round two? The Pakistani Taliban, after being degraded 
and dispersed, are now surely staging their own comeback. 
The success of their mentors and heroes in Afghanistan was 
bound to inspire them to reactivate and return to action.

The Pakistani Taliban Regains a Foothold in the  
Pakistan–Afghanistan Border Areas9

Pakistan’s security forces had indeed effectively terminated 
the TTP reign of terror (roughly 2007–15) through their 
Operation Zarb-e-Azb launched in June 2014. The US 
drone campaign’s success in decapitating the TTP leader-
ship had facilitated it in no small way.10 Consequently, the 
TTP splintered and many of its surviving leaders escaped to 
Afghanistan. However, some of its splinter factions either 
merged into ISK or pledged allegiance to it. The TTP’s most 
lethal splinter Jamaat ul Ahrar, in collaboration with the 
TTP’s Tariq Gidar group, which was responsible for major 
terrorist attacks, including on the Army Public School in 
Peshawar in December 2014, had survived the Pakistani 
counterterrorism operations and continued its terror opera-
tions from its new base in Afghanistan’s Nangarhar area.11 
This was one of Pakistan’s complaints against the former 
Ghani government: that they had not effectively pursued 
the TTP factions that had found sanctuary in Afghanistan. 
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It’s entirely possible that Afghan intelligence perhaps wanted 
to respond to Pakistan in the same coin for its support for 
the Afghan Taliban. A former TTP spokesperson, notori  -
 ous terrorist Ehsanullah Ehsan disclosed in 2017 (while in 
Pakistan army custody) that both Afghan and Indian intel-
ligence funded and assisted the Pakistani Taliban.12 After a 
mysterious escape from an intelligence safe house in early 
2020 he retracted his “forced confession.” Hard to trust 
anything such characterless people say but the episode is 
reflective of layers of deceit and deception at play in this 
unholy arena. 

Feeling empowered after the February 2020 US–Taliban 
peace deal, many of these splinter groups, including Jamaat 
ul Ahrar and Hizb ul-Ahrar, decided to come together again 
in August 2020 and renewed their pledge of allegiance to the 
current TTP leader, Noor Wali Mehsud, alias Abu Mansour 
Asim. Hizb ul-Ahrar, especially, have an agile terror network 
in and around the Peshawar region, and the return of a 
Mehsud as the TTP leader also persuaded many disgruntled 
Mehsud tribesmen to return to the TTP fold. Even the 
Punjabi Taliban’s Amjad Farouqi group, closely aligned with 
Al-Qaeda, and the Usman Saifullah group, a Lashkar-e-
Jhangvi (LeJ) splinter, also returned to the TTP platform. All 
of these groups had remained deeply involved in the reign of 
terror in Pakistan during the 2007–15 timeframe. The latest 
to rejoin this notorious gang of terrorists in late November 
2020 was influential Ustad Aleem Khan (from the Gul 
Bahadur TTP faction) and Umar Azzam. The TTP proudly 
marketed the video of this allegiance through their media 
outlet Umar Media. All of this should have been enough to 
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ring some emergency alarm bells in Pakistan, but it did not.13 
The pattern of TTP consolidation gained further momentum 
after the Afghan Taliban’s return to Kabul in August 2021.

The earlier assessments about the presence of a high 
number of the Pakistani Taliban in Afghanistan was substan-
tiated in July 2022, by a UN Security Council report noting 
that the TTP constitutes the largest component of foreign 
terrorist fighters in Afghanistan.14 The report further added 
that various terrorist groups were enjoying greater freedom 
inside Afghanistan than before. Many TTP militants are 
now drifting back into Pakistan, in an attempt to regain 
control in parts of the Pashtun tribal belt sandwiched 
between Pakistan and Afghanistan. This area—FATA— 
has been legally incorporated into Khyber Pukhtunkhwa 
(KPK) province, one of Pakistan’s four provinces bordering 
Afghanistan, since 2018. The TTP were responsible for more 
than a hundred cross-border attacks from Afghanistan into 
Pakistan between July and October 2020, indicating that 
TTP cadres had started returning to the Pakistan side.

A significant increase in targeted killings in the Pakistani 
tribal areas during 2020–23 carried out by terrorist groups 
indicates that something is amiss. Those targeted lately are 
tribal elders (senior leaders), reminiscent of when the TTP 
emerged in 2007 and eliminated hundreds of them. Analyst 
Daud Khattak maintains that increased targeted killings  
in Waziristan and Bajaur tribal districts are caused by the 
TTP’s “involvement in resolving local disputes, forcing 
people to pay protection money, and targeting those believed 
to be their opponents.”15 This was how they gained space in 
the tribal belt more than a decade ago. The TTP attacks on 
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security forces in South and North Waziristan, and in Bajaur 
and Mohmand areas—an old stronghold of the TTP—
increased significantly in 2022–23. One of the reasons 
behind this resurgence has been the release of TTP leaders 
from Afghan jails since August 2021, including the most 
notorious, Maulvi Faqir Mohammad. This move sent shud-
ders across Pakistan’s security services when they observed 
the TTP celebrating the freedom of its members through a 
massive caravan of vehicles in eastern Afghanistan, soon 
after the Afghan Taliban’s return to Kabul.16

The return of suicide bombings, targeting Quetta, Peshawar 
and Islamabad in late 2022 and early 2023, added further 
urgency to the security crisis. Former ISI chief Faiz Hameed, 
who also served as corps commander in Peshawar (November 
2021–August 2022), had led negotiations with the TTP 
(supported by Afghan Taliban) that offered a safe passage to 
the TTP to return to Pakistan in exchange for agreeing to a 
long-term ceasefire.17 Hundreds of TTP militants returned to 
Pakistan around mid-2022 and dozens were released from 
Pakistani prisons under this arrangement, but as before, the 
TTP used this as an opportunity to gain time to prepare for the 
next terror campaign. It was a very poorly conceived “peace” 
deal. The late December 2022 siege of the counter  terrorism 
center in Bannu (bordering North Waziristan district) by 
thirty-three TTP prisoners who had overpowered security 
officials is a case in point. After being surrounded by the army, 
the terrorists tried to negotiate a way out by demanding a safe 
passage to Afghanistan. Though an army commando unit 
eliminated the terrorists after a pitched battle (in which it  
lost its three well-trained soldiers), the TTP made clear its 
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dangerous intentions. Various TTP extortion rackets are now 
also very active across the Khyber Pukhtunkhwa province. 

One of the major reasons behind the TTP’s resurgence  
as a serious threat, however, is Islamabad’s lackluster effort in 
bringing FATA into the mainstream, as envisioned by the 
2018 FATA Reforms Bill, a major constitutional initiative. 
FATA was merged into Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province 
through this belated but commendable legal initiative which, 
on paper, abolished the draconian colonial-era regulations 
governing the frontier area. The legal, administrative and 
financial measures needed to facilitate this process, however, 
are absent, or seriously lacking, in turn provoking a rise in 
public frustrations.18 A pertinent example is the recent rise of 
the Pashtun Tahafuz (Protection) Movement (PTM) led by 
Manzoor Pashteen, a revolutionary but non-violent protest 
movement demanding an end to extrajudicial killings in the 
area by security forces and the elimination of military check-
points that restrict the free movement of people. PTM pleads 
for Pashtun rights, maintaining that the lives of ordinary 
Pashtuns have been disrupted over the last two decades on a 
massive scale and that they are victims of both the Taliban 
and the security forces. The TTP used similar criticism of 
security forces to gain public sympathy, but PTM emphasizes 
a non-violent approach, distinguishing it from militant 
organizations.

PTM’s genuine but provocative slogans condemning the 
role of the Pakistan army, however, resulted in Pakistani 
governing authorities publicly presenting it as a threat. PTM 
should have been welcomed by Islamabad as an ally against 
the extremist and radical ideologies propagated in the tribal 
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areas, but the authorities’ short-sightedness served as an 
obstacle to such an understanding. PTM’s popularity across 
Pashtun communities, from Peshawar to Karachi, increased, 
despite the military’s effort to contain the group’s reach. A 
few of the PTM’s leading lights made it into the parliament, 
but that did not prevent them from being depicted as “Indian 
agents” or “enemies of the state,” charges that are unfortu-
nate and unfounded.19 In fact, Pakistani security forces 
hired criminal and extremist elements to confront PTM on 
the ground, as explained by imprisoned Ali Wazir, currently 
an elected member of Pakistan’s National Assembly and one 
of the co-founders of the movement:

It is ironic that the institutions responsible for protecting 
Pakistan’s territorial integrity and protecting it from 
dangerous threats are bankrolling thugs to launch a 
Pakistan Zindabad Movement (Urdu for Long Live 
Pakistan Movement). . . . It is telling that former Taliban 
commanders have addressed their gatherings. We also 
have indications that efforts are underway to mobilize 
sectarian terrorists and other fanatics to “counter” our 
peaceful campaign.20

Trends in Pakistan’s Policy toward the Afghan Taliban 
and the Implications for the TTP

The trends presented here are based on my interpretations 
of conversations with many diplomats and security officials 
in Islamabad, Washington DC, London and the Gulf that 
mostly took place in 2022.
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In the early days of the Taliban takeover of Kabul, the 
former chief of Pakistan’s ISI, Lieutenant General Faiz 
Hameed, had requested Taliban high command to offer 
both Abdullah Abdullah and Hamid Karzai some high-
sounding positions, even if they would have no authority, 
for the purpose of Taliban international image-building and 
to be seen as inclusive. The Taliban simply looked the other 
way. Nonetheless, they remained respectful to both of them 
and even allowed Abdullah to travel abroad—he returned 
afterward as promised. Interestingly, Karzai was refused this 
privilege (until early December 2022) and he continues to 
live in his palatial mansion next to Afghanistan’s seat of 
power in Kabul.

Siraj Haqqani, the Taliban’s interior minister, obviously 
remains the all-time favorite of Pakistan’s security establish-
ment. He basically filled the shoes once worn by Gulbadin 
Hikmatyar, during the Afghan Jihad of the 1980s against the 
Soviets. He was the recipient of most weapons received from 
the West then, through Pakistan. On a side note, Hikmatyar 
returned to Kabul after agreeing a peace settlement with 
Ashraf Ghani in 2016 and was known to have adversarial 
relations with the Taliban. He continues to live in Kabul 
today.

Back to Siraj Haqqani, a senior Pakistani military official 
with whom I had a candid conversation genuinely views 
him as a brilliant statesman worthy of great respect! I was 
also briefed about his excellent linguistic skills and graceful 
manners. The attempts to build his profile are certainly 
evident—however, what’s interesting to point out here is 
that Siraj’s Pashto dialect is actually not one widely spoken 
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or understood in the Afghan Pashtun belt. More so, his 
popularity is restricted to Haqqani strongholds even though 
his role as interior minister is helping him expand his 
network. I was also told that many Europeans and impor-
tant Western visitors who get an audience with Siraj Haqqani 
(often arranged by the ISI) come out singing his praises. 
Clearly, the ISI’s strategy is heavy on the use of exaggeration. 
One fact worth mentioning, however, and reiterated in 
multiple interviews, is that Siraj Haqqani is seen as one of 
the most pragmatic Taliban leaders. He is among the very 
few cabinet ministers who are keen to arrange for better 
training of officials working in his ministry and especially 
for members of border security forces. Siraj has made this 
request to many foreign diplomats and officials who met 
him. Like his father, he continues to build relations with 
Gulf leaders as well as his group’s old benefactor Saudi 
Arabia. He does not keep all his eggs in Pakistan’s basket. 
The big question is about his wisdom in moving Al-Qaeda 
leader Al-Zawahiri to a Haqqani safe house in Kabul. As 
mentioned earlier, it could very well be Pakistan that spilled 
the beans about Zawahiri’s location. Zawahiri was always 
very vocal against Pakistani security forces and bashing 
Pakistan was a regular feature of his narrative.

The Taliban are as concerned about local legitimacy as 
about international recognition but were frightened at the 
thought of calling a loya jirga (major tribal consultative  
body) to seek support. As we know, they instead opted for  
a different route—a gathering of religious leaders whose 
support and sanction they were more confident about. The 
frequent use of the word “interim” for both the government 
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and its functionaries was deliberate—to gain time in which 
to choreograph a mechanism that could grant legitimacy to 
the Taliban. A loya jirga could offer such a platform but at the 
time of writing (January 2023) Mullah Hibatullah and his 
coterie in Kandahar are not yet convinced it is necessary.

Of significant note is that for the Taliban, the priority is 
to obtain counterterrorism capability to fight ISK. When 
asked what kind of capability, I was told, “drones, signal 
intelligence and other high-tech equipment.” Pakistan is 
lobbying on behalf of the Taliban to receive such support 
even from the US. I received an elusive reply to my question 
on why China is not offering such support.

In the midst of all this, the Afghan Taliban are now 
increasingly conscious of their reputation as closely aligned 
with Pakistan’s army and intelligence services—and they 
know that the relationship is not particularly popular  
in Afghanistan. Consequently, when the Taliban requested 
Pakistani military and intelligence leaders to publicly keep 
their distance from them, it still came as a surprise. 
Islamabad was initially unclear if it was Taliban diplomacy 
or hypocrisy. Relations even started deteriorating once 
Kabul expressed its inability to pursue Pakistani Taliban 
roaming around in Afghanistan the way Pakistan wanted. 
After a few reminders that fell on deaf ears, Pakistan decided 
to take things into its own hands in April 2022 and ordered 
its air force to strike TTP targets inside Afghanistan. This 
turned out to be a fiasco as poor intelligence led to the death 
of 45 Afghan civilians, including 20 children.21 Zabihullah 
Mujahid, the Taliban spokesman, wasted no time in jumping 
on to his Twitter account (currently he has well over 750,000 
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followers) calling on Pakistan, “not to test the patience of 
Afghans on such issues and not repeat the same mistake 
again otherwise it will have bad consequences.”22 Pakistan’s 
foreign office shot back, reminding Kabul about its warn-
ings to secure the Pakistan–Afghan border region and indi-
rectly defending its actions, saying, “Terrorists are using 
Afghan soil with impunity to carry out activities inside 
Pakistan.”23 The reason the Afghan Taliban are hesitant to 
take strong action against the TTP is due to their considered 
opinion that TTP cadres currently hiding in Afghanistan 
could easily drift toward joining ISK ranks in the event that 
the Afghan Taliban are seen to be ditching them. Disgruntled 
TTP members, after all, had initially formed the core of ISK. 
USIP scholar Asfandyar Mir further pinpoints factors that 
form the roots of the relationship:

There are strong interpersonal, war-time bonds between 
the influential Haqqani family and the TTP and between 
some southern Taliban leaders and TTP’s political leader-
ship. There is abundant ethnic amity, built around tribal 
ties and disdain of the Pakistani state—at least in the 
rank-and-file and middle tier of the Taliban.24

Pakistan, reversing its earlier policy pattern, systemati-
cally started to reach out to non-Taliban Afghan leaders 
meanwhile. It had helped many of them to leave Kabul safely 
and continues to assist many to settle in Pakistan for the 
time being. Pakistan also arranged for the transportation of 
many senior officials who served in previous governments 
to Turkey. They believe this is a way to correct a past mistake 
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that had allowed India to extend its influence in Kabul.  
A senior Pakistan official shared that, besides the former 
Afghan vice president Amrullah Saleh (known for his very 
critical stance toward Pakistan), the ISI is in touch with all 
major political players of Afghanistan who are now in exile. 
He said that they are even ready to engage with Saleh. It 
seems Pakistan’s strategy is to keep the Taliban under pres-
sure, in order to keep them in line.

As discussed earlier in the book, various factions of the 
Taliban are indeed struggling to get along with each other. 
Pakistani intelligence believes that the hardliners who they 
call “traditionalists” are still the strongest within the group, 
but the younger generation has more motivation and a desire 
for better lives with more connectivity, regionally as well as 
globally. For the time being, Pakistan is not willing to upset 
the apple cart and wants to go along with the ways the Taliban 
top leaders pursue their ideological goals. They often offer 
them strategic advice for attracting financial resources but 
avoid discussing matters of religion and even controversial 
issues such as girls’ education. However, a group of senior 
Pakistani clerics—led by a prominent Deobandi scholar 
Mufti Taqi Usmani—visited Afghanistan in July 2022 to 
meet Taliban leaders. The Taliban were hospitable to them 
and asked them for support in projecting Islamic values 
more effectively. The visiting delegation was not expecting 
an invitation to join the Taliban in proselytization. They 
were hardly given an opportunity to share their thoughts as 
the Taliban could guess that they were visiting to offer some 
unsolicited recommendations. Taqi Usmani had written a 
letter to top Taliban leader Mullah Hibatullah a few months 
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earlier that was shared with the media, emphasizing the need 
for girls’ education in an overly cautious manner:

Girls’ education is currently an important issue which the 
enemy of the Islamic Emirate has used as a propaganda 
tool. We value the wise and wholehearted measures which 
the Islamic Emirate has taken so far. But we are of the 
view that it is necessary to make appropriate arrange-
ments for girls’ education in accordance with Sharia.25

The delegation also met TTP members, who basically 
snubbed them by handing them a list of impossible demands, 
including the reversal of FATA’s integration into mainstream 
Pakistan.26 The TTP’s audacity shows that the Afghan 
Taliban likely told them that they would stand by them, 
come what may.

As regards Pakistan’s regional competitors trying to 
engage with the Taliban, a Pakistani general contended that, 
“Qatar can’t deliver what Pakistan can.” They, of course, want 
the US and Europeans to engage with the Taliban exclusively 
via Pakistan. On Iran, he argued that Iranian influence  
over the Taliban is limited and they are still investing in  
non-Taliban Afghans. Iran, he shared, has appointed a  
new special representative for Afghanistan, namely Hassan 
Kazemi-Qomi, who fought alongside the Fatimiyoun brigade 
comprising Afghan Hazara/Shia in Syria and has excellent 
relations with them. He further shared that Iranians have 
lately been trying to be friendly with Pakistan intelligence, 
but the ISI remains skeptical of them, given Iran’s links with 
India. He also shared that they are fully in the picture as to 
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how India attempted to access Anas Haqqani, the younger 
brother of Siraj Haqqani, via the Iranian IRCG (International 
Revolutionary Guard Corps).

Pakistan further believes that the TTP has sharpened its 
teeth in part due to the fact that it managed to get its hands  
on a large consignment of weapons left by the US for Afghan 
security forces, especially night vision equipment. Further,  
the TTP’s sniping capabilities have improved significantly—
posing a major terrorism threat for Pakistan. The Pakistan 
military’s first response has been to purchase as much military 
equipment—available on the open market in Afghanistan—as 
possible, to ensure that groups like ISK and the TTP won’t 
have access to it.

Another official I talked to reiterated that the West needs 
to understand that it will have to lower its expectations 
about the things it regularly brings up with the Taliban, 
namely inclusivity, human rights and women’s rights. With 
the same vigor he employed, I pushed back to make a case 
for girls’ education, explaining that aside from it being a 
good idea and a basic human right it would be a good PR 
and trust-building opportunity for the Taliban. He looked 
unconvinced and a bit surprised, arguing that the Taliban 
first need stability and control.

During a conversation with a seasoned Pakistani diplomat 
still engaged with the Taliban, I asked if we are witnessing the 
“new Taliban.” His response was in the negative, maintaining 
that most Taliban cabinet ministers today also served in the 
old cabinet of 1990s and their ideological outlook had not 
transformed—but, with advancing age, they are less ambi-
tious and even less rigid. “Years of war and fatigue has  
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made them more pragmatic,” he went on. “Their kids are 
educated, have exposure to the West—and have a huge 
impact on them,” he maintained, after having met many  
of them in Doha and the UAE. “They have learned their 
lessons,” he emphasized. Young Taliban radicals, in compar-
ison, are more loyal to their field commanders, according  
to him, and that is more frightening for the top hierarchy,  
he disclosed. The last point he made was new to me when  
I talked to him around mid-2022. I raised this with many 
other Afghans, including a former Ghani cabinet member 
who knows the Taliban well, and he strongly agreed with  
this assessment. If true, then there might be more hope  
from the older generation of Taliban than the younger gener-
ation, especially those who actively participated in the  
battlefield.

In all of this, the hard fact at play is that 75 years on from 
partition, the India–Pakistan rivalry continues to haunt 
South Asia’s security dynamics. Even though Pakistan came 
out victorious in terms of getting their favorites on top  
and getting India kicked out of Afghanistan, they feel the 
challenge isn’t over for them. Pakistan remains totally 
convinced that India was using its access to Kabul during 
the previous government’s reign to restrict Pakistan’s influ-
ence in Afghanistan as well as lending its support to some 
anti-Pakistan groups, such as Baluch insurgents. With  
this background, it is nothing short of a big surprise that 
Pakistan signed off on the Taliban’s diplomatic relationship 
with India. Afghan foreign minister Muttaqi had a detailed 
meeting with Pakistan’s army chief Bajwa before he could 
request that India send back its diplomats and technical 
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staff to the Indian embassy in Afghanistan. Understandable, 
as almost every other regional country has a presence  
in Kabul, and India would never want to be an outsider in 
this sphere. Regardless, it couldn’t have happened without 
Pakistan—and Pakistan acted this way because it just might 
open up prospects of some aid for the Taliban in Afghanistan. 
Pakistan is as desperate as the Taliban themselves about 
getting financial support to run the country. Indian intelli-
gence services, RAW, had been working overtime in 2021–22 
to get access to the Haqqani group to open some doors. 
Some Taliban leaders, such as Abbas Stanikzai, the Taliban’s 
deputy foreign minister, are believed by Pakistan to have a 
soft spot for India.

The Islamic State in Khorasan

Background

ISIS had shocked the world when they savagely destroyed 
parts of Iraq and Syria from 2014 on, carrying out some of 
the worst violence enacted by modern terrorists. While they 
have diminished in force to some extent, unfortunately they 
live on across the wider region, carrying on their sick legacy 
of brutality and extreme, hate-fueled fundamentalism. With 
their growing ideological expansion and base of experi-
enced militants (drawing from various regional militant 
groups, including from the Taliban), ISK is becoming more 
lethal in Afghanistan, making the Taliban look moderate in 
comparison. The ISK attack at the Kabul airport during the 
US evacuation was not targeting only the Americans though; 
it was equally an attack on the Taliban. Their anger with the 
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Taliban and thus motives for attack stem from a few central 
points of disagreement.

First, ISK’s extremely intolerant attitudes toward Sufis 
and Shias (and other minorities) mean the Taliban’s recent 
lukewarm approach to the historically marginalized is seen 
as a betrayal of ideology. For instance, on Ashura, a religious 
holiday marking the martyrdom of the Prophet’s grandson 
Imam Husayn commemorated annually by Muslims, espe-
cially Shias and Sufis, the Taliban (in 2021 and 2022) broke 
from their reputation of anti-Shiism by avoiding any 
extremist action aimed at the minority. Ashura has long 
been a target for extremists motivated by sectarian hatred, 
and 2022 was no exception. However, the violence that 
occurred was not initiated by the Taliban, but rather ISK, 
who have quickly claimed responsibility for multiple attacks 
on Shia neighborhoods and mosques in recent years. 
According to Human Rights Watch, between August 2021 
and September 2022, 13 major terrorist attacks targeting 
Hazaras have led to over 700 deaths.27 Richard Bennett, the 
UN special rapporteur on human rights in Afghanistan, 
argues that:

attacks specifically targeting members of the Hazara, Shia, 
and Sufi communities are becoming increasingly system-
atic in nature and reflect elements of an organizational 
policy, thus bearing hallmarks of crimes against humanity.28

For ISK, the Taliban’s presumed leniency toward minorities 
makes them strayers from belief, guilty of incomplete faith. 
They see their efforts to attack them as divinely guided, a 
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purifying endeavor meant to establish Afghanistan—and 
the greater region—under the righteous umbrella of their 
caliphate.

Beyond the issues of religious interpretation, though, 
they have other bones to pick. The Taliban’s deal with the 
US acts as a delegitimizing force in terms of their identity in 
the eyes of ISK—working with the ultimate enemy is a grave 
no-no. Luckily for them, they have a massive network of 
isolated like-minded actors desperately seeking such an 
avenue. For the extremists who have spent decades devoting 
their life to intense anti-West violence—those who once 
belonged to the TTP, Al-Qaeda and the Taliban—ISK offers 
a new home and lifeline.

As they have made their way into the political landscape 
through bombs and bloodshed, ISK have dethroned the 
Taliban as the ultimate villain of the region. They represent 
a most serious threat and, with the continuing regional 
instability and inconsistent counterterrorism policies of 
Pakistan and Afghanistan, the road ahead is littered with 
obstacles.

The Genesis and Growth of ISK

A few basic facts about the origins of the group are instruc-
tive. The foundation stone of Islamic State in Khorasan  
was laid in October 2014 when Hafiz Saeed Khan, a TTP 
commander from FATA’s Orakzai agency, who had worked 
for the Afghan Taliban, pledged allegiance to ISIS.29 When 
the establishment of ISK was officially announced a few 
months later, in January 2015, Hafiz Saeed Khan was desig-
nated as its first chief (Ameer). The first wave of recruitment 
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was made from the disgruntled elements of the Pakistani 
Taliban as the new chief had access to the group’s network 
database.30 The second layer of recruits came from mostly 
non-Pashtuns hailing from Pakistan’s Punjab province,  
who were mainly members of defunct militant groups 
focused on Kashmir and anti-Shia sectarian terrorists such 
as LeJ. These were also known as the Punjabi Taliban for 
easy identification of their roots.31 Nine former members  
of Al-Qaeda too had joined the bandwagon.32 A simulta-
neous recruitment campaign was targeting members of  
the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan and the Turkestan 
Islamic Party, a Uyghur militant group, which provided  
ISK with new expertise and wider geographical knowledge 
of Afghanistan’s neighborhood.33 This strategy, according to 
noted expert Abdul Sayed, attracted militants from various 
ethnicities to switch allegiances for both practical and ideo-
logical reasons.34

The group’s early base was a set of small hubs in southern 
Nangarhar, with its de facto headquarters in the valleys of 
Achin district. ISK couldn’t sustain its early growth pattern 
once Afghan and US security forces began to zoom in on  
the group. From 2016 to 2019, according to scholar Amira 
Jadoon, “state-led operations captured, killed, or forced the 
surrender of over 10,000 of the group’s affiliated members in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan combined, including hundreds of 
upper- and lower-level leadership,” unsettling the group to a 
significant extent.35 The surviving cadres of ISK moved to the 
neighboring Kunar province and urban centers to lie low. 
Interestingly, Kunar had also emerged as the TTP’s command 
center in Afghanistan. The weakened ISK started to resurrect 
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itself in 2020–21, after the news of US–Taliban negotiations 
in Doha. This is reflected through data that speaks for itself: 
from June 2020, ISK attacks in Afghanistan gradually started 
to rise, month on month to June 2021, surging from just 
three attacks in June 2020 to 41 in June 2021.36

ISK Strategy in Afghanistan

There is no doubt that the Taliban today face serious compe-
tition in Afghanistan, unlike during their earlier stint in 
government in Kabul. ISK, the new disruptive militant  
force, appears to be more aggressive and ambitious than  
the Taliban—or even Al-Qaeda—in some ways. Unlike  
the Taliban, who primarily recruited Pashtuns from rural 
southern and eastern provinces in the country, ISK continues 
to take advantage of a large pool of militants with battlefield 
experience, especially among disgruntled Taliban elements 
and decommissioned Afghan security forces who are on the 
wrong side of the Taliban. As an ideological extension of ISIS, 
ISK draw from the most extremist cadres of the Afghan and 
Pakistani Taliban, especially those with Wahhabi and Salafi 
orientation. New ISK recruitment campaigns in Central Asia 
have also gained momentum in recent months. Given its 
regional and global network—at least in the ideological 
realm—it has sufficient space to forge new alliances and 
strategize terror activity. ISK is also being depicted by some 
observers as the new Taliban today and as an insurgent group. 
This comparison may not be very apt as ISK lacks a solid 
ethnic constituency.

It is instructive that, in the first five months following  
the Taliban’s return to power, ISK claimed responsibility for 
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127 attacks in Afghanistan, nearly 80 percent of which 
targeted the Taliban, specifically their new checkpoints, secu-
rity convoys and Taliban personnel besides those who have 
spoken out against ISK.37 Overall, from August 2021 to August 
2022, the first year of Taliban rule, ISK claimed 262 attacks 
across Afghanistan. This dangerous trend was an important 
agenda item in the conversation between Pakistan’s ISI chief, 
Lieutenant General Nadeem Anjum, and CIA Director 
William Burns in early May 2022 in Washington DC. The 
Pakistani delegation included former ISI chief Faiz Hameed 
as well. Burns told them that at this rate of growth ISK could 
gain control of 20 percent of Afghanistan by mid-2023. In 
response, Anjum stressed the need for targeting the top lead-
ership of ISK and for this he recommended the US share rele-
vant intelligence with the Afghan Taliban. Both sides also 
reached an interesting conclusion—if the Pakistani version of 
the conversation is to be believed: the Afghan Taliban are no 
longer a primary threat to the national security of the US and 
Afghanistan’s neighboring countries.38

Professor Ali Jalali, a former interior minister of 
Afghanistan and a respected Afghan-American scholar, 
alerted me to two other aspects that are not widely 
discussed.39 First, the Taliban are likely exaggerating the ISK 
threat in his view, as it suits them perfectly to gain sympathy 
and support in the name of fighting this notorious group. 
He argued, “for Taliban, ISK is a blessing.” Second, the 
Taliban are targeting and eliminating many of their oppo-
nents and critics by calling them ISK terrorists. They are by 
no means the first to do so as many South Asian and Middle 
Eastern states adopted this strategy during the “war on 
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terror” years. The most convenient and efficient way to curb 
dissent and silence critics and enemies was to declare them 
terrorists.

For ISK, the early months of Taliban rule in Kabul served 
as a boon to exploit distracted and preoccupied Taliban  
“to bolster its own recruiting, fundraising, and territorial 
control within Afghanistan.”40 According to a US treasury 
department report, “ISIS-K primarily raises funds through 
local donations, taxation, extortion, and some financial 
support from ISIS-core.”41 Empowered by prison breaks 
during the chaotic collapse of the Ghani government, ISK 
had quickly reorganized its ranks. Its hardened and experi-
enced hands could strategize better than the foot soldiers. It 
is intriguing why the Taliban were not closely following the 
whereabouts of prominent ISK prisoners. They were their 
established arch-enemy, unlike Al-Qaeda, with whom the 
Taliban, especially the Haqqani faction, had good and func-
tional relations.

Another strategy that ISK has employed since the Taliban 
returned to Kabul is to conduct major attacks against the 
government to raise its profile, in turn presumably attracting 
more funds from global and regional Salafi sources. It is 
hard to decipher, at this point, how ISK might balance its 
domestic agenda with its regional and international aspira-
tions, but it is likely that it would first focus on establishing 
safe havens in Afghanistan and would then start to target 
regional hubs where it can find traction: such as Pakistan’s 
Karachi and, on the Indian side, Kashmir. This could be 
followed by a focus on Western targets. All of this could be 
pursued in parallel and simultaneously as well, but currently 
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ISK lacks the resources and expertise to operate in multiple 
directions. The first and immediate mission will continue to 
be fully established in Afghanistan and aim to keep the 
Taliban on the defensive.

ISK is likely to concentrate its energies on targeting and 
assassinating Taliban leaders, thereby disrupting the entire 
Taliban project. To confront ISK, the Taliban will have to be 
cognizant of their ideological base, and may return to their 
more radical activities to dampen the attraction of ISK. By 
extension, if Taliban leaders start sounding too “moderate” 
in their approach, it is the hardcore fighters who will start 
defecting and boosting ISK cadres. That is the dilemma the 
Taliban face today.

The Taliban’s Dilemma and Options

In a conversation with an adviser of the Afghan Taliban, I 
learned that one of the major questions now being openly 
and regularly discussed within Taliban circles deals with 
what constitutes the nature of an “Islamic state.” When they 
came onto the scene, ISIS had raised this question loudly 
and violently, forcing everyone to consider how a govern-
ment claiming the “Islamic state” label would work. What 
are the criteria for such a state and, more importantly, how 
do we engage with one? Aside from that, the other major 
topic of discussion, he said, is hierarchy within an Islamic 
government. Such debates, if not handled by experts who 
understand the ISIS narratives, could lead to more support 
for the ISIS—and by extension ISK—worldview within the 
ranks of the Taliban. That is a new intellectual challenge of 
sorts for the Taliban clerics.
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The challenge posed by ISK to the Taliban in ideological 
terms hence is significant. The test this poses is expressed 
best through an anecdote. A conversation between the late 
religious leader and head of Darul Uloom Haqqania, Sami ul 
Haq—known also as the father of the Taliban—and Yunus 
Khalis—seen as one of the founders of the Mujahideen 
movement and someone who inspired the Taliban—in 
Akora Khattak, went like this: while addressing Haq, Khalis 
asked him how they should deal with extremists like those 
who joined Daesh and/or the Pakistani Taliban. Haq 
responded by comparing those men to “aag ki shalwar”—
translated as “burning pants.” What he meant was, if you 
wear them, they burn you—if you take them off, you are 
naked. Essentially, you are stuck. It does not matter if 
moderate members are angered, what causes trouble is 
upsetting the extreme elements. Such was the intensity of  
the extremist factions’ pressure. The battle of polarization  
is not easy for anyone—and the Taliban are no exception. 
Meanwhile the Taliban have started targeting Salafi 
madrassas (seen as recruiting hubs for ISK) across 
Afghanistan and a few prominent Salafi clerics (including 
Shaikh Abu Obaidullah Mutawakil) have been abducted and 
eliminated, leading to protests even from various Salafi 
groups in Pakistan. The Taliban committed some excesses in 
these campaigns.

Still, the Taliban can draw confidence from the fact that 
ISK will not be able to borrow from the Taliban insurgency 
model toolkit as it lacks the critical elements that helped the 
Taliban, such as a significant rural Pashtun ethnic base and 
extensive madrassa networks across the country. ISK’s Salafi 
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ideology has a limited constituency in Afghanistan, and its 
repeated targeting of minority communities will increas-
ingly alienate many Afghans.

As regards the Pakistani Taliban, Islamabad has repeat-
edly tried to use its influence with the Afghan Taliban to 
force their hand but the Afghan Taliban have only complied 
half-heartedly, mainly because they cannot give up their 
relationship with the Pakistani Taliban who had hosted them 
in Pakistan’s tribal belt for years and might still be useful for 
them at some point in the future. On Islamabad’s prodding 
in late 2022, Mullah Hibatullah declared TTP violence in 
Pakistan to be “unIslamic,” but at the same time Afghan 
Taliban complained that Pakistan was not doing enough to 
stop ISK militants’ movement from Pakistan to Afghanistan.42 
There exists this strange triangular dynamic on the border 
there, which may keep the area unsettled and, as before, 
allow criminals and militants to use the area as a sanctuary. 
This bodes ill for the prospects of peace in the region.

TTP, under its shrewd leader Noor Wali Mehsud, is 
attempting to convert itself from a terror outfit into an 
insurgency and a new narrative—both in ideological and 
political spheres—is being projected. Through delegiti-
mizing the Pakistani state and voicing ordinary people’s 
frustration with corruption and severe financial challenges 
(exacerbated by impact of climate change), it is trying to 
reinvent itself. Its targeting pattern has also changed accord-
ingly, now avoiding civilian casualties, and focusing exclu-
sively on police and army. This strategic shift has impressed 
Hibatullah of all the people, strengthening TTP’s hand and 
further complicating regional security dynamics.
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Afghanistan can play a great role in creating important 
corridors. We want to be connected to China through  
our Badakhshan province. . . . The geostrategic position  
of Afghanistan could lead the country to play a positive 
role in linking neighboring countries in the region and 
beyond.

—Abdul Salam Hanafi, Taliban deputy prime minister1

August 2021 pulled the international community into a 
storm they never saw coming. One that perhaps they should 
have been able to predict, yes, but nevertheless one that 
came all too suddenly and far too intensely. Ever since, the 
moral and political dilemma has been a dark, looming 
shadow over the international arena. After two decades of 
being at war with US forces, the Taliban had ascended to 
power at a startling pace. In this whirlpool of geopolitical 
changes that panned out in Afghanistan, nations have found 
themselves at a crossroads: too hesitant to challenge the 
Taliban’s authority, and too reluctant to support it.

6

The International Relations 
of the Taliban
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While global powers implicitly acknowledged the Taliban’s 
victory in Afghanistan, they underestimated the Taliban’s 
communication and engagement with the international 
community. The Taliban had been conventionally viewed by 
nations as a non-cohesive group that lacked the bureaucratic 
support and financial means to run a country. However, their 
recently established formal communication channels with 
the foreign ministries of countries like Germany, China, 
Russia, India, etc. have surprised the international commu-
nity. This pivot, given their stance from two decades ago, 
when leaders like Mullah Omar refused even to meet foreign 
delegates, is startling.

The Taliban’s seamless international engagement, I argue, 
is not a new or recent phenomenon. Since 2012, Doha has 
actively hosted and harbored the group’s interests in various 
bilateral and multilateral meetings at international forums. 
This can be traced back to the Taliban’s engagement with 
world leaders like Russia’s President Vladimir Putin in 2015 
and China’s Foreign Minister Wang Yi in 2014.

So, it comes as no surprise that years of formal conversa-
tions have prepared the Taliban to finesse their relations 
with the international community. In a span of a year and  
a half with extensive diplomatic engagements, the Taliban 
have demonstrated that they have the toolkit to do better 
than before.

Included among the Taliban’s cabinet members are men 
who are still considered terrorists and are sanctioned by the 
UN. Such members have close ties with Al-Qaeda and other 
transnational militant organizations, which are an ongoing 
security threat for South Asia and its neighboring countries. 
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However, the engagements since August 2021 highlight  
the international community’s mixed response toward the 
Taliban. Their dilemma in engaging with an insurgent group 
turned government has led to a cautious and calculated 
approach toward the Taliban.

From what we have seen so far, the Taliban are clearly  
not the easiest group of people to work with. Engagement 
with them therefore consists of multiple aspects, primarily 
communication regarding geopolitical developments and 
future relations. It is vital here to acknowledge the differ-
ence between engagement and endorsement. Engagement is 
a tactic which aids in providing a deeper understanding of 
the parties’ interests and actions. This does not, however, 
imply mutual alignment of beliefs. Endorsement of the 
Taliban, on the other hand, entails believing in their ideas, 
and supporting and propagating them to the international 
community. The current debate surrounding nations’ 
engagement with the group is being wrongly conflated with 
a recognition and endorsement of the Taliban’s actions. If 
the Taliban are to move forward as an effective government, 
offering better prospects to the Afghan people, who are 
severely distressed, the international community has to 
seriously consider engaging with them—and this should 
not be seen as equivalent to endorsing them. The Taliban 
continue to pose very serious challenges to human rights, 
but only through creative engagement with corresponding 
incentives can they be influenced effectively.

While Russia, China, Turkey, India and several other 
nations have consistently assisted the Taliban in infrastructure 
and development projects, as well as offering humanitarian 
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and financial aid, they still refuse to give any formal recogni-
tion to the group. While actively engaging with Taliban offi-
cials, they are steadfast in their refusal to endorse or legitimize 
them. It seems as if they are willing to have a relationship, but 
too shy to put a label on it. How long this will last, and how 
long the Taliban will tolerate it, remains unclear.

The Motivation behind the Taliban’s Need for  
Recognition and Communication

The Taliban’s quest for recognition can be better understood 
by looking at their economic, social, political and psycho-
logical needs. Once they are formally recognized as a govern-
ment, multiple new avenues will open for them, making their 
task of governing easier. Wider diplomatic engagements, 
entrance into profitable trade deals, and the social accept-
ance of being included in the global community, as well as 
access to legal tools, are all benefits they will potentially 
attain. The Taliban are aware that without formal legitimacy, 
they will not be able to maneuver effectively to win over the 
support of the Afghan people, nor build legal cooperative 
agreements with other nations. Given their current economic 
crises, the recognition will also allow them to obtain finan-
cial aid from global banking institutions, which at this point 
is a desperately urgent need.

To spin a more positive, inclusive image of themselves 
across different countries, the Taliban have taken to the 
modern era’s most beloved medium: social media, and in 
particular, Twitter. Every Taliban cabinet member since 
August 2021 has an official Twitter account with millions of 
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followers. As an open, accessible platform, Twitter allows 
them to dominate and control the information environment 
displayed to the domestic and international audience. Their 
choice of imagery and tweets in both Pashto and English 
highlight their advancement in technology and media; they 
understand the different engagement channels required to 
communicate with the broader Western community, and 
are putting efforts in that direction.

Although the Taliban are not adhering to their initial 
promises of protecting women’s rights and governance, 
their diplomatic engagements with the international 
community demonstrate their willingness to work with 
them. This willingness stems from two major concerns: 
security, and economics. Ultimately, nobody wants the 
Taliban’s Afghanistan to become a breeding ground for 
terrorists, disturbing regional and international security. 
Whatever that requires of their neighbors, we are beginning 
to see—they will do.

The systematic expansion of their ties and efforts to 
expand their political offices beyond Qatar have allowed the 
Taliban to interact with leaders from all over the globe. 
Slowly but surely, the Taliban are proving that diplomacy is 
no longer their Achilles heel. However, the international 
community should not forget that while the Taliban are 
undergoing an organizational change, to claim an ideological 
one is under way is more complex. Their actions on the 
ground, like their broken promises over girls’ education, 
have unfortunately—but unsurprisingly—been true to the 
tenets of their rigid ideology. While some ideological  
changes are certainly under way with the new generation, 
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any overwhelming expectation of change from them is 
naïve—or at least, something for the future. However, it is 
indisputable that the group’s foundation has historically been 
based on radicalism and blatant disregard for human rights. 
The picture of them we have all known and feared has been 
one painted with the blood of their victims. To forget that or 
to move beyond it into a rehabilitated image will not be 
easy—or perhaps even possible.

China

The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) are no strangers to 
the international arena; and as one of the most powerful 
global players, they were bound to be involved in Afghanistan 
at one point or another. The convenience of their proximity, 
however, makes their role all the more crucial. Consumed 
with the ideas of stability and security, territorial sover-
eignty, national security, and protection of its strategic 
investments through what is termed by some as debt trap 
diplomacy, the CCP are no easy friend—or foe—to have. A 
special Chinese envoy had met Mullah Omar in Kandahar 
in 2000, opening the channel of communications. Things 
then turned ugly and the link was broken. China’s gradual 
building of a relationship with the Taliban since 2014, 
however, indicates the high level of China’s security concerns 
regarding an unstable Afghanistan, and what any spillover 
effects could mean for China.2 The CCP are of the firm 
belief that control and security come hand in hand—and 
with control over the Taliban’s Afghanistan, their security 
will be a comfortable given.
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Since 2014, Taliban leaders and Chinese officials have 
engaged in multilateral meetings3 in Doha, Beijing and 
Kabul, which opened avenues for the Taliban to receive 
public recognition and acknowledgment by the interna-
tional community. In 2015, to address its security concerns, 
China even facilitated negotiations between the Taliban  
and the previous Afghan government to curb the Taliban 
from aligning themselves with the East Turkestan Islamic 
Movement (ETIM).4

The CCP under President Xi Jinping also became prag-
matic regarding Afghanistan’s domestic politics and the future 
of the Afghan peace process, realizing its power in the future 
of Central Asia politics. Furthermore, in the fourth China–
Pakistan–Afghanistan trilateral dialogue in June 2021, China’s 
foreign minister, Wang Yi, applauded the Taliban’s return  
to mainstream politics.5 This signifies that the CCP was 
forward-looking and well prepared for the Taliban’s takeover 
in Afghanistan in 2021. Furthermore, before the final take-
over that summer, the Taliban’s spokesperson, Suhail Shaheen, 
publicly announced the new friendship established between 
the two countries, and the promises exchanged.6

Analyzing these trends, it is evident that China knew 
that, in order to secure its economic interests and stability, 
consistent political engagement with the Taliban would 
have to be a requisite. At the same time, it also signifies the 
Taliban’s finesse in letting China build communications and 
a relationship with them ignoring many differences.

China’s interests in Afghanistan are transparent and 
fluid: to combat the threat of Uyghur militancy and separa-
tism through the Wakhan Corridor—a strip of territory 
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connecting Xinjiang to Afghanistan—and to secure its 
economic investments in development projects. China’s 
biggest fear is any potential threat to domestic stability  
from the minority population of Uyghur Muslims in 
Xinjiang province, where the government has been accused 
of genocide.7

Coming to China’s economic interests, Afghanistan’s 
geostrategic location in Central Asia, the estimated $3 tril-
lion mineral reserves of the Mes Aynak copper mines, and 
the railways and power plants built through the Belt and 
Road Initiative, serve China’s wider interests in the region.8 
China’s rocky history with the operations of the Mes Aynak 
copper mines, the world’s second largest copper ore mine, 
can now be reset through its interactions with the Taliban. 
China also intends to pull Afghanistan into the China–
Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), which could be a 
training ground for an operational component of the 
Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO).

On the other hand, the Taliban’s interests in China’s 
engagement in Afghanistan are multifaceted. As a failed 
state suffering from economic and humanitarian catastro-
phes and global isolation, the Taliban’s quest for recogni-
tion, legitimacy and economic assistance is its most urgent 
priority.

A cohesive and functional political economy is vital for 
Afghanistan to establish itself as a working country and  
to gain recognition in the international community. With 
unprecedented sanctions from the West and Russia’s inva-
sion of Ukraine, the Taliban are increasingly looking toward 
China for rebuilding Afghanistan. Since July 2021, the 
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diplomatic energy exchanged between the CCP and Taliban 
is worth noting. From the statements of senior Col. Zhou 
Bo of the People’s Liberation Army’s (PLA) on China’s read-
iness to fill the void left by the West, to foreign minister 
Wang Yi’s bilateral meetings with the Taliban, to the Taliban’s 
encouragement of Chinese investments—the budding rela-
tionship here is clearly mutual.9

So it came as no surprise, then, that China not only kept  
its embassy open but also welcomed the Taliban’s new  
status. Moreover, it even urged the UN Security Council to 
unfreeze Afghanistan’s funds and went a step further in 
providing them initially with $31 million in humanitarian 
assistance.10 These strategic moves helped China create the 
narrative that it can succeed where the United States has 
failed. It also crystallizes its projection of the United States 
abandoning nations.

The Taliban are looking more than ever before toward 
China with hope. In October 2022, Taliban spokesman 
Zabihullah Mujahid, referring to a cabinet meeting, 
announced that:

it was decided that the Silk Road, which will connect 
Afghanistan with China, must be built. This historic road 
can play a great role in the economy of the country. It is a 
great opportunity, we have good security and it is the time 
to start major economic projects.11

Beijing, for its part, still appears to be moving slowly and 
cautiously in its relationship with the Taliban. The targeting 
of Chinese nationals in Pakistan by ISK as well as Baluch 
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insurgents has made it extra cautious in its regional engage-
ments.12 Chinese nationals in Kabul have also been targeted 
by ISK in recent months. The Taliban have high expectations 
of China and may get quickly disappointed if projects are left 
undelivered and resources exploited. With the current polit-
ical and economic turmoil in South Asia, as well as conse-
quences of Russia’s war in Ukraine, the developing friendly 
relationship between China and the Taliban is yet to be 
tested. And China may opt to avoid taking any major risks in 
Afghanistan, preferring instead to safeguard its interests in 
the country via Pakistan.

Iran

Another next-door neighbor, Iran, is arguably the second 
most impacted nation by Afghanistan’s continuous troubles. 
After Pakistan, Iran hosts the most Afghan refugees, and 
acts as Afghanistan’s second largest trade partner—and with 
572 miles of shared border, the two are connected in more 
ways than one, whether they like it or not. Following the 
Taliban’s return to power in 2021, Iran was among those 
nations that kept their embassies in Kabul open, indirectly 
declaring its willingness to work with the new government. 
While this may come as a surprise based on the deep, 
conflicting attachment both nations have to their sectarian 
identity—this is the nature of politics. They view each other 
through a purely geopolitical lens, not a sectarian one—and 
arguably, they have no choice but to do so. The countries’ 
shared cultural, financial and physical landscapes mean 
engagement is inescapable—though despite the ongoing 
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dialogue, Iran has so far refused to formally recognize the 
Taliban’s new government.

While Iran and Afghanistan today work in cooperation, 
and have done so for years now, this wasn’t always the case. 
Their history extends far back; most notably the connection 
with the Taliban began in the 1990s. In particular, Iran and 
Afghanistan under Mullah Omar nearly went to war with 
each other in 1998, following the killings of Iranian diplo-
mats in Mazar-e-Sharif by Taliban militants. Following the 
US invasion, though, the scene began to shift. Initially, Iran 
was supportive of US military action against the Taliban but 
its inclusion in the “axis of evil” category by President George 
W. Bush abruptly ended that phase. Only a decade later, in 
the mid-2000s, Tehran and the Taliban started talking to 
each other and in some instances collaborating as the Taliban 
began to regain control of certain territories during the 
insurgency phase. These parleys were mostly hidden from 
the public eye as Tehran had reasonably good connections 
with both the Karzai and Ghani governments in Kabul. 
Tehran in fact actively backed Taliban insurgents, believing 
that the US, a major foe of theirs, would eventually leave the 
region and the Taliban would likely make a return to Kabul. 
Thus a new relationship was nurtured—a complex one, sure, 
but useful for both sides. It is interesting to note as well that 
this marked the start of certain Taliban leaders’ families 
moving to Iran, a trend we saw happen again in 2020–21. 
Today, not only is the Iranian embassy in Kabul still standing 
(and vibrant), but the Taliban actually have a consulate in 
Mashhad (to facilitate Afghan Shia pilgrims), and Iranian 
delegations regularly travel to Kabul and Mazar-e-Sharif.
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There are multiple aspects that draw the nations together 
today and drive the communication between Tehran and 
the Taliban. Among them, most notably, is the massive 
Afghan refugee population in Iran—a source of great strain 
for both countries for different reasons. With the current 
humanitarian crisis in Afghanistan only worsening, and the 
already fraught refugee situation in Iran, Tehran would like 
to prevent this challenge from growing. Every year, as a 
matter of fact, Iran deports large numbers of refugees back 
to Afghanistan—fearing extremism and economic strain. 
Accordingly, dialogue with the Taliban, and ensuring devel-
opment to prevent additional refugees and potential secu-
rity concerns, is high on Tehran’s to-do list. Additionally, 
while Afghanistan has a sizable Shia population, it is not the 
sectarian commonality between the two countries that 
inspires Iran’s interest. While Iran has advocated for a more 
inclusive government under the Taliban, aiding persecuted 
Hazaras has not been a major consideration—in fact, 
Hazaras and other Afghans face severe xenophobic discrim-
ination as refugees in Iran.

Today, the challenges faced by any one country are, in 
many instances, shared among neighbors. The threat posed 
by ISK, for instance, is just as serious for Afghanistan as it  
is for Iran. For Tehran to not engage with the Taliban to 
combat such a common enemy would be a serious, perhaps 
lethal mistake—and this they are fully aware of. Hence, 
Tehran has done its part to engage with the Taliban to ensure 
its own national security. In addition, regarding the climate 
crisis, issues of resource-sharing, and particularly water 
scarcity, necessitate urgent dialogue. As climate change 
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intensifies and Afghanistan’s resource crisis grows, the 
historical tensions with Iran over water-sharing are again in 
the spotlight. On another note, the issue of drug trafficking 
into Iran through Afghanistan places a major burden on the 
former—with no clear solution in sight. To say the least, the 
two nations have a lot to work through.

Understandably, Tehran has its own hesitations over 
offering formal recognition to its new neighbors. Ultimately, 
it is the convergence of interests that will overcome the differ-
ences between them. Of course they face issues, and the 
Taliban do have a notable sectarian bias—but the political 
repercussions of not enjoying diplomatic links are recognized 
by both countries. Iran also continues to exercise a sizable 
influence over the Taliban, as mentioned earlier in the chapter, 
regarding the finances and private lives of the top Taliban 
leaders—a perk to be exploited, no doubt. Working with the 
Taliban is both inevitable and necessary for Iran’s security, but 
the ice hasn’t fully thawed just yet. Where the two will go 
from here is not clear, but one thing is certain: whatever their 
differences, they’re stuck with each other.

Qatar

The Taliban would not be where they are today without the 
help of arguably their most remarkable—and most surprising 
—sponsor and benefactor: Qatar. There are many views as to 
how exactly they found themselves in this position, but two 
things must be remembered. First, unlike the UAE and Saudi 
Arabia, Qatar—while being wealthy and resource-rich—lacks 
the international stature the others possess in terms of visi-
bility and prestige. This all began to change, however, with  
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the ascent of Sheikha Mozah, the mother of the young  
Amir of Qatar, Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al Thani. She 
helped her husband, Sheikh Hamad Bin Khalifa Al Thani, to 
redefine and reform Qatar and continues to actively engage  
in activities ranging from efforts to modernize Qatar’s public 
transportation to the reform of the higher education system, 
building non-Muslim public places of worship, and spon-
soring public debates via the Doha Forum.13

With the resources to build modern infrastructure, Qatar 
wanted to compete with regional players—and they did this 
in their own style. Qatar had a history of mediating in 
Lebanon, Yemen and Sudan. It became more adventurous 
over time. With a strong Muslim Brotherhood affiliation, 
Qatar decided to take a stake in the Taliban as a future 
investment. In 1999, Qatar had sent Yusuf Al-Qaradawi, a 
famed television host in the Muslim world, to speak with 
Taliban founder Mullah Omar and other Taliban leaders to 
try to stop them from destroying the ancient Buddha statues 
at Bamiyan. The attempt was unsuccessful, but this instance 
indicated their developing interest in playing a role to 
resolve regional challenges.14 Two decades later, their stra-
tegic thinking would finally pay off.

That leads us to the modern era, when Qatar (since 2012) 
became the host for Taliban’s political negotiations with the 
US, culminating in the February 2020 deal that empowered 
the Taliban’s return to Kabul.15 Notably, as well, they helped 
significantly in the mass evacuations that took place imme-
diately following the Taliban’s takeover in August 2021, 
keeping Kabul airport open and transporting thousands  
of Afghans in what became one of the largest human 
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evacuations in history. Today, they continue to provide 
humanitarian assistance in the form of emergency aid, and 
even scholarships for Afghan students.

Qatar generally aimed to stay aloof from the actual 
ideology of the Taliban, while rejoicing over the success of 
the negotiations. As Dubai became globally famous for  
its modernity and for its glorious vacation facilities, and  
as Oman became a revered neutral space—along the lines  
of Switzerland in Europe—Qatar offered its space for the 
building of universities and enhanced its international 
stature by successfully hosting the FIFA World Cup in 2022. 
The Taliban merely became another investment that paid 
off, and perhaps their most important geostrategic initia-
tive. Even as early as 2015, Qatar’s leaders were almost 
certain that the Taliban would ultimately return to Kabul.16

However, to play host to the Taliban was not without 
risks. It certainly added to regional rivalries. The UAE, for 
instance, was really annoyed, as they were vying to win over 
the Taliban as well and had offered them space for negotia-
tions. In fact, they even attempted to undermine Qatar’s 
effort by complaining to the US that Abu Dhabi was 
supposed to be America’s first choice for the purpose—and 
its ambassador to the US even went on the media to 
condemn Qatar’s closeness to Muslim extremist groups 
including Hamas, the Taliban and the Muslim Brotherhood.17

Despite all this though, and regardless of playing the role 
of mediator and essentially paving the way for the Taliban  
to achieve the deal they did, they are yet to formally recog-
nize the Taliban’s new government. Qatar is content to have 
the Taliban’s permanent political office on its soil, acting  
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as their political refuge, yet shies away from publicly 
embracing their new role. Qatar’s close alliance with the US 
cannot be ignored in this case: it hosts the biggest US mili-
tary base in the Middle East. It will likely wait for a green 
light from Washington DC before officially recognizing the 
Taliban government but, beyond that, Qatar is actively 
engaged with the Taliban, while urging the West to step up 
its engagement with Kabul to rescue Afghanistan from chaos 
and rising extremism.18 Evidence of its continued critical 
role is its hosting of a crucial meeting between David Cohen, 
CIA deputy director, and Abdul Haq Wasiq, the head of 
Taliban intelligence, in October 2022, to discuss ongoing 
counterterrorism cooperation, especially against ISK.19

Russia

Pinpointing where historic messes began is never easy, or 
entirely accurate, but in the case of Afghanistan it’s not far off 
to say it began with the Soviet Union’s invasion in the 1980s. 
Prior to that, however, the Soviet Union was actually the first 
country to establish a diplomatic mission in Afghanistan in 
1919.20 Fast-forward six decades, and the failed invasion 
drastically changed the face of their relationship, setting off  
a storm still raging today. As history began to play out, the 
Kremlin eventually shifted its policy toward Afghanistan 
and extended its support to the United States in combat 
operations against the Taliban throughout the 2000s.

However, after 2015, Russia’s Afghan calculus and strategy 
shifted significantly. The mutual desire of the Kremlin and 
the Taliban to combat ISK and its growing extremist foot-
print in Central Asia led them to join hands and work 
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together. On the basis of their shared anti-US sentiment, 
Russia established active channels of communication with 
the Taliban in various international forums—a clean slate 
was established, it seemed.

Russia, which is an active member of the SCO, along 
with China, India and other Central Asian countries, has 
used the platform to address the impact of terror groups in 
Afghanistan. This led to the SCO forming the Afghanistan 
Contact Group (ACG) in 2005 to support Afghanistan in 
combating the spread of drugs and crime.21 The SCO also 
played an important role in facilitating a conversation 
between the Afghan government and the Taliban, specifi-
cally during the withdrawal of NATO troops in 2016.

In fact, in March 2017, President Putin’s special envoy  
for Afghanistan, Zamir Kabulov, commended the Taliban 
movement and requested the withdrawal of US troops.22 
Beginning in 2018, the Kremlin invited the Taliban for 
several rounds of peace talks in Moscow,23 which helped 
officials understand the core interests of the Taliban. This 
also gave the Taliban an opportunity to gain some interna-
tional exposure and reframe their narrative and communi-
cations in a better light.

Russia also hosted the Moscow regional peace consulta-
tions and informal inter-Afghan dialogues from 2017 to 
2019 and regularly invited and hosted the Taliban as partic-
ipants.24 Evidently, these engagements prepared the Taliban 
in terms of understanding the nature of political leaders at 
both a tactical and strategic level.

Hence, it is safe to conclude that Russia was well prepared 
for a Taliban-ruled Afghanistan. It started building its  
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bridges and ties a decade ago to mitigate the impact of 
Afghanistan’s instability on Russia. Before the takeover, the 
Taliban delegation was also invited to Moscow in July 2021 
to offer assurances that there would be no escalation of 
violence in Central Asia posing challenges for Russia.25

To understand the drivers of Russia’s attitude toward the 
Taliban, Russia’s major security concern must be acknowl-
edged: regional instability in Central Asia, and the supply of 
opium—that is, drug trafficking. Afghanistan has long been 
the biggest producer and supplier of opium, which has caused 
havoc for Russia’s domestic policies and national security.26 
Combating the spread of drugs in the region is crucial for 
Russia. Similarly, the threat of organized extremist groups 
targeting Central Asia would have spillover effects in Russia. 
Accordingly, the Russians began to deploy strategies to miti-
gate the risks associated with an unstable Afghanistan.

With the fall of the US-supported Afghan government  
in August 2021, Russia did not shy away from publicly 
sharing its anti-West position and the satisfaction it derived 
from the failure of the United States’ state-building efforts.27 
It gave Russia an opportunity to step up its engagements 
with the Taliban for the protection of its own security  
needs.

Since then, Russian officials, foreign minister Sergey 
Lavrov and Taliban delegates have conducted eight rounds 
of bilateral and multilateral meetings on issues of humani-
tarian aid, human rights, and Afghanistan’s future economic 
recovery. To strengthen Afghanistan’s internal security, 
Putin has even proposed the Taliban’s removal from the list 
of international terrorist organizations.28
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Moscow’s pragmatic and soft approach toward 
Afghanistan signals its acceptance of the new reality. From 
providing humanitarian and financial aid to urging the 
removal of the Taliban from the list of terrorist organiza-
tions, Moscow acknowledges that they can neither be ignored 
nor isolated. Furthermore, Russian officials also did not 
evacuate their Kabul embassy, exhibiting their reciprocity 
and trust in the Taliban’s governance.29 All in all, Russia 
seems optimistic about the Taliban and their future, citing 
them as a powerful force and people of sound mind.30 
However, Russia’s real and tangible interests of safeguarding 
its own economic and security interests will always come 
first.

The Taliban, which have also moved beyond the histor-
ical relationship with Russia, have renewed interest in 
Moscow’s engagement. The Taliban provide Russia with the 
economic benefits of investments in agriculture and energy 
projects, as well as the Belt and Road Initiative, which would 
improve supply chains in the region. The Russian export of 
LPG (liquefied petroleum gas) supplies through the gas 
processing plant in Afghanistan and the Trans-Afghan 
railway line31 serve as major underpinnings for Russia’s 
influence in the region. Regional security is essential for the 
smooth operation of these projects.

With the Russian invasion of Ukraine, Putin’s misadven-
ture makes the Taliban a bit cautious with regard to Russia 
being a trusted partner, thus limiting its influence in the 
region. Interestingly, the Taliban advised Russia to work 
toward a peaceful resolution and end its invasion of Ukraine. 
Currently, Russia has no resources to invest in Afghanistan’s 
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economic growth. With this dynamic shift in the geopolit-
ical environment, the nature of the Taliban–Russia engage-
ment will likely change as the Taliban grow wary of Russia’s 
intentions.

As history reminds us, it was the Mujahideen, which 
then more or less became the Taliban, who kicked Russia 
out (with help from the Northern Alliance) and killed thou-
sands of Soviet men. Some even argue that this was one  
of the breaking points of the USSR. Certainly this is not a 
fact lost to history, especially not to a leader like Putin. 
Russia, despite being involved in its own quagmire, more 
than anything might be interested in ensuring that the new 
Afghanistan doesn’t fall under US influence ever again. The 
rivalry and competition between great powers is never-
ending, after all.

India

Until August 2021, India and the Taliban shared a hostile 
relationship with each other, catalyzed by the hijacking of 
Indian Airlines flight IC-814 in 1999.32 Throughout the 
1990s, India’s approach toward Afghanistan, and the Taliban 
in particular, was shaped by interests similar to those of  
Iran and Russia. The trilateral relationship provided support 
to the Northern Alliance to fight against the Taliban. Post-
2001, India consistently provided support to Karzai and then 
Ghani government to bring a peaceful solution to the then 
Afghanistan conflict.

Abiding by its “Neighborhood First” policy,33 the Indian 
government was one of the largest regional donors in South 
Asia during Afghanistan’s reconstruction period from the 
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2000s on. New Delhi has invested close to $5 billion in 
Afghanistan’s economy during 2002–21 by way of develop-
ment and infrastructure projects.34 From the construction 
of the $300 million Afghan–India Friendship dam, aka the 
Salma dam, to the $90 million Afghan parliament building 
in 2015, and its generous humanitarian aid during the 
Covid-19 pandemic, India has proved itself to be a trusted 
neighbor to Afghanistan.

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi also highlighted 
the support as “tribute to democracy in Afghanistan.”35 While 
India rooted for “an Afghan-led, Afghan-owned and Afghan-
controlled process,”36 New Delhi and the Taliban share a trust 
deficit, as India was excluded from both the 2020 Doha 
Agreement and the Moscow peace negotiations.37

Since August 2021, the moral and political dilemma faced  
by the Indian government is multifaceted. India’s direct secu-
rity concerns at their borders arise from Pakistan and China 
more than Afghanistan. However, Afghanistan during the 
Taliban’s first stint in power had become a refuge of terrorist 
groups such as Pakistan’s Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM). Any 
return to that scenario could be very dangerous for India, 
whose ultimate aim is to protect its territorial sovereignty 
and combat terrorist organizations, such as Al-Qaeda in the 
Indian Subcontinent (AQIS)—who might target the Indian 
side of Kashmir.38 Hence, India does not want the Taliban to 
nurture anti-India sentiments so as to mitigate any threat of 
terrorism in the country.

India’s skepticism also stems from the Haqqani network, 
with its deep affiliation to Pakistan’s intelligence services. 
The Haqqani network has previously launched repeated 
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offensive attacks against India’s interests in Afghanistan, 
including attacks on India’s diplomatic missions in Kabul in 
2008 and Herat in 2014.39

India also acknowledges the strategic position of 
Afghanistan in the region for its own economic interests. Its 
previous investments, along with trade exports and imports 
through the 218-kilometer Zaranj–Delaram highway, and 
the laying of 202 kilometers of electricity transmission lines 
from Uzbekistan are crucial for maintaining its economic 
influence in the region.40

Unlike Russia and China, India had cut off its diplomatic 
ties with Afghanistan and closed its embassies during the 
takeover. Its strategic partnership with the United States,  
and close association with the previous Ghani government, 
were the major reasons for its initial diplomatic absence. 
However, India is now seriously reassessing its position and 
moving toward a “balancing act” in its effort to engage with 
the Taliban and help stabilize Afghanistan.

With Russia and China’s over-enthusiastic engagements 
with the Taliban, and China’s growing offensive posture at 
the Line of Actual Control (LAC) between itself and India, 
India opened its first formal bilateral lines of communica-
tion with the Taliban in June 2022.41 The long haul to estab-
lish a dialogue over a span of one year is indicative of New 
Delhi’s extreme apprehension with regard to any engage-
ment with the Taliban.

The Taliban’s desire is simple—international legitimacy 
and recognition. Huge external investments are essential to 
reconstruct and revive the country. The Taliban understand 
that India’s economic relationship with Afghanistan in the 
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past could pave the way for long-term investments in the 
future, aiding in their quest for legitimacy. With India’s 
growing significance in South Asia and the Indo-Pacific,  
it is imperative for the Taliban to have a strong neighbor in 
them.

The Indian embassy in Kabul was unaffected during the 
takeover, indicating the Taliban’s firm intention to re-engage 
with the Indian government. Similarly, the Taliban also 
placed pressure on Pakistan to allow free passage for Indian 
wheat to enter Afghanistan through Pakistan. The Taliban’s 
persistent requests for India to open its Kabul embassy also 
indicate the urgency, from their point of view, of normal-
izing their relationship.42

While the Taliban have repeatedly tried to assuage India’s 
security apprehensions, New Delhi remains cautious and 
acutely aware that Taliban attitudes could change once they 
feel more in control. The Taliban–Pakistan closeness is a 
fact that haunts India.

The question is whether India really wants to give legiti-
macy to the Taliban, and if so, how? With China’s new initi-
atives to enhance its influence in the region, New Delhi 
clearly understands that it should not shy away from 
building its relationship with the Taliban. It would allow 
India to have a better sense of the realities on the ground, 
enabling it to strategize its engagement with the Taliban. For 
India to hold a vital stake in Afghanistan, a diplomatic pres-
ence inside the country is important. It was this realization 
that led to the return of a small Indian diplomatic contin-
gent to Afghanistan in August 2022. In the words of Gautam 
Mukhopadhaya, a former Indian ambassador to Afghanistan, 
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“It’s an opening gambit so to speak, in some ways you are 
back in the game.”43

Turkey

Turkey shares a significant history with Afghanistan dating 
back to the days of the Ottoman Empire. Since the early 
1900s, the two countries have attributed significant impor-
tance to their bilateral trade and established diplomatic ties 
for nation-building. From helping Afghanistan draft its first 
constitution to providing military, educational and financial 
aid, Turkey has certainly proved its “all-weather friendship” 
with Afghanistan.

Turkey, being the biggest Muslim-majority country in 
NATO (the only other one being Albania), had the leverage 
to participate in Afghanistan’s politics throughout its  
reconstruction period in the 2000s. Its neutrality toward 
Afghanistan’s internal affairs and diplomatic engagements 
had helped in facilitating dialogues between the Afghan 
government and the Taliban. It also commanded the 
International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) in 200344 
and established an office of the Turkish Cooperation  
and Coordination Agency (TIKA) in Afghanistan.45 The 
Turkish-speaking minority in Afghanistan also accelerated 
Turkey’s cultural engagement in the country. All these 
factors shaped the building of what Turkey calls a fraternal 
relationship with Afghanistan. The Taliban were still skep-
tical about Turkish goals in Afghanistan.

Turkey’s offer to provide military and security assistance 
at Kabul airport in June 2021 came as a surprise to the inter-
national community.46 Although unsuccessful, the pivot 
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shows that Turkey was prepared to recognize the Taliban as 
Afghanistan’s main authority early on. Turkey believed that 
this strategic move to become the eyes and ears of the US in 
Afghanistan could help it in improving its bilateral relation-
ship, given that American sanctions on Turkey for its acqui-
sition of Russian S-400 missiles and its violation of the 
Countering America’s Adversaries through Sanctions Act 
(CAATSA) had caused a significant deterioration in their 
relationship.47 Turkey also aims to gain long-term geopolit-
ical leverage through the joint operation of Kabul airport 
alongside Qatar, thus benefitting from the Qatar–Taliban 
connection. However, it is facing stiff competition from the 
UAE in this battle which has taken many twists and turns.

Nevertheless, just like other regional powers, Turkey’s 
policy toward Afghanistan is at best tentative. From asking 
the Taliban to “end the occupation”48 to being optimistic about 
cooperation with the group,49 Turkey has been testing the 
waters. Prudent in its diplomatic engagements, it maintained 
an open dialogue to support the new ruling power in 
Afghanistan. The sudden shift in Ankara’s policies and accept-
ance of the change in Afghanistan are shaped by diplomatic, 
economic and humanitarian interests. Turkey’s engagement 
with the Taliban is geared towards becoming a key regional 
influence in Afghanistan and Central Asia.

Like others, Turkey has some security concerns in dealing 
with terrorism and extremism coming out of Afghanistan,  
but its economic interests take priority. These include private 
investments in the country by the Turkish Independent 
Industrialists and Businessmen’s Association (MUSIAD)50 
and the Afghan–Turkish business association.51 These 
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collaborations are building strong partnerships to invest in 
development projects in the areas of power, energy and gas. 
Turkey’s construction of the Kajaki hydro-electric power plant 
in Kabul has already demonstrated Ankara’s interest in 
investing in Afghanistan.52 The strategic Lapis Lazuli transit 
corridor, which runs from Afghanistan to Turkey via other 
Central Asian countries, will further enhance significant trade 
and transits in Central Asia.53 This would offer opportunities 
for the Taliban to build strong bilateral ties with other nations 
and show their legitimate efforts to address their security 
concerns. The Taliban are hoping for investments from Turkey 
for economic reconstruction, which will probably attract other 
regional countries to do the same. Regardless, every country 
intends to become an economic beneficiary of Afghanistan’s 
mineral-rich resources. Sadly, even the extension of humani-
tarian aid—of human compassion—must come as a trade.

Turkey has intensively used soft power diplomacy by 
inviting the Taliban delegation to Ankara, facilitating meet-
ings with religious institutions and scholars, and even 
providing humanitarian aid following the Kabul earthquake. 
Along with its existing operations in Kabul, Turkey has 
reopened its consular services in major cities like Mazar-e-
Sharif54 to show its strong intent of collaborating and creating 
cross-network educational institutions. Furthermore, the 
Taliban’s (now former) minister of education, Abdul Baqi 
Haqqani, met the Turkish ambassador in March 2022 to 
build a religious and modern sciences curriculum.55 All these 
instances highlight the Taliban’s significant efforts to build a 
relationship with Turkey—they are not ignorant of the fact 
that Turkey could become a key entry point for them to 
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attain international legitimacy. Being the major Muslim 
NATO member, Turkey’s political engagements with the 
Taliban hold the power to shape and change the behavior of 
other NATO members as well.

While this ambition is optimistic, Turkey would be wise 
to think realistically about its engagement with the Taliban 
as it does pose genuine problems for its domestic security. 
Turkey already hosts the largest refugee population in the 
world—as tragic as it is, accepting more poses a real chal-
lenge to its economy, domestic stability and, potentially, 
national security. Already the government faces much criti-
cism from the domestic population for its engagement  
with the Taliban.56 With the recent tragic memories of the 
perils of Syrian refugees, and the attitudes of their own 
population, perhaps Turkey might take a more cautious 
approach when considering hosting more asylum seekers 
and refugees.

As Turkey aims to leverage its relationship and establish 
itself strongly in Central Asia, its overreach in Afghanistan 
could become counterproductive. President Erdogan 
appeared to be cognizant of the risks involved when he said: 
“Turkey is ready to lend all kinds of support for Afghanistan’s 
unity but will follow a very cautious path.”57

Emerging Taliban Foreign Policy

The Taliban have put themselves in an unprecedented  
situation—becoming the very thing they tried to destroy. 
They have put on the shoes of politicians, taken on the task 
of being governors, when their entire life so far has been 
defined by their efforts against such people. They have 
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dreamt of this for a long time, but when eventually  
a dream becomes a reality, it’s time to wake up—can they 
deal with the reality of life in power? A movement whose 
historical mode of operation has been insurgency is now  
in complete control of a nation drowning in deep water. 
Afghanistan today has fractured institutions, faces some of 
the world’s worst humanitarian crises and is undergoing 
severe economic turmoil among a myriad of challenges. 
Moreover, divisions within the Taliban have led to a lack  
of cohesion in its actions and domestic policies, making  
the group’s new job even harder. While the international 
community asks for more inclusivity in its governance and 
respect for human rights, such expectations are futile. They 
have enough on their plate—to add more means potentially 
to make an overflowing mess.

To construct any projections regarding the Taliban’s future 
in power, their governance performance must be constantly 
evaluated. Afghanistan needs a formal, established, legal 
economy—and the prospects for this, given their current 
economic plight, appear to be bleak.

The strategic nature of its location, coupled with the 
tantalizing desire to exploit its resources, seals Afghanistan’s 
fate as a sought-after prize for competing nations. With the 
vested interests of China, Iran, Turkey, Qatar, UAE, Pakistan, 
India and Russia, besides other Central Asian states, insta-
bility due to rivalries could plague Afghanistan. With ISK in 
the background, and the likelihood of a resurgence of other 
militant groups, the Taliban cannot expect a smooth ride.

As the West weighs its options in Afghanistan, many 
neighbouring countries are also in wait-and-see mode. In the 
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interim, diplomatic engagements are key to protecting their 
security interests. They can certainly do so while hoping for 
the best. As nations bide their time in giving recognition to 
the Taliban, a collective strategic posture has a higher likeli-
hood of engaging the Taliban effectively.
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The West’s strategy of aid conditionality—asking the 
Taliban to moderate their behaviour on women’s rights 
and other issues in return for funding—has clearly failed. 
It is imperative for the West to develop mechanisms that 
prevent the Afghan population from being punished for 
the Taliban’s takeover . . .

—Hamid Hakimi and Gareth Price, Chatham House1

The reality of the Taliban is right before us, in all their gore 
and grit. But now, the question remains: where do we go 
from here, when the road is anything but clear? They  
face their most daunting challenge yet in figuring out  
how to move from a globally condemned insurgency to a 
recognized political organization responsible for governing 
Afghanistan. Beyond that, they have to tackle the problem 
of all the varying perspectives within their network. To put 
it simply, and mildly, if they want to continue in power, they 
will have to make sure all their team members are on the 
same page. The problem is that the Taliban’s rank and file 
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have been motivated by a set of ideals based on an anti-
Western, anti-modern attitude. To cooperate with those 
very elements, the Taliban will now have to make a concerted 
effort to reshape their worldview and internalize it first. 
And finally, as responsible managers of a new state, they 
require a different skill set and approach from the one they 
are so accustomed to. Such a reconstruction of their polit-
ical philosophy will not be so simple, either. Whether they 
have that in them at all, only time will tell. If they can make 
these transitions in the next three to five years, their project 
will likely start to gain credibility. All they must do is govern 
just well enough to minimize any terrorist-induced chaos, 
disable criminal networks and manage the humanitarian 
crises that are knocking on their doors. If they can pull that 
off, or at least be seen as making genuine efforts in this 
direction, perhaps not just their neighbors but the whole 
international community will start adjusting to their reality. 
It is a tall order indeed but not impossible.

Throughout the book, the primary issues that the Taliban 
are facing and will continue to face have been examined in 
some detail. Even though their leaders have shown repeat-
edly, as was the case in the Doha negotiations, that they can 
compromise and engage with the West—for their men on 
the ground, the foot soldiers, especially those hailing from 
the rural areas, it will be a very hard sell. The last thing the 
leaders in Kabul need is to be disconnected from their 
network on the ground across the country. If they are out of 
sync, the possibility of the group splintering into different 
factions becomes a very real one. However, it is not fair  
to assume that all those from rural areas, or all the 
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lower-ranking members, are of such a mindset. There are 
also many members from these areas with significantly 
more exposure to the world beyond Afghanistan, and 
educational credentials to their name, which will benefit the 
group in creating a balance.

Another complicating factor is how to honestly qualify 
and quantify the Taliban. My findings, based on conversa-
tions with Taliban on this point, is that hardly 30 percent—
to a maximum of 40 percent—are ideological in orientation, 
the rest are merely their relatives, sympathizers and friends 
who either pose or are viewed as Taliban in a social sense if 
not a military one. Another group assuming the Taliban 
label, though, are thieves and criminals. Small local warlords 
should also be factored in—ultimately, a lot of them are 
using the opportunity to make money. How long they will 
stay loyal to the Taliban depends on the economic opportu-
nities and crime opportunities they will gain.

Within the Taliban, even today, the most important 
credential one can possess is the clerical or Mullah status. 
Going by the book, religious knowledge determines your 
position and reputation. Even if in disagreement, the lead-
er’s religious credentials matter beyond anything else, and 
ultimately trump political connections. The NATO and US 
approach in Afghanistan had many flaws and they made 
many grand miscalculations, yes, but perhaps the most 
central one came down to their lack of knowledge as to how 
the Taliban hierarchy worked in practice. That is, they failed 
to follow the rule #1 in war: know your enemy! The US team 
in Doha was expecting Mullah Baradar to get the top slot 
once the Taliban were back in Kabul without realizing his 
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rank did not exactly align with it. The world witnessed the 
victory of the Taliban, but how they managed it still escapes 
us all, it appears.

In a conversation I had with an important ideologue of 
the Taliban, he shared fascinating insights into the reality of 
Taliban leaders’ time spent in Pakistan. When I made the 
assumption that because Habitullah and some other top 
leaders lived in Pakistan they were inevitably influenced by 
it, he told me a very interesting fact. He said that these 
leaders lived in small self-made reflections of Afghanistan, 
made up of small camps across the country, spanning from 
KPK to Punjab to Quetta. They made a mini-Afghanistan 
within Pakistan wherever they went—and because their 
trust primarily only extended to Afghans, they seldom even 
interacted with those outside their camps. This is particu-
larly the case for Taliban middle- and senior-level operators 
who lived in Pakistan. The point here is that Taliban narra-
tives sanctioned by the top Taliban leaders continued to be 
taught and enforced among the Taliban cadres unfiltered, 
and without being diluted due to different settings and envi-
ronment. The environment in which Taliban middle- and 
senior-ranking officials operate, whether within or outside 
Afghanistan, remains controlled—as much as possible.

Ultimately, understanding and predicting the power 
struggle between the “old” Taliban—those we have watched 
over the past thirty years—and the new generation of the 
Taliban, lies at the core of this analysis. To avoid the mistakes 
of our past, we must reexamine in depth and analyze the 
reality of the rebranded Taliban—their demographics, 
psychology, inheritance and, even more, the factors that 
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have led to their current state, ranging from external players 
to internal issues. In doing this, the book aims to reframe, in 
a sense, the current perspective to accommodate not only 
more nuance but some optimism too. The goal is to recog-
nize the psyche of the present generation of Taliban and 
work with that. Additionally, in recognizing the new threats 
in the region, such as ISK, and analyzing the ensuing power 
struggles, we can further capture the dynamics of the region 
and its security future.

Let us examine some key differences between the old  
and “new” Taliban, for the lack of any other word to label  
the contemporary version of the Taliban. First, the original 
group from 1996 to 1999 were notoriously comfortable with 
keeping themselves within an introverted reality, whereas 
the Taliban of today have an established and forward-looking 
sense of international relations. They have moved past  
their reputation as isolationists, becoming willing interactors 
with a global view of engagement. On that same front,  
the former had very little interest in working with develop-
ment agencies like the UN. Today, with new institutions  
and infrastructure in place (and credit will have to be given 
where it is due: to the US and its NATO allies), the contem-
porary Taliban inevitably have realized they cannot go on 
like their predecessors in 1990s. To live without the features 
of the modern era, the ease of high-speed internet and all  
the rest, is not realistic for them. So they took it from where 
they could get it. Their electricity, for instance, is provided  
by Uzbekistan and Tajikistan—and they are continuously 
engaging and negotiating with them for its supply without 
disruption.2 Taliban leaders have also been demanding from 
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both these Central Asian states the return of the helicopters 
and aircraft that were flown there by former members of the 
Afghan security forces while escaping from Afghanistan  
in and around August 2021. It is believed that 46 aircraft  
are in the possession of Uzbekistan and 18 in Tajikistan.3 
Even though Taliban defense minister Mullah Yaqoob 
warned both countries not to test Taliban patience and force 
them to take retaliatory steps,4 so far the Taliban have only 
pursued diplomatic avenues.

The Tajikistan–Taliban border tensions are another 
tough challenge for the Taliban. Both sides are housing the 
other’s enemies, and in any case their 800-mile border is 
hard to monitor and manage.5 Both sides accuse the other of 
causing instability across the border.

All of this speaks to the Taliban’s estimation of why they 
cannot remain aloof from their neighborhood as well as to 
their concerns and fears. Taliban 1.0 would gasp in horror at 
the thought, as they saw outsiders as spies or negative influ-
ences. To see the fruits of their labor move so far off course 
as to trust others would be quite unpalatable for them. 
Additionally, regarding the media, the former group was far 
more conservative when approaching media freedoms. In 
the new Afghanistan, the number of Western journalists 
being allowed to operate is a big change, as there are many 
international and especially regional news networks still 
carrying on with their coverage. Of course, there are major 
issues, with increasing control being asserted, and women 
not having the same opportunities as men, and a gradual 
increase in the filtering of narratives on state media, but, 
ultimately, the media world is still functional. This is a 
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product of new times that will have a big impact on the 
extent to which the Taliban can control knowledge and 
information, and it is also happening through social 
media—something we are already seeing with their usage of 
Twitter and Facebook. Comparing Taliban media freedoms 
with Western standards would be grossly unfair. Some 
Middle Eastern and Central Asian states with whom the 
West happily engages day in and day out offer better exam-
ples for the purposes of comparison.

Moreover, the 1990s Taliban had a dangerous religious 
militant agenda targeting both regional and global  
locations—they were, after all, the offspring of the Afghan 
Mujahideen, many of whom came from different countries 
from across the world: from Indonesia and Malaysia at one 
corner to Egypt and Sudan on the other, and everywhere  
in between. We know enough about how the Al-Qaeda–
Taliban marriage of convenience produced terrorism. While 
the Taliban, especially the Haqqani faction, still have some 
sympathy for Al-Qaeda, as exposed by their hosting of 
Al-Qaeda top leader Ayman Al-Zawahiri in Kabul, today 
the new generation of Taliban, lacking access to the old 
global Mujahideen-era network, are more focused on their 
identity as Afghans. Nationalism is a key identity marker 
now, more so than a universal religious mission.

Additionally, the old Taliban were more fixated on 
sectarianism, partly because of the Al-Qaeda influence and 
Arab militants—for whom sectarian divisions, especially 
Sunni versus Shia, were important. Hazara Shias, consti-
tuting one-fifth of the nation’s population, for instance, 
faced massacres during the late 1990s at the hands of 
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Taliban. Although Hazaras are still facing discrimination 
and violence, today’s Taliban have tried to reach out to the 
Hazara Shias, both in Kabul and in the northern areas of the 
country.6 I was told during an interview that the Pakistani 
Shia leader Sajid Naqvi had received a message from Mullah 
Baradar during a visit he made to Pakistan, to emphasize 
that the Taliban had reached out to the Hazara Shias.7 He 
wanted to convey this message to Pakistani Shia leaders as 
well—to let them know that they should not be concerned 
about sectarianism in Afghanistan—and to convey it to 
Afghan Shias through their channels as well. One cannot 
take such outreach at face value but nonetheless these efforts 
to cooperate with and support this persecuted Muslim and 
ethnic minority group indicate an important policy shift—
or perhaps one in the making. There are many non-Hazara 
Shia communities in Afghanistan as well, who were gener-
ally aligned with anti-Taliban forces, so this is not an easy 
decision for the Taliban in political terms.

On this note of religion, the old Taliban, with their 
Deobandi-Hanafi roots, were the dominant religious group 
operating in Afghanistan but they had witnessed a potent 
dogmatic intervention from Al-Qaeda’s Salafi narratives. 
The result was a highly militant version of Deobandism that 
was not in line with the original teachings, as discussed 
earlier in the book. Since running the insurgency in 
Afghanistan, largely on its own, though aided and abetted 
by drug mafia as well as Pakistan, the Taliban today are  
relatively more independent in their religious thinking.  
This return of sorts to nineteenth-century Deobandi roots, 
which historically was accommodative of even Sufi groups 
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in Afghanistan, also explains the growing Taliban tensions 
with ISK. Now, they are faced with a group which is not only 
more extreme, but in fact—from a religious perspective— 
strongly anti-Deobandi in its outlook. ISK has even 
published booklets for public dissemination in Afghanistan 
and Pakistan directly challenging the Deobandi school of 
thought. To say they are opponents is not quite accurate—
they are sworn enemies.

Finally, the former Taliban was a warrior movement at 
heart. The present-day Taliban benefit from running shadow 
governments across the country, with many members oper-
ating in organized hierarchies. In my conversation with an 
Afghan Taliban member, I was told that the Taliban are  
facing a challenge from these dime-a-dozen weapon-wielding 
individuals claiming they are the Taliban.8 They are not 
authorized to do that but the Taliban lack enforcement  
measures. However, they are actively engaged in organizing 
themselves to govern better and have started assigning 
different factions and cadres to wear specific uniforms. A 
senior Taliban official told me in August 2022 that they  
would soon start arresting people brandishing weapons  
at checkpoints and major crossroads in Kabul. This is at  
least a gradual attempt to institutionalize—a stark contrast 
from the tactics of the earlier brand of Taliban. Various  
ministries and government offices are being populated; a 
structure is in place and the Taliban are trying their best to 
sustain what was built over the last two decades. Well, it is 
easy to fill roles—but to adapt to an administrative and insti-
tutional setup that they are not familiar with is new territory 
for them, and surely one where they are breaking new ground. 
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Slowly, we are beginning to see the shedding of the old 
Taliban’s skin—and maybe it is turning into something not 
seen before.

A Taliban cleric who taught and trained many of the new 
generation of middle-ranking Taliban leaders told me that 
the Taliban foot soldiers who fought—and ultimately won 
the war for them—are a priority to be accommodated in 
government positions. For cabinet positions, he further 
added, “the central criterion was how deep one’s piety and 
loyalty to core Taliban values and ideology was.”9 He insisted 
that the younger generation is open-minded when it comes 
to engagements and interactions, even with those they dis -
agree with. At the same time though, they are very conserv-
ative and continue to be plagued by tribal thinking. When  
I asked how Taliban hailing from different ethnic and  
tribal backgrounds are expected to work together for a 
common cause of developing and stabilizing Afghanistan, 
he confessed that the biggest challenge new leaders face  
is the entrenched urban versus rural divide. While many 
leaders have experienced living in urban centers in 
Afghanistan, Pakistan and Qatar, most of their foot soldiers 
come from rural backgrounds—so for them, urban centers 
like Kabul are a new world. These are men for whom purdah 
(the veil) is a core Islamic tradition on which there can be 
no compromise and they are heavily influenced by patri-
archal ideas of women. They cannot accept a relatively open 
society in an urban setting, where men and women work 
side by side. For Taliban leaders with international expo-
sure, it is hard to reeducate their cadres, even if they really 
want to—which is why it is so important for their Western 
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and regional interlocutors to remember this dilemma when 
issuing policy statements on matters sensitive to them. 
These pronouncements, in any case, are mostly directed at 
local Western audiences. Realistically, under the Taliban 
meaningful progress in this arena is a long way off.

My recommendation—knowing full well this is going  
to be controversial—is to increase engagement with the 
Taliban. In fact, engaging in conversations with them on 
what is required by the international community for them to 
be formally recognized is perhaps the only way forward in 
the muddled reality we have now. My argument is that any 
effective, sustained and meaningful engagement with them 
has the real capacity to empower the relatively pragmatic 
and moderate elements among them. Not engaging is  
going to support the view of hardliners that the world  
is against them—and consequently they will rise further 
within the organization. The older generation of the Taliban, 
the comrades of Mullah Omar, are on their way out over the 
next five years or so. The newer Taliban, by virtue of social 
media and their digital access to the globe, are the ones who 
will be the movers and shakers in Afghanistan. We can allow 
them to move around in the dark, or offer them a way out. 
The tens of billions of dollars invested in Afghanistan created 
an infrastructure now at the disposal of the Taliban, and this 
we cannot ignore. They will need engagement, better skills, 
and capacity building to use it and run a government. It will 
inevitably force them to engage with people of different 
views and ethnic groups in Afghanistan—and that may even 
lead to a diversified government. Earlier Western “demands” 
along these lines fell on deaf ears, but the Taliban will be 
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forced to consider these when confronted with practical 
challenges of governance—and that is happening. This is an 
optimistic projection, though, I must admit.

Offering the Taliban some level of legitimacy does not 
have to equate to accepting their flaws—of which there are 
many. It is worthwhile to note that there are a large number  
of states with atrocious human rights records recognized by 
the international community. What makes Afghanistan stand 
out? And is it so bad to assume—to hope—that they can 
change, for the better? If anything, for the sake of the Afghan 
people, who have been treated so terribly in all of this—do we 
not owe them even an attempt to offer some light?

While conversing with a former senior US official who 
follows the Afghan crisis very closely and was involved  
in diplomatic engagements with South Asia, including 
Afghanistan, I was startled by the tone of assessment: “We 
have demonstrated in a spectacular way to the Afghan people 
that we don’t give a shit about Afghanistan. The Taliban are 
not like us, not in terms of policies or values, but we also 
know they are sick of hearing our lectures about women’s 
rights and morality. They tell us hey—we are not lecturing 
you on what we think you are doing wrong. Our narrative is 
simply annoying and unhelpful to them.”10 This person still 
did not recommend recognizing the Taliban as the legitimate 
government of Afghanistan—and believed that it is incon-
ceivable to expect the Biden administration to take that route. 
Given political polarization and extremism trends across the 
world, it is quite hypocritical of the international community, 
and especially the West, to expect the Taliban to follow a 
reform agenda that is seen by them as alien.
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Moreover, let us stop for a moment with all these rushed 
plans and acknowledge that we are not going anywhere with 
the current US policy toward Afghanistan. We are not 
accomplishing anything by giving a “to-do list” to the Taliban 
that they cannot agree to—not to mention that they cannot 
even be publicly seen to be meeting with US officials. The 
best way to promote and protect international interests, for 
the sake of stability in Afghanistan, and for it not to turn 
into a hub of terrorism again, is to start by scrapping the 
moral lectures. Then to proceed with structured engage-
ment that involves direct communication with Taliban 
leaders both in Kabul and Kandahar. Mullah Baradar and 
Abbas Stanikzai, as skilled as they are, are not the lead policy 
decision-makers of Afghanistan today. Hibatullah and Siraj 
Haqqani are—and no Western capital is in direct communi-
cation with them, especially Hibatullah, as yet.

Despite their dysfunction and intense internal rivalries, 
the Taliban’s grip on the steering wheel is not about to loosen 
any time soon. They will now and forever look at themselves 
only through the lens of their recent victory—they are the 
glorious David who overcame the monstrous Goliath, and  
so this sense of themselves will be forever etched in their 
memory. They waited a long time to get what they have now, 
and they will not let anyone or anything—especially not their 
own differences or dynamics—get in the way of that. Their 
outward projection of unity and following Hibatullah’s 
commands—despite growing internal divisions—is their 
power, their secret weapon. Their commitment to their 
cause, and their ability to overlook their differences—no 
matter how personally distasteful—is, to them, what makes 
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them so special. So if listening to the top leader who is 
following guidance from a handful of extreme clerics in 
Kandahar leaves a bad taste in their mouth, they will gladly 
accept it because that is the reason they were able to return  
to Kabul—and they don’t want to vacate it again. The tragic 
truth, though, is that the resistance they now face from rivals 
such as ISK is also their life support. It only strengthens them, 
knowing that there are people who pose a theological as well 
as political challenge to their authority—it makes them all 
the more possessive, and protective, of it. This has the deadly 
potential to further militarize them and fuel a new wave of 
violent conflict in the future.

To move forward, we must accept hard truths. The Doha 
negotiations showed that engaging with the Taliban is 
possible, that they are not only capable of rational discourse 
but also believe in give and take. Clinging to the image of 
Mullah Omar from decades ago only means staying stuck in 
denial that a new reality lies before us. The Taliban are now 
reaching out to the UN, asking for money, and looking to 
cooperate with other states, from China and India on the 
one hand to the European Union and US on the other. They 
are clearly making an effort. Sure, those in Kandahar are out 
of touch with the reality of the international order, and Siraj 
Haqqani was caught with his pants down while secretly 
hosting Ayman Al-Zawahiri; most of those in Kabul are in a 
learning mode. They are catching up, and those among the 
Taliban leadership who are still stationed in Doha need to 
return to Kabul with their families and help with the transi-
tion. The West, for its part, needs to accept the reality and 
move on to the final stage of their grief: acceptance.
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In conclusion, the Taliban have a long way ahead of them, 
due to their own rigidity and bigotry, more than anything 
else. The variations within their vast network pose the most 
significant challenge to their movement. It is only a matter 
of time until power politics starts to impact their cohesion; 
if it comes down to it, this may be their kryptonite. 
Additionally, the dangers posed by ISK are growing each 
day. The threat is indeed very serious, but not existential. 
They will remain an ugly sight in their peripheral vision, 
creating terror where they can and irritating the Taliban to 
the best of their ability. The tensions there, plus the added 
strain of the complicated relationships with Pakistan and 
the Pakistani Taliban, make for an interesting, but stressful, 
future for them in terms of regional security. Losing the 
goodwill of Pakistani intelligence could be deadly for them, 
but trying to retain their support (and their image as 
Pakistan’s proxy) could be politically unsustainable given 
the tribal dynamics of Afghanistan.

Finally, the most significant factor: the new generation  
of Taliban—or Taliban Generation Z—already constituting 
a majority of Taliban cadres, is likely to have a huge influ-
ence over the Taliban’s policy-making. Their awareness of 
global movements, tech-savvy nature and dreams influ-
enced more by the greater world than religious dogma are 
undoubtedly going to change the nature of the group as  
we know it. As regards religion, despite the great divisions 
in belief, the historical legacies of Afghanistan’s rich land-
scape of faith still stand. The Taliban will eventually have to 
reform, growing in their religious inclusivity and accommo-
dations if they want to be taken seriously by the ordinary 
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Afghan people. The Taliban’s success has certainly inspired 
other groups across the world and they are all watching 
them closely. If the Taliban want to succeed in building  
a stable and independent Afghanistan they will have to  
part ways with rigidity, exclusivity and use of oppressive 
tools.

Money does make the world go round—the Taliban’s 
financial management will play the biggest role in their 
success or failure. If they are telling the people not to worry, 
they have to give them reasons not to—people need some 
proof that they can feel secure. If they cannot help ordinary 
Afghans make ends meet, public protests will become inev-
itable, shaking the ground even more. The best-case scenario 
remains that the Taliban properly build upon the relative 
peace that has come to Afghanistan—in comparison to 
previous years—and that the moderates among them rise to 
the top. Some among them will eventually push for reform, 
including in the theological arena, otherwise, their power 
will be short-lived, as all moderates know. The worst-case 
scenario, on the other hand, is if the rigidity that we have 
seen signs of from the likes of Hibatullah and chief justice 
Hakim continues. And if their internal rifts lead to violence 
and division, that possibility becomes dangerously real, 
particularly if the Taliban delay in making the best use of 
their time. The Taliban often used to say, “You have the 
watches, but we have the time.” All we can do now is watch 
what they do with the time they have and hope, for the sake 
of humanity, that the best-case scenario triumphs after all.

Ultimately, perhaps if those tasked with deciding the  
fate of Afghanistan were more compassionate and more 
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thoughtful, things would be different today. Sadly, that  
is not the case. But there are more pages to be written, a 
destiny still to be fulfilled. Only time will tell what the new 
fate-creators will do with their pens—one can only hope 
they will write in the language of peace and poetry, not the 
dogma, strife and sorrow of yesterday’s hands. Perhaps the 
issue at heart was our naïve optimism. Have foreign inter-
ventions dangerously reminiscent of colonial endeavors 
proved to be effective? If there is anything to be said defini-
tively, it is that the Afghan people deserved better, and that 
hope is not lost. We need to reimagine what—and who—the 
Taliban are today. It is worth remembering that shifting the 
lens from one of guns and graveyards to one of potential  
and peace is a burning desire—and long-awaited right—of 
the people of Afghanistan. In the land of poets, mystics and 
melodies, peace is not—and cannot—be impossible.
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Sher Mohammad Abbas Stanikzai, deputy foreign minister
Zabihullah Mujahid, deputy minister of information and 

broadcasting
Mullah Muhammad Fazil Mazloom Akhund, deputy 

defense minister
Mawlawi Mohammad Qasim Farid, deputy minister of 

defense (policy and planning)
Ibrahim Sadr, deputy interior minister
Maulvi Noor Jalal, deputy interior minister (education and 

personnel)
Sadar Azam Haqqani, deputy minister of agriculture
Abdullah Khan, deputy interior minister (counter-narcotics)
Maulvi Shamsuddin Mansoor, deputy interior minister 

(policy and strategy)
Muhammad Bashir, deputy commerce minister
Azim Sultan, deputy commerce minister
Sheikh Maulvi Abdul Hakim, deputy minister of martyrs 

and disabled affairs
Maulvi Saeed Ahmad Shahidkhel, deputy minister of  

education

Appendix I

List of Key Deputy 
Ministers, Heads of 

Departments, Governors 
and Military Commanders
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Maulvi Abdul Rahman Halim, deputy minister of rural 
rehabilitation and development

Maulvi Atiqullah Azizi, deputy minister of information and 
culture (finance and administration)

Mullah Faizullah Akhund, deputy minister of information 
and culture (youth affairs)

Mullah Saaduddin Akhund, deputy minister of information 
and culture (tourism)

Mullah Nasser Akhund, deputy minister of finance
Maulvi Arefullah Aref, deputy minister of energy and  

water
Mujeeb-ur-Rehman, deputy minister of energy and water
Maulvi Saifuddin Tayeb, deputy minister of communications
Haji Mullah Mohammad Essa Akhund, deputy minister of 

minerals and petroleum
Maulvi Sharafuddin, deputy minister of disaster manage-

ment
Enayatullah Shuja Haqqani, second deputy minister of 

disaster management
Maulvi Hamdullah Zahed, procurement director
Sheikh Abdul Rahim, deputy director of procurement
Mullah Rahmatullah Najib, deputy director national direc-

torate of security
Tajmir Jawad, deputy director of intelligence
Maulvi Mohammad Yousef Mastari, director of prisons
Mullah Habibullah Fazli, deputy director of prisons
Maulvi Keramatullah Akhundzadah, head of the 

Administrative Reform and Civil Service Commission
Maulvi Ahmad Taha, deputy minister of border and tribal 

affairs
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Engineer Najibullah, head of the Nuclear Energy Agency
Maulvi Fathullah Mansour, head of Kandahar airport
Mohammad Ismail, executive commander of the Military 

Court
Maulvi Esmatullah Asim, deputy head of the Red Cross
Maulvi Rahimullah Mahmoud, deputy commander of the 

Al-Badar Corps in Kandahar
Maulvi Abdul Samad, deputy commander of the Azam 

Corps in Helmand
Noorullah Munir, head of office for issuance of religious 

edicts
Abdul Qayyum Zakir, military commander in Panjshir to 

confront opposition forces aligned with previous govern-
ment (earlier, briefly served as deputy defense minister 
as announced in September 2021)

Mufti Saeed Ahmad Mustaqim, deputy minister of rural 
rehabilitation and development

Maulvi Haseebullah Hamid, deputy minister of higher 
education (finance and administration)

Dr. Hassan Ghyasi, deputy minister of public health
Abdul Latif Nazari, deputy minister of economy
Abdul Bari Omar, director, food and drug administration
Ataullah Omari, former deputy minister of defense for tech-

nology and logistics, now serving as minister for agricul-
ture since August 2022

Alam Gul Haqqani, head of the passport department
Mawlawi Makhdoom Abdul Salam Saadat, deputy minister 

of labor and social affairs
Sheikh Syed Rasool, chairman of the Supreme Audit Office
Amir Khan Haqqani, commander of Al-Fatah 209th Corps
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Mullah Bari Gul Akhund, chief of staff of Al-Badr 205th 
Corps

Mullah Abdul Razzaq Akhund, chief of staff of Al-Farooq 
207th Corps

Mawlawi Hizbullah, chief of staff of the 203rd Corps
Haji Mali Khan (uncle of Sirajuddin Haqqani), governor of 

Logar province 
Abdul Ghani Faiq, governor of Badakhshan province 
Qudratullah Abu Hamza, governor of Balkh province  
Ishaq Akhundzada, governor of Ghazni province
Maulvi Abdul Ahad Talib, governor of Helmand province
Noor Islamjar, governor of Herat province
Nisar Ahmad Nusrat, governor of Kunduz province
Daud Muzamil, governor of Nangarhar province
Maulvi Qasim Khalid, governor of Kunar province
Mohammad Ismail Turkman, governor of Takhar province
Hafizullah Pahlawan, governor of Faryab province 
Bakhtiar Muaz, governor of Baghlan province 
Qari Ehsanullah Baryal, governor of Kabul province 
Mohammad Yousaf Wafaa, governor of Kandahar province 

Sources: Taliban government websites and official  
announcements
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Amir Khan Muttaqi, foreign minister
Abdul Hakim Akhunzada, chief justice
Abdul Qadeer Haqqani, deputy governor of the Afghan 

Central Bank
Mohammad Nabi Omari, governor of Khost province
Abdullah Mukhtar, governor of Paktika province
Maulvi Abdul Kabir, deputy prime minister for political 

affairs
Shahabuddin Delavar, minister of mines and petroleum and 

head of the commission to contact Afghans abroad
Abdul Baqi Haqqani, (former higher) minister of higher 

education
Noor Mohammad Saqib Haqqani, minister of Hajj and reli-

gious affairs
Najibullah Haqqani, minister of communications
Abdul Latif Mansoor Haqqani, water and energy minister
Abdul Salam Hanafi Sahib, deputy prime minister
Noor Jalal Haqqani, deputy interior minister
Sadar Azam Haqqani, deputy minister of agriculture

Appendix II

Graduates of Darul Uloom 
Haqqania Holding Senior 

Official Positions in 
Afghanistan
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Ahmad Taha Haqqani, deputy minister of border and tribal 
affairs

Enayatullah Shuja Haqqani, deputy minister of Afghanistan 
National Disaster Management Authority

Alam Gul Haqqani, head of the passport department
Abdul Hakim Sharei, minister of justice

Source: Darul Uloom Haqqania official
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In the name of Allah, the most merciful, and the most compas-
sionate

The Islamic Emirate’s leadership instructs all relevant 
organizations, Ulema-e-Karam [respected scholars of Islam] 
and Tribal Elders to take serious action to enforce Women’s 
Rights.

1. Adult women’s consent is necessary during Nekah/
marriage (though both should be equal with no risk of 
sedition).

 No one can force women to marry by coercion or pres-
sure.

2. A woman is not a property, but a noble and free human 
being, no one can give her to anyone in exchange for 
peace deal and or to end animosity.

3. After the death of the husband, “Sharaie Adat” (four 
months and ten nights or pregnancy) passes, no one can 
marry a widow by force including her relatives. A widow 

Appendix III

Text of the “Decree of 
the Amir al-Mu’minin 
on Women’s Rights,” 

December 3, 2021
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has the right whether to marry and or to determine/
choose her future. (Though the principle of equality and 
preventing sedition should be kept into consideration.)

4. It is the Sharia right of a widow to obtain, “Mahar” from 
her new husband.

5. A widow has heritage right and fixed share in the prop-
erty of her husband, children, father and other relatives. 
No one can deprive a widow of her right.

6. Those with multi marriages (more than one wife) are 
obliged to give rights to all women in accordance with 
the Sharia law and maintain justice between them.

For proper implementation of this decree, relevant organi-
zations are instructed to do the following acts:

1. The Ministry of Hajj and Religious Affairs is instructed 
to encourage scholars to give awareness to the people 
related to women’s rights through their letters and 
preaching that oppressing women and not giving them 
their rights will cause Allah’s dissatisfaction and his 
torment and anger.

2. The Ministry of Information and Culture is directed  
to publish articles related to women’s rights through  
its means in writing and audio, as well as encourage 
writers and activists to publish useful article on women’s 
right in order to attract attention of Ulema and people 
about women’s Sharia rights, to prevent the ongoing 
oppression.

3. The Supreme Court must issue instruction to all courts 
to consider applications for women’s rights, especially 
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widows’ rights and their oppression in a proper and prin-
cipled manner, in order not to disappoint women of 
getting rid of oppression and obtaining their Sharia 
rights.

4. Governors and district governors must cooperate 
comprehensively with the named ministries and the 
Supreme Court in the implementation of this decree.

Leadership office of Islamic Emirate
28/04/1443 Hijri Lunar
12/08/1400 Hijri Solar
03/12/2021 Gregorian

Source: https://www.alemarahenglish.af/special-decree 
-issued-by-amir-ul-momenin-on-womens-rights/
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Introduction: History Repeats Itself
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2022. On December 30, 2021, Ghani interestingly claimed in a BBC inter-
view that on the day of his departure from Kabul, “Two different factions of 
the Taliban were closing in from two different directions,” and “the possi-
bility of a massive conflict between them that would destroy the city of five 
million and bring havoc to the people was enormous.” For details, see: 
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-59807737
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